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Abstract 
 
As most of the electronic information available nowadays on the web is stored as text, 
developing Question Answering systems (QAS) has been the focus of many individual 
researchers and organizations. Relatively, few studies have been produced for extracting 
answers to “why” and “how to” questions. One reason for this negligence is that when going 
beyond sentence boundaries, deriving text structure is a very time-consuming and complex 
process. This thesis explores a new strategy for dealing with the exponentially large space 
issue associated with the text derivation task. To our knowledge, to date there are no systems 
that have attempted to addressing such type of questions for the Arabic language. 
We have proposed two analytical models; the first one is the Pattern Recognizer which 
employs a set of approximately 900 linguistic patterns targeting relationships that hold within 
sentences. This model is enhanced with three independent algorithms to discover the 
causal/explanatory role indicated by the justification particles. The second model is the Text 
Parser which is approaching text from a discourse perspective in the framework of Rhetorical 
Structure Theory (RST). This model is meant to break away from the sentence limit.  The 
Text Parser model is built on top of the output produced by the Pattern Recognizer and 
incorporates a set of heuristics scores to produce the most suitable structure representing the 
whole text. 
The two models are combined together in a way to allow for the development of an Arabic 
QAS to deal with “why” and “how to” questions. The Pattern Recognizer model achieved an 
overall recall of 81% and a precision of 78%. On the other hand, our question answering 
system was able to find the correct answer for 68% of the test questions. Our results reveal 
that the justification particles play a key role in indicating intrasentential relations. 
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Chapter 1  
 
Introduction 
 
 
1.1 Arabic NLP 
Arabic is the sixth most widely spoken language in the world and is ranked fifth among the 
most influential languages in the world according to research performed by George Weber 
(1997). He stated that “Arabic is the only language apart from English and French that is 
used in an international field”. This is mainly attributed to its political and economic 
significance in addition to being the language of worship for over 1.5 billion Muslims. 
Moreover, a recent report published by the United Nations revealed that the rapid rising of the 
Internet use in the Middle East has resulted in Arabic becoming the fastest-growing language 
on the Internet in the past decade (The Arab Knowledge Report, 2011). 
Arabic content on the Web has seen a phenomenal growth in the past few years, and it has 
become very difficult to manually extract information from these resources, particularly from 
unstructured texts. Consequently, all tasks of Natural Language Processing (NLP) will 
become increasingly essential to make Information Retrieval (IR), Text Mining (TM), text 
categorization, automatic summarization, machine translation and question answering systems 
available to the Arab user. 
Compared to the other languages, there are relatively few studies developed to manipulate 
knowledge encoded in the Arabic language. This is mainly due to the challenges and 
complexities present in Semitic languages like Arabic which are known to be highly 
derivational and inflectional (Kadri and Benyamina, 1992). 
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The Arabic morphology is very rich. Conjunctions, definite articles, particles and other 
prefixes can be attached to the beginning of a word, and a large number of suffixes can be 
attached to the end. Both prefixes and suffixes are allowed to be combined and present at the 
same time.  This generates a huge number of different forms for a given root.  
Diacritics also contribute to the variability of Arabic words adding confusion to NLP 
applications. Indeed, the same word with different diacritics can express different meaning, 
for example,  ْلﺎﻣ “money” and  َلﺎﻣ “incline”. However, diacritics are only found in specialized 
contexts such as dictionaries, children’s books, and the Quran. 
The irregular syntactic form of Arabic sentences is an additional problem which results in 
great flexibility in changing the subject and verb positions. Consider for example the mutual 
swapping of the words “بﺮﺿ” and “ﻞﺟﺮﻟا” in sentences (1) and (2) and yet they have the same 
meaning.  
(1)                                                                                                                           ﺪﻟﻮﻟا ﻞﺟﺮﻟا بﺮﺿ 
(2)                                                                                                                           ﺪﻟﻮﻟا بﺮﺿ ﻞﺟﺮﻟا 
“The man hit the boy” 
Another reason why Arabic NLP lags behind is the lack of mature tools and knowledge bases 
resources available for Arabic unlike the other languages which benefited from the existence 
of huge corpora and annotated Treebanks for training. 
1.2 Answer Extraction from Textual Resources 
There is a high demand for systems that could return a precise answer to a user’s query and 
avoid the thousands of links returned by traditional search engines. In the NLP field, these 
systems are referred to as QA systems and these could be developed for open or specific 
domains. However, current QA systems involve intensive computing and often fail to match 
the speed of current search engines. 
QA systems are known to be of great importance in many real life application areas. For 
example, in the field of medicine, physicians are unable to respond to all patient queries 
within the required time, leaving most of the questions unanswered. Hence, a QA clinical 
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system would be capable of returning answers based on existing medical research reports (Niu 
and Hirst, 2009). QA systems have also been explored for educational packages by replying 
to quick questions posed by users who simply need a fast reference such as the publication 
date of a certain book or the population of a city (Aria and Handayani, 2012). Furthermore, 
QA systems were incorporated into decision support systems (Yang et al., 2014), business 
intelligence (Choi et al., 2011) and interactive QA systems where a Chabot-based interface 
enables conducting a conversation that attempts to emulate human dialogue (Wang and 
Petrina, 2013). 
A variety of approaches to QA have been investigated in TREC-QA evaluation campaigns. 
Answer classes targeted by most QA systems were of the factoid type generally seeking short 
fact based answers (e.g. names, dates, and places). In QA systems involving factoid questions, 
Named Entity recognition can make a substantial contribution to identifying potential answers 
in a source document where the answer units are no more than few words expressed in the 
form of a noun phrase as shown in Table  1-1. 
 
Question  Named Entity  
Who/whose Person 
When Time, Date 
Where Location 
How much Quantity 
How many Number 
How Long Duration 
 
Table  1-1: Question types and their corresponding Named Entity reference. 
Recently, a number of systems were implemented where the focus has shifted away from fact-
based questions to handling questions requiring non-factoid and more complex answers such 
as causation, manner or reason questions. Unlike factoid QA, these systems are expected to 
return answers in the form of a meaningful discourse segment (i.e. sentence, multiple 
sentences and paragraph). 
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1.3 Motivation 
There are very few QA systems specifically developed for the Arabic language and those 
developed focused on factoid questions that can be answered with relatively little linguistic 
knowledge (Mohammed et al., 1993; Hammou et al., 2002; Kanaan et al., 2009). Like the 
case of TREC participants, question types that require long and procedural answers such as 
“why” and “how to” was beyond the scope of those systems. 
However, most questions that people want answers for are not factoid questions. Statistics 
showed that questions starting with “why” and “how” are quite frequently issued by users on 
social media such as Yahoo! answers1. Verberne (2010) reported that Microsoft’s Web Search 
Click Data, a collection of queries from US users entered into Microsoft Live search engine in 
the summer 2006, contained 86,391 queries starting with wh-question (who, what, which, 
where, when, how and why). Of these, queries starting with “how” and “why” were by far the 
most frequent (61%). Yet out of the “how” questions approximately 76% were of the type 
“how to” while the rest were subtypes that referred to quantity questions (how much, how 
many, how long, etc.). 
To the best of our knowledge no previous Arabic QA system was developed to specifically 
answer “why” and “how to” questions in spite of their frequency and significance in a wide 
range of disciplines (clinical, education, social communities etc). It is also the case that the 
task of automatic extraction of Causal relations is still absent in the Arabic research area. 
Thus, novel approaches need to be devised to meet this shortcoming in the Arabic NLP field 
and this was our main motivation to develop the work presented in this thesis. 
1.4  Contribution 
As pointed out in the previous sections, different techniques are needed to handle non-factoid 
questions whose corresponding answers often span multiple sentences that comprise discourse 
relations such as cause, motivation, purpose and explanation. One issue here is that these 
relations are often expressed implicitly using verbal or non-verbal cue words. What makes 
this research more challenging is that recognizing the answer boundaries involves conducting 
                                               
1 http://answers.yahoo.com 
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advanced analysis (e.g. syntactic and semantic). All these issues make the task of finding the 
exact answers to “why” and “how to” questions a very challenging problem. 
There are some studies (Breck et al., 2000; Bernardi et al., 2003) that investigated the task of 
locating exact answers to non-factoid questions; they reported that such type of questions 
require fine-grained text analysis and reasoning capabilities. Moreover, they suggested that 
the wise exploitation of linguistic knowledge (i.e. the knowledge about discourse structure) 
would allow QA systems to answer “why” questions. 
In this research, “why” and “how to” questions are defined as an interrogative sentence in 
which the interrogative nouns  اذﺎﻤﻟ  “why” -  ﻒﯿﻛ  “how to” (or a synonymous word or phrase) 
occurs in the initial position. In this context, “Why” questions enquire about events or facts 
that explains why something occurred rather than something else whereas “how to” questions 
enquire about the manner in which something is done. 
The main contribution of this study is to carry out an extensive Arabic text analysis in order to 
devise a set of linguistic patterns which are able to indicate the presence of 
causation/explanation information in sentences from open domain texts. The constructed 
patterns will be developed predominantly to locate relations within sentences (intrasentential 
relations) and this will be combined with a linguistically aware model that discovers relations 
among sentences (intersentential relations). 
For the purpose of finding causation and explanation across sentences, we will employ the 
Rhetorical Structure Theory (RST) that many studies have shown to be a very effective 
discourse analysis approach for many computational linguistics applications such as (text 
generation, text summarization and machine translation). In his work on rhetorical parsing of 
unrestricted English texts, Marcu (2000b) examined a great number of connectives such as 
therefore, although, in contrast etc; he stated “it is likely that connectives can be used in order 
to determine rhetorical relations that hold between elementary units”. In this study we exploit 
the knowledge of the connectives and cohesion in the Arabic text to posit suitable rhetorical 
relations. 
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1.5  Research Questions 
Our research objectives focus on answering the following two questions: 
 Is it possible for hand-crafted patterns to convey information from open domain text 
using a subset of NLP techniques?  
Given that linguistic knowledge is expensive, we identify a set of linguistic patterns 
based on syntactic and linguistic features which comprises a combination of cue words 
and Part Of Speech labels (POS) that tend to appear in causal and explanatory 
sentences. 
To fulfil this aim, we first investigate existing literature on the subject to explore the 
linguistic devices identified by researchers whose function is primarily to indicate 
causation and explanation. Arabic text analysis will then be carried out to establish 
which syntactic features truly appear to be relevant for detecting causation and 
explanation at the sentence level. 
 
 To what extent can discourse analysis help in selecting answers to “why” and 
“how to” questions for the Arabic language?  
To be able to extract meaningful answers to non-factoid questions from a text, it is 
crucial to have knowledge about its structure. The structure of text can be visualized 
by annotating the text with intrasentential/intersentential relations. This annotated text 
can then be queried for questions correlate with specific type of relations.  
Apparently, the task of the automatic derivation of discourse structure at all text levels 
requires huge computing power. Therefore, a more practical approach is required to 
tackle this problem.  
Obviously, considering relations spanning over only individual sentences one at a time 
is more computationally efficient than considering the whole text. Furthermore, 
Arabic writers prefer the use of grouped and large grammatical chunks and it is rare 
that an Elementary Discourse Unit (EDU) from a sentence has a relation with a part 
outside the sentence. 
The approach we adopt in this study splits the process of text analysis into two 
different models. First, we create the Pattern Recognizer model for causal and 
explanatory knowledge acquisition within sentences based on a set of linguistic 
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patterns. Second, we build the Text Parser model that would hypothesize a list of 
rhetorical relations which hold among sentences. This model incorporates the 
intrasentential information provided by the Pattern Recognizer and produces the most 
suitable structure representing the whole text.  
1.6 Thesis Structure 
The current thesis is structured into chapters that describe various aspects of this research. In 
the following subsection, we summarize each of these chapters. 
 Chapter 1 introduces the issue of answer extraction and QA systems including both factoid 
and non-factoid questions. It also introduces motivations and significance of the study. After 
that, research questions are presented followed by an overview of the thesis. 
 Chapter 2 consists of two main sections. The first part presents a brief history of computer 
based question answering systems and the role played by the Text Retrieval Conference 
(TREC) in the development of these systems. It also provides an overview of the approaches 
adopted for processing the three parts of QA systems namely question processing, passage 
retrieval and answer processing. The second part of this chapter is devoted to describing the 
relevant work of other researchers in the field of answering non-factoid questions and in the 
area of extracting semantic relations from text. 
 Chapter 3 investigates the first research question by describing the procedures adopted for 
extracting potentially syntactic features and relevant coherence markers that would lead to 
constructing a set of linguistic patterns.  
 Chapter 4 contains a novel contribution to the field of Arabic text structure derivation. This 
chapter answers the second research question. The chapter starts with a brief explanation of 
the framework used in this study, RST, along with a general review of the automatic text 
derivation systems. Next, it describes the proposed methodology that attempts to deal with the 
problem of computational complexity associated with the text derivation process.  
 Chapter 5 illustrates the infrastructure of the question answering system developed in this 
research and how we apply the two models proposed throughout the previous chapters. The 
chapter also studies several techniques introduced by researchers in the field of Arabic 
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Information Retrieval. These techniques - Normalization, Stemming, Stop-words removal - 
aim to handle challenges raised when processing the Arabic language and are essentials tools 
for the implementation of different components in our system. 
 Chapter 6 outlines the experiments conducted with the participation of human judges to 
observe the effectiveness of the individual and overall performance of the system. It analyzes 
the performance of the Pattern Recognizer model under different conditions using the recall, 
precision and F score measures. Moreover, the chapter shows the experiment performed to 
evaluate the system efficiency in finding answers to “why” and “how to” questions.  Finally, 
the chapter concludes this thesis by stating the main results obtained in this research followed 
by recommendations for future work. 
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Chapter 2  
 
Literature Review and Related Work 
 
2.1 Overview of QA Systems 
2.1.1 A Brief History 
The first QA systems emerged in the early 1960s and 1970s as natural language interfaces for 
databases containing specific information about a topic, such as the BASEBALL (Green 
et.al, 1961) and LUNAR (Woods et.al, 1972) systems that operated on very restricted 
domains. The former answered questions about the United States baseball league during a 
single season and the latter replied to questions on the rocks returned from the moon by the 
Apollo moon missions. The questions presented to these systems were usually analyzed using 
linguistic knowledge to produce a canonical form, which was then used to construct a 
standard database query. 
Computer systems capable of holding a meaningful conversation are usually referred to as 
dialogue systems and have emerged by the end of the 1960s. One of the earliest and best 
known of these Artificial Intelligence dialogue systems is the ELIZA system (Weizenbaum, 
1966) that provided a psychological conversation in which patients were able to converse with 
ELIZA as in an initial psychiatric interview. Two other dialogue systems were developed 
later; SHRDLU system (Winogra, 1972) that answered questions about different states in a 
Toy World, and GUS system (Bobrow et al., 1977) which was designed to simulate a travel 
advisor and had access to a database containing limited information about airline flight times. 
QA systems took a further step with the development of the computational linguistics domain, 
which aimed to develop automated software capable of understanding the meaning of texts. 
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QUALM system (Lehnert, 1977) used knowledge bases and rule-based reasoning (Schank 
and Abelson, 1977) to build a system able to answer comprehension tests. 
Another example of such systems was Unix Consultant (Wilensky, 1982) that was designed to 
answer technical questions about the UNIX operating system. SCISOR (Jacobs and Rau, 
1990) focused on the question answering task more than information retrieval; it combined 
NLP, knowledge representation, and information retrieval techniques with lexical analysis 
and word-based text searches. 
The MURAX system (Kupiec, 1993) was designed to extract answers from free texts rather 
than a structured database; these questions appear in the general-knowledge “Trivial Pursuit” 
board game. The answers were assumed to be noun phrases and thus the system provided the 
user with a relevant text in which noun phrases were marked.  
Ask Jeeves2 (1996) is one of the most common NLP search engines today. At its start, the 
ask.com search engine was accepting questions in a natural language and returning Web links 
that might contain information relevant to the answer. Ask Jeeves benefited from the use of 
advanced natural language processing techniques combined with data mining processing and 
a huge expanding knowledge base. 
Another system with a different approach is the FAQFinder system (Burke et al., 1997) which 
attempted to analyze a user’s natural language query to find a similar question that had been 
asked and answered previously in FAQ files. 
Another important QA system was the START (SynTactic Analysis using Reversible 
Transformations) system (Katz, 1997) which was developed at the artificial intelligence 
laboratory in Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT). The START system analyzed 
English text and produces a knowledge base which incorporates, in the form of nested ternary 
expressions, the information found in text. A query is analyzed in the same way as assertions 
used to create the knowledge base. 
Research into open domain QA then emerged and focused on developing question-answering 
system that do not rely on a knowledge base and that can extract answer from huge 
unstructured texts. New QA systems enhanced with NLP and IR techniques have been 
                                               
2 http://www.ask.com 
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developed. These were mainly motivated by the Text Retrieval Conference (TREC) for 
English QA systems and the Cross Language Evaluation Forum (CLEF) for multi-lingual QA 
system. 
2.1.2 The Text REtrieval Conference 
TREC is an on-going series of International conference co-sponsored by the National Institute 
of Standard and Technology (NIST) and the Intelligence Advanced Research Project Activity. 
It is focusing on a list of different IR research area called tracks.  
TREC introduced the first question answering track in TREC-8 (1999). The goal of the QA 
track was to foster research on systems that retrieve answers rather than documents in 
response to a question, with particular emphasis on systems that can function in unrestricted 
domains (Voorhees and Tice, 2000). 
In the first few editions of TREC, Mean Reciprocal Rank (MRR) was the standard TREC 
measure for evaluation. MRR is a score equals to the rank of the highest ranked correct 
answer for each question. It is calculated as follows: for each question, the reciprocal rank 
(RR) is 1 divided by the rank of the highest ranked correct answer or 0 if none of the 
responses contained a correct answer. MRR is then the average of RR over all questions. 
Many QA systems from industrial and academic organizations competed against each other to 
answer questions that TREC provides every year. Best performing systems are then selected 
in each competition to present their QA approaches at the TREC conference. 
A brief chronological description of the TREC is as follows: 
 TREC-8 (1999): Participants received a set of short questions, and systems were 
asked to return a ranked list of up to five snippets that contained an answer to each 
question along with the Id of a document that supported the answer. Answer 
strings were limited to either 50 or 250 bytes in length which contained a correct 
answer in the context provided by the document. Human assessors read each string 
and made a binary decision as to whether or not the string contained an answer to 
the question. Twenty different participants from industrial and academic 
organizations received 200 questions and tested their systems on a large collection 
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of documents (1.5 gigabytes of text) from three different sources: TREC QA 
participants and NIST staff, the TREC assessors and question logs from the 
FAQFinder, in which each question had at least one document that explicitly 
answered the question (Voorhees and Tice, 1999). The best performing system for 
long string answers was the Textract system from Cymfony Inc (Srihari and Li, 
1999) with MRR of 0.66 and for short string answers was LASSO (Moldovan et 
al., 1999) system from Southern Methodist University with 0.64. Most systems 
first attempted to classify a question according to the type of its answer as 
suggested by its question word. For example, a question that begins with “who” 
implies that a person or an organization is being sought, and a question beginning 
with “when” implies a time designation is needed (Voorhees and Tice, 1999). 
Next, the systems retrieved a small portion of the document collection. In the case 
of long string answers (250 bytes) standard text retrieval technology -Bag-of-
words approaches- were adequate for finding answers (Allan et al., 1999; Lin and 
Chen, 1999; Cormack et al., 1999). But more sophisticated processing techniques 
such as: named entity recognition, shallow parsing and part-of-speech tagging was 
necessary to be employed for shorter responses (50 bytes) (Takaki, 1999; Ogden et 
al., 1999). This approach worked well provided the query types had enough 
coverage and the system could classify questions sufficiently accurately (Voorhees 
and Tice, 1999). 
 TREC-9 (2000):  In this track answers were also limited to either 50 bytes or 
250 bytes and guaranteed to have an answer in the collection. However, TREC-9 
used actual users’ questions rather than questions constructed specifically for the 
track, so it was considerably harder than TREC-8 as questions tend to be more 
ambiguous (Voorhees and Harman, 2000). The major change between TREC-9 
and TREC-8 was the creation of questions, as they were selected from query logs 
(Encarta and Excite log). The database was also larger consisting of 693 questions 
rather than 200 and a document set of all the news articles on TREC disks 1-5 
(Voorhees, 2000). Five hundred questions were selected from among the 
candidate questions that had an answer in the document set by NIST assessors. 
Among twenty-eight groups, the best MRR was obtained by the FALCON system 
form Southern Methodist University (Harabagiu et al., 2000) for 50 bytes limit on 
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the length of the response with 0.58 and for 250 bytes limit with 0.76. The system 
was guided by three different feedback loops that tried to integrate different forms 
of syntactic, semantic, and pragmatic knowledge until it found an answer that 
provided a justification implemented as an abductive proof. As many TREC-9 
systems (Ittycheriah, et al., 2000; Litkowski, 2000), it incorporated WordNet 
semantic net to create a large hierarchy from which it found the expected answer 
type and thus extracted answers after performing unifications on the semantic 
forms of the questions and its candidate answers. 
 TREC 2001: In its third edition the QA track contained three different tasks: the 
list task, the context task, and the main task which was the focus of the track. The 
source of question set consisted of 500 questions of filtered MSNSearch logs and 
Ask Jeeves logs. Unlike previous years, questions were limited to no more than 50 
bytes and questions were not guaranteed to have a known correct answer in the 
document collection allowing systems to  return a response of ‘NIL’ to indicate 
their belief that no answer was present (Voorhees and Harman, 2001). Thirty-six 
different groups submitted to the QA track and the best performing system, 
TextRoller from InsightSoft-M (Soubbotin, 2001) , was able to extract a correct 
answer about 77% of time and an MRR of 0.68 for strict (unsupported responses 
counted as wrong) and MRR of 0.69 for lenient (unsupported response counted as 
correct) evaluation (Voorhees, 2001). Most participants used the same basic 
strategy; they continued to build systems that compared entities and relations 
between questions and candidate answers. However, many participants such as 
TextRoller system tend to employ a data driven approach that does not require 
sophisticated NLP or knowledge based analysis of question. TextRoller checked 
the answer candidates for predefined patterns of textual expressions to which 
scores were assigned beforehand. In case that no pattern was matched, the system 
searched the candidate answers for a lexical similarity between the question and 
answer snippets (Soubbotin, 2001). 
 TREC 2002: Thirty-four different groups participated in this track which 
contained two tasks, the main task and the list task. A new document collection 
known as the AQUAINT Corpus of English News Text was used and comprised 
1,000,000 documents and 3 gigabytes of text as the source of answers along with 
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500 questions drawn from MSNSearch and AskJeeves logs ( mistakes fixed by 
NIST) (Voorhees, 2002a).  As a step in improving QA, systems were required to 
return nothing else than one response per question or “NIL” if they believed that 
the collection did not contain an answer, in contrast to the previous years where 
systems were allowed to return text strings containing an answer. The need for this 
change is illustrated in the following example taken form Voorhees (2002b).  The 
question what river in the US is known as the Big Muddy? yields the answer 
strings shown in Figure  2-1 that were judged correct. Obviously earlier responses 
are better than later ones.   
              
Figure  2-1: Answers strings for the question “What river in US is known as the Big Muddy”. 
Asking systems to retrieve exact answers demonstrates if they know precisely 
where the answer lies in such string. Another major change was the new scoring 
metric called confidence-weighed score. Systems were required to order their 
responses for the test questions from most to least confident response, so that the 
question for which the system felt confident was ranked first then the next most 
confident response and so on. The confidence-weighted score was defined in 
formula (2-1). 
 
ଵ
ொ
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The PowerAnswer system From Language Computer Corporation Moldovan et al 
(2002) achieved the best confidence-weighted score of 0.856 with 415 correctly 
answered questions. The increasing difficulty of the TREC track required systems 
to use more complex NLP tools. PowerAnswer tool set includes: Named Entity 
Recognizer, Syntactic Parser, Logic Form Transformer, Word Sense 
Disambiguator, and others (Moldovan, et al., 2002). 
 TREC 2003: In this year, the track contained the main task and the passage task 
using the same source of collection answers. In the passage task, systems should 
return a single document not longer than 250 characters containing an answer. The 
main task comprised three subtasks, factoid questions, list questions, and 
definition question (these types will be explained in Section  2.2). The final score 
for a passages task was accuracy, whilst in the main task each type of question 
was judged and scored separately, then the final score was the weighted average of 
the component scores as shown in formula (2-2) (Voorhees, 2003a; Voorhees, 
2003b).  FinalScore =  1 2ൗ ∗ FactoidScore +  1 4ൗ ∗ ListScore +  1 4ൗ ∗ DefScore     (2-2) 
 
Twenty five groups were submitted to the track, among which LLC’s QA system 
(Harabagiu et al., 2003) from Language Computer Corporation obtained the best 
final score of 0.559. 
 TREC 2004:  Was slightly different from the previous year; the track contained 
one task consisting of a mix set of question types grouped into different series. 
Each series contained Factoid and List questions that sought information about a 
definition target plus one “Other” question asked for additional information about 
the target that was not covered by previous questions in the series (Voorhees, 
2004b). Figure  2-2 shows a group of questions containing the three types of 
questions addressed in TREC 2004. The score for Factoid questions was the 
accuracy while the List and Other question were each scored using average of 
different computation for each type (Voorhees, 2004a). The final score was 
computed using formula (2-3). 
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  ۴ܑܖ܉ܔ܁܋ܗܚ܍ =  ૚ ૛ൗ ∗ ۴܉܋ܜܗܑ܌ۯ܋܋ܝܚ܉܋ܡ +  ૚ ૝ൗ ∗ ۺܑܛܜۯܞ܍۴ +  ૚ ૝ൗ ∗ ۽ܜܐ܍ܚۯܞ܍۴    (2-3)   
The first position was achieved by the LCC1 system with a best final score of 
0.601. Generally, systems used the same techniques as were used in past years 
(Voorhees, 2004a).  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure  2-2: Example TREC 2004 question group on the topic “space shuttles”. 
 TREC 2005:  Was held on the basis of three separate tasks: the main question 
answering task which was very similar to the one in the previous year except that 
targets could be events and nominal concepts which resulted in lower scores than 
last year (Voorhees, 2005). The second task was document ranking in which 
systems were required to return a ranked list of documents for each question; the 
aim was to investigate whether document retrieval techniques can help QA. The 
third task was relationship task to find evidence for the existence of a particular 
relationship within TREC-like topic statements (Voorhees and Dang, 2005). 
Systems were evaluated using the same methodology as in TREC 2004. The best 
performance again was achieved by LLC (Harabagiu et al., 2005) with a score of 
0.53 employing two different systems (PowerAnswer-2) for the main task and 
(PALANTER) for the relationship task. They used a syntactical parser, Named 
Entity Recognition (NER) and a reference resolution system as tools accessible by 
all of the system’s modules. They also took advantage of the abundance of 
information presented by the Internet to improve the statistical approach employed 
for the answer selection. 
Target ID: 65 
Target string: space shuttles 
          65.1: LIST: What are the names of the space shuttles? 
          65.2: FACTOID: Which was the first flight? 
          65.3: FACTOID: When was the first flight? 
          65.4: FACTOID: When was the Challenger space shuttle disaster? 
          65.5: FACTOID: How many members were in the crew of the Challenger? 
          65.6: FACTOID: How long did the Challenger fight last before it exploded? 
          65.7: OTHER: Other 
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 TREC 2006: In 2006, the TREC QA had two tasks: the main task and the 
complex, interactive question answering task. The difference for the main task for 
this year was the timeframe for questions phrased in the present tense, i.e., the 
system was required to extract answer with the most recent information available 
in case more than one document in the collection was suitable, as a closer step to 
the real life user’s requirements (Voorhees, 2006). The interactive task (ciQA) was 
a blend of the TREC 2005 relationship task and the TREC 2005 HARD track, the 
aim of the task was to incorporate a limited form of interaction with users that 
provided more complex information (Dang et al., 2006). The best overall score for 
the main task was obtained by the PowerAnswer3 system with 0.39. The 
improvement made from the previous year to meet the challenges of temporal 
constraints was the addition of the temporal resolution module. The module 
analyzed the target and the question together to resolve any ambiguous temporal 
context and used this information to create a list of reformulations of questions. At 
the end a voting was performed to determine which of the ambiguous target 
understanding reformulations had higher confidence. They also merged heuristics 
and machine learning algorithms for ambiguous questions where the learner’s 
features for answer type terms included part-of-speech, lemma, head information, 
and named entity information (Moldovan et al., 2006). 
 TREC 2007: Is the last workshop in the track series that was designed for QA 
systems. The track contained the same main task with a significant change in that 
test corpus comprised blogs documents in addition to newswire, increasing the 
difficulty of the task due to informal language and discourse structures nature of 
blogs. The scores in this task were higher after having generally declined each 
year since TREC 2004 (Voorhees, 2007). The Other task was complex interactive 
QA introduced in TREC 2006 and remained unchanged from the last year (Dang 
et al., 2007). PowerAnswer4 System from Lymba Corporation obtained the best 
overall score with 0.48. The system used a set of strategies independently or 
together designed to handle different types of questions. A language model was 
assigned for each type of questions based on features (stemmed keywords – 
morphological alternations for keywords and named entity tags) extracted from 
the questions and their answers which were judged as correct. To meet the 
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challenges emerged from the inclusion of blog documents (not well-formed texts - 
large sizes of data and organization entries), the system first performed a set of 
filtering steps. It parsed files to identify unique content and remove the duplicate 
entries, and then it used a language detection tool to remove the non-English 
documents, spam documents and documents containing information-deficient 
articles (Moldovan et al., 2007).   
2.2 Classes of Question Answering 
Over the years, QA systems have increased the coverage of questions they attempt to answer 
and become more and more complex. Hence, it is hard to classify them into well- 
distinguished classes. In this section we focus on the main classes of QA Systems. Generally, 
QA Systems can be classified into two generic categories according to the type of questions 
they try to answer: Fact Based Question Answering (FBQA) and non-Factoid Question 
Answering (NFQA). 
2.2.1 Fact Based Question Answering 
FBQA are closed-class types of questions seeking a single fact to be retrieved and returned to 
the user where systems are expected to return the exact short answer. Such types of questions 
can be of great importance for many applications such as in the educational domain, clinical 
answering systems and decision support systems. Figure  2-3 shows examples of FBQA taken 
from Voorhees and Harman (2000). 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure  2-3: Examples of Factoid Question. 
 
 How much folic acid should an expectant mother get daily? 
 Who invented the paper clip? 
 What university was Woodrow Wilson president of? 
 Where is Rider College located? 
 Name a film in which Jude Law acted. 
 Where do lobsters like to live? 
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Another similar type is the List questions that ask for different instances of facts related to a 
particular kind of information and to be retrieved as a list of entities (people, places, dates, 
and numbers). For example, the question “what countries are in the European Union?” seeks 
for a list of country names such as “France, Germany and Italy”. Voorhees (2003a) stated that 
“List questions can be thought of as shorthand for asking the same factoid question multiple 
times; the set of answers that satisfy the factoid question is the appropriate response for the 
list question”. 
Nearly the same approaches are used for answering both the List and Factoid questions. To 
guarantee that the list answers is sufficient, most TREC participants adjusted their factoid-
answering system to thoroughly scan all related documents in the information resources by 
changing the number of responses to be returned as answer (Harabagiu et al., 2003). 
2.2.2 Non-Factoid Question Answering 
Unlike FBQA, NFQA have an unlimited variety of syntactic forms without an explicit 
connection between their syntax and expected answers. This classification includes: 
 Definition Questions:  Usually start with the question word “What” and “Who” 
such as “What is the Nobel Prize?” or “Who is Colin Powell?” Voorhees (2001) 
suggested that “it is an important type as it occurs relatively frequently in logs of web 
search engines”. Responses for definition questions emphasize nugget recalls rather 
than exact answers. In this context, systems are expected to return a summarized 
sentence or a short paragraph about a particular person or thing. For example, a 
correct answer for the previous question would imply important events in Colin 
Powell’s life (birth, graduation and marriage), his major positions and achievements 
and any other interesting information. This type of question was introduced for the 
first time in TREC 2003. Systems generally used more complex techniques than those 
used for FBQA. Mostly they first retrieved passages about target using recall-oriented 
search then performed several types of text understanding, summarization and 
reasoning processes (Voorhees, 2003a). Furthermore, the evaluation of systems 
answering definition questions is much more difficult than the evaluation of systems 
tackling FBQA due to uselessness of right and wrong judgments used to evaluate 
FBQA responses. 
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 Analytical Questions: For this type of questions one cannot generally anticipate 
what might constitute the answer as in “what has been Russia’s reaction to the U.S. 
bombing of Kosovo?” (Small et al., 2004). Moreover, in many cases the answers to 
such questions are not explicitly mentioned in the knowledge resources. Therefore, 
answering these questions entails conducting a clarification dialogue with the user in 
order to have a semantic interpretation of questions and candidate answers as well as 
to have a comprehensive and deep inferential analysis of the knowledge elements of 
knowledge resource. This type of questions is similar to the complex interactive QA 
task introduced in TREC 2006.  
 Reasoning & Explanation Questions: The most prominent questions in this type 
are “why” and “how to”. For example, “Why does ice float on water?” and “How to 
enable command auto complete by searching history in windows”. Finding answers to 
such questions involves searching for argument relations in texts such as (Causal, 
Motivation and Purpose). Relatively, there are few systems presented with the aim of 
handling reasoning and explanation questions; the systems were restricted to specific 
domains with several limitations. This type of question has not been addressed in 
TREC annual conferences. Section  2.5 addresses this type in more detail as it is our 
main concern in this work. 
2.3 Question Answering Approaches 
As we discussed in the previous sections, there are many systems that have been implemented 
to automatically answer questions. However, developing and implementing a QA system is 
not an easy task. Inspired by the QA systems presented in Section  2.1.2, we have developed 
Figure  2-4 that illustrates the generic architecture of a typical question answering system. It 
comprises three main components: Question Processing module, Passage Retrieval module 
and Answer Processing module. Each of which can be sub-divided into lower level 
operations. 
Throughout the following subsection we briefly review some of the existing approaches that 
have been reported in the literature for the three modules mentioned in Figure  2-4, taking into 
consideration the well performed systems in TREC. 
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Figure  2-4: Generic architecture of Question Answering Systems. 
 
2.3.1 Question Processing 
The first component in any QA systems is question processing. The aim of this module is to 
parse the input data presented as a natural language question in order to understand the posed 
question. The output of this module should be representations of the question in multiple 
forms (semantic, logical, Boolean etc.). These representations are used by the rest of the 
system’s components to extract the correct answer. Given a question expressed in a natural 
language this module includes: 
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 Question Classification: In this stage the system is finding the type of the 
question being asked (e.g., Where, When, Who, Why) using the taxonomy of 
questions built into the system. In some cases a further classification is needed to 
better identify the question type. For example, in PowerAnswer4 system a 
language model was built for each class using questions from previous TRECs to 
automatically create question classes. The model was developed based on a set of 
features which involved: stemmed keywords, morphological alternations for each 
of the keywords and named entity tags. These features were extracted from the 
answers judged as correct for each of the question classes (Moldovan et al., 2007). 
 Answer-Type Identification: Here the system is inferring what kind of 
answers is expected (e.g., Location, Proper Person, Organization etc.) to help the 
Answer Processing module retrieve the correct answers. The simplest 
categorization is performed by checking the interrogative word introducing the 
question. For example, it is obvious that the answer type is PERSON for the 
question “Who invented the toothbrush”. The Named Entity (NE) concept that 
was first defined in MUC (Gaizauskas and Wilks, 1997) plays an important role in 
determining the answer type of the Factoid Questions. In contrast, this technique 
does not apply for NFQA (Pasca and Harabagiu, 2001). Certain types of inquiry 
words that belong to FBQA include different kinds of answers. For example, the 
word “what” does not tell us about the information asked by users; we notice that 
the following question “What is the biggest city in the World” intends Location 
information, whereas the question “what is the first month of the Hijri calendar” 
asks for a Date. To solve such problem the LLC system included a concept named 
Focus: “a word or a sequence of words which define the question and 
disambiguate the question by indicating what the question is looking for” 
(Harabagiu et al., 2003). For example, “What is the largest city in Germany?” the 
focus is largest city (Moldovan et al., 2000). Instead of knowledge-based analysis 
techniques, the TextRoller system employed predefined indicative patterns of 
textual expressions in order to find the answer type, for example the pattern “city 
name; comma; country name” indicates answers for “Where” questions. 
Accordingly, the presence of the string “Milan, Italy” in any text can be 
considered as an answer for the following question “Where is Milan?” 
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(Soubbotin, 2001). As the questions presented in TREC were becoming more 
challenging over the years, more complex approaches were explored. The system 
that got the highest scores is the one that constructed a hierarchy of answer types 
and then induced a classifier which assigned a type for each question based on 
Machine learning approaches (naïve Bayes, decision trees and support vector 
machines). The PowerAnswer3 system that was ranked first in TREC 2006 used a 
hybrid approach including heuristics and machine learning algorithms in order to 
disambiguate inquiry words and predict the answer types. A maximum-entropy 
model was constructed which incorporated a set of features including a variety of 
attributes such as: POS, lemma, head information, parse path to question word, 
named entity information, and set-to-set lexical chains derived from eXtended 
WordNet which links the set of question keywords to the set of potential answer 
type nodes. The maximum-entropy model performed well in answer type 
detection with an Error rate of 11% (Moldovan et al., 2006). 
 Formulating a Query: This process involves converting the original question 
to a query by determining the list of keywords to be used by a search engine in the 
Passage Retrieval Module. The common approach is the bag-of-words (BOW) 
model where questions are represented as an unordered collection of words, 
disregarding grammatical structures. For example, the question “who invented the 
paper clip?” is converted to: [paper ∧ clip ∧ invented]. It is very often that stop 
words, punctuation and the focus of questions are removed as their role is just to 
form the context of questions; furthermore all the inquiry words are stemmed to 
remove morphological variations associated with documents words. In (Moldovan 
et al., 2000) a set of ordered heuristics were used, each of which added a set of 
keywords, for example, Heuristic 1: adds quoted expressions, Heuristic 2: adds 
all named entities recognized as proper nouns, Heuristic 3: adds complex 
nominals and their adjectival modifiers and Heuristic 4: adds all other complex 
nominals. One further step that many systems make is the expansion of queries so 
that correct answers do not be missed. Most systems use the knowledge base in 
WordNet to add more keywords to queries. The system presented by Harabagiu 
et al. (2001) used three different sets of keyword alternations based on the 
following three heuristics that decided which word and form of alternations is to 
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be used: 1- Morphological Alternations: in case that no answer was found, 
question words determine the keyword to be altered. For the question “who 
invented the paper clip?” all inflections of the verb invent will be added so that 
the expanded query would be as follows [paper ∧ clip ∧ (invented ∨ inventor ∨ invent ∨ invents)]. 2- Lexical Alternations: here the system should exploit 
WordNet resources to enhance the recall of answers by adding semantically 
related terms. For example, one synonym of the verb invents which is devise and 
this could be included into the query. 
3- Semantic Alternations and paraphrases: this set of alternations applies to 
collocations form if “(a) they are not members of any WordNet synsets containing 
the original keyword; (b) have a chain of WordNet relations or bigram relations 
that connect it to the original keyword” (Harabagiu et al., 2001). For example, in 
the question “Where do lobsters like to live?” the verb prefer can be added to the 
expansion query since it is a hypernym to the verb like [lobsters ∧ (like ∨ prefer) 
∧ live].  
Different techniques were employed by PALANTER system (Harabagiu et al., 
2005) to select keywords from complex questions in the relationship task 
introduced in TREC 2005 (Voorhees, 2005). The system heuristically assigned a 
weight to each keyword extracted based on the approximation of keywords’ 
importance to queries “the highest weights were assigned to proper names, 
followed by comparative and superlative adjective, ordinal numbers, and quoted 
text”, then query expansion was performed by adding synonyms and keywords 
alternations from a database of similar terms. However, generating expanded 
queries has its own problems as it generates complicated queries. Moreover, the 
size of indexes to be matched against the document collections requires more 
computational processing. Bilotti (2004) reported that the increase in the number 
of retrieved documents when using morphological expansion comes at the 
expense of moving relevant documents further down the ranking list. 
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2.3.2 Passage Retrieval 
Passage Retrieval (PR) is the core module of QA systems which is responsible for reducing 
the search space determining the quantity of texts to be passed to the final module in the 
system architecture. As the syntactic and semantic parsing of whole collection is a time 
consuming process, in some cases before the queries-answers matching begins the documents 
in collections are transformed into other representations so that more efficient search can be 
performed.  
Although numerous strategies are involved in this component, BOW is the standard approach 
for finding passages in document collections. Many studies pointed out that combining 
structural information with BOW would improve the accuracy. Quarteroni et al. (2007) 
handled definition questions by employing predicate-argument structures (PAS). The results 
showed that incorporating PAS into BOW gave slight improvement with F-score of 70.7% 
compared to BOW alone which got an F-score of 69.3%.  
Another research presented by Surdeanu et al. (2008) considered the problem of extracting 
“how-to” questions using a large community-generated collection from Yahoo! answers logs. 
Surdeanu et al. (2008)  explored a set of different features (similarity, translation, density and 
frequency) and concluded that “syntactic dependency parsing and coarse semantic 
disambiguation yield a small, yet statistically significant performance increase on top of the 
traditional bag-of-words representation”.  
Also the work developed by Verberne et al., (2010) to handle why-QA studied the inclusion of 
structural information on cue phrases, noun phrases, question focus and the syntactic structure 
of questions. They investigated different features sets based on structural overlap between 
questions and answers: syntactic structure of questions, semantic structure of questions, 
synonyms, WordNet relatedness and Cue words. They found a significant improvement in 
terms of MRR (from 0.249 to 0.341). 
Boolean indexing (implementing the operators AND, OR and NOT) is another approach that 
has been suggested by a number of studies (Saggion et al., 2004; Moldovan et al., 2000). This 
technique requires less processing time; however, the number of documents returned by this 
approach may be large and unordered since it does not have any built-in way of ranking the 
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matched documents. Therefore, a special consideration has to be given for filtering and 
ordering the generated list of documents.  
Moldovan et al., (2000) used radix sort to perform paragraph ordering based on the notion of 
paragraph-window by introducing three different scores: the largest 
Same_word_sequence_score, the largest Distance_score and the smallest Missing 
_keyword_score. 
Statistical density-based information about term occurrences in passages has also been 
investigated for building PR module. IBM group (Ittycheriah and Roukos, 2002), one of the 
top 5 TREC 2002 contestants, incorporated a web search feature by using a supervised corpus 
of questions and answers in order to extract 5-gram lexical answer patterns occurring in the 
answer. 
2.3.3 Answer Processing 
The final stage in a QA system and the most important one is the Answer Processing Module 
(AP). The role of AP module is to extract a list of candidate concise answers from the relevant 
passages. The Named Entity Recognition unit as shown in Figure  2-4 plays an essential role 
in validating FBQA answers. Unless it has been performed in advance and stored along with 
the retrieved documents, several processing steps which include tokenization, POS tagging 
and sentence splitting, may be performed in this component depending on the approach that 
has been applied. Semantic parsing is needed for this stage to extract answers for NFQA. 
Murata et al. (2000) calculated sentential similarity between a question and each sentence in 
the target texts according to POS, syntactic and NE information. They suggested that this 
action would improve the accuracy of the retrieved answers since it is searching for 
consistency between NEs in target collections and questions.  
The prominent problem for this method is the high computational costs as it treats all of 
possible expressions in documents equally. However, Mori et al. (2003) employed the A* 
search algorithm as a way to control searching which is in turn reduces the calculation cost. 
The algorithm processes the most promising candidates first and delays the processing of the 
others. 
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One simplistic approach is the one that employed surface text patterns (Soubbotin et al., 2001; 
Cooper and Ruger, 2000; Ravichandran and Hovy, 2002). For the TextRoller system which 
obtained the best score in TREC 2001, the designers suggested checking “the answer 
candidates for the presence of certain predefined patterns to which scores were assigned 
beforehand, i.e. independently of the question text analysis. Candidate snippets containing the 
highest-scored patterns are chosen as final answers” (Soubbotin et al., 2001). 
Inspired by the good performance obtained by the TextRoller system, Ravichandran and Hovy 
(2002) used machine learning of bootstrapping to build a large tagged corpus so that they can 
automatically learn such patterns starting with a few examples of QA pairs along with their 
precision. For instance, for BIRTHDATE questions like “When was X born?” they selected 
pairs of question and answer terms such as Gandhi 1869, Newton 1642, Mozart 1756, etc. 
Then they submitted these pairs to a search engine and downloaded the top 1000 web 
documents for each pair. Next they passed each document into sentence breaker and tokenizer 
to extract phrases that contain both the question and the answer terms. This procedure 
produced a set of patterns as those included in Figure  2-5. For the extracting answers stage 
their algorithm replaced question terms in each sentence by question tags (“<NAME>”)  and 
then searched for the presence of each pattern and selected the words matching the tag 
“<ANSWER>” as a candidate answer and finally it sorted these answers by their pattern’s 
precision scores (Ravichandran and Hovy, 2002).  
A similar approach was employed by Greenwood and Saggion (2004) to answer factoid and 
list questions along with one type of NFBQ, definition question, using a library of patterns 
identified by corpus analysis. A more complex approach incorporated the semantic type 
extraction. This approach requires a system to recognize all entities of the expected answer 
type (Greenwood, 2004). 
<NAME> (<ANSWER> - ) 
<NAME> was born on <ANSWER> , 
<NAME> was born in  <ANSWER> , 
<NAME> was born <ANSWER> 
<ANSWER> <NAME> was born 
-  <NAME> ( <ANSWER> 
<NAME> ( <ANSWER> - 
 
Figure  2-5: A pattern list example extracted by Ravichandran and Hovy (2002). 
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Answer ranking is a solid challenge for any question answering system. To improve this task, 
Greenwood used the frequency of candidate answers occurrences within the retrieved 
documents in addition to the overlap between questions and sentences in which answers may 
be found (Greenwood, 2004). PowerAnswer2 system exploited answers redundancy in large 
corpora, Internet and Wikipedia, where the most redundant answer was added to the keyword 
features leading to another ranking of the answers produced by the AP module (Harabagiu et 
al., 2005). 
2.4 Arabic Question Answering Systems 
In the last few decades many QA systems have been implemented and presented at 
international conferences for instance TREC and CLEF. Those systems have been built 
mainly to support users of the English language, many western languages such as: German, 
French, Dutch, Portuguese etc., and some Asian languages such as Japanese. But very few 
systems have been developed for Arabic, though it is a more common language than many of 
the others. The main concern of the Arabic QA systems was extracting answers for FBQA. To 
our knowledge, NBQA such as “why” and “how to” questions have not been investigated 
before.  
One of the first known systems oriented to Arabic language is AQAS system (Mohammed et 
al., 1993) that handled propositional interrogative and argument interrogative sentences. In 
their work they created several linked frames to represent their knowledge base of radiation 
diseases. Each frame included specific information (size, shape, effect, contents etc.) which 
represented a particular situation of the domain. The parser converted each query into tree 
structure that reflected the required part (the thing we ask about) and known part (what we 
need to know) by applying dictionary checking and morphology processing, the interpreter 
component then used this representation to decide which question module is to be activated. 
The system also accepted a user’s declarative statement to enhance the existed knowledge 
base. There is no information about the efficiency of their system as neither results nor 
evaluations have been presented. 
A more standard system addressed Arabic Factoid question, is the QARAB system (Hammou 
et al., 2002) that is composed of three basic modules (question analyzer, information retrieval 
and passage selection). The system processed input questions using shallow language 
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understanding without performing any semantic analysis. It then returned a short passage 
representing the answer over a collection of documents extracted from Al-Raya newspaper. 
The system was constructed using a relational database management system (RDBMS) 
consisting of a set of tables. The tables contained rows of roots, stems, weights, occurrences 
and locations of all words extracted from the entire document collection, as well as tables that 
stored information about paragraph and documents (date, title and path). Several NLP tools 
were used in order to build their own Arabic lexicon and to process queries. These tools 
included: tokenizer, POS tagger, word’s feature finder (gender, number, person and tense), 
stop words remover and proper noun phrase parser.  
The system employed a query expansion technique and BOW model to retrieve a ranked list 
of candidate documents. Furthermore, question classification was based on the interrogative 
particles that precede the question. For the purpose of evaluation, 113 questions were 
presented to four native Arabic speakers to judge the correctness of the answers. The system 
obtained a recall of 97%. However, the results are surprising compared to other scores 
achieved for the English language so its reliability may be low as Benajiba et al (2007a) stated 
“There are no Arabic QA tasks which provide a test-bed allowing a general test for any 
Arabic QA system”. 
ArabiQA is an Arabic QA prototype which was also developed by Benajiba et al. (2007a) to 
handle Arabic Factoid questions. The authors implemented each component, tested it and 
evaluated it separately. They focused on Named Entities Recognition (NER) module as it is 
needed for most of the system’s components; the module based on Maximum Entropy (ME) 
approach as they believe that “this approach tackles the problem better than others because 
of its features-based model” (Benajiba et al., 2007a). For implementing the Passage Retrieval 
component, they adapted JIRS system for Arabic language (Benajiba et al., 2007b). JIRS 
system first used an n-gram model to index documents (Soriano et al., 2005). During the 
retrieving process it assigns a weight to each document depending on the terms’ relevance 
between questions and passages. Then it selects the top (m) relevant passages to extract n-
grams from each one. Finally it employs the Density Distance Model to compare n-grams for 
both queries and passages, where the passages that have smaller distance among question 
structures are supposed to get more weight. Authors tested the performance of their JIRS 
adapted system over a collection consisting of 11,000 documents of Arabic Wikipedia, 200 
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questions and a list containing all possible answers. They reached a coverage (ratio of the 
number of the correct retrieved passages to the number of the passages returned for a 
question) of up to 59% and a redundancy (average of the number of the passages returned for 
a question) of 1.65 without performing any text preprocessing, when a light-stemming was 
applied a coverage raised up to 69% and redundancy up to 3.28 (Benajiba et al., 2007b) 
Another attempt towards an Arabic FBQA system was presented by Kanaan et al. (2009). The 
system returns as output a set of ranked documents with texts containing the answers. NLP 
tools were used to construct a lexicon comprising information on the morphology, phonology, 
syntactic argument structure and semantics of words. The system is closely similar to 
QARAB system (Hammou et al., 2002) in terms of adopting RDBMS for implementing their 
IR unit, where several tables were created to contain entries for sorted information related to 
Words, Query Weight, Similarity of the Query, Extracted Roots and Term Weighting. The IR 
unit was implemented using Salton’s Vector Space Model in order to calculate the degree of 
similarity between documents and targeted queries. For evaluation, they used interpolating 
procedure based on recall (the fraction of the relevant documents that have been retrieved) 
and precision (the fraction of the retrieved documents that are relevant) measures. 12 
questions were tested over a collection consisted of 25 documents gathered from the Internet 
in addition to some relevant documents manually selected. The authors claimed to get results 
that are close to the reported performance of the traditional Vector Space Model. 
Unfortunately, the results were not clearly presented as the results figure was missing from 
the paper. 
Recently, Akour et al. (2011) used the same methodology presented in (Hammou et al., 2002; 
Kanaan et al., 2009) to introduce the QArabPro system for FBQA and NBQA based on a set 
of separate rules for each type of questions. The test was conducted over a collection of 
reading comprehension texts collected from WIKIPEDIA and they obtained an overall 
accuracy of 84% which is also a very surprisingly high result compared to the others obtained 
for the English language. Furthermore, the authors used the same method to handle all 
question’s types including “why” questions; they reported that “the system relies on shallow 
language understanding and do not attempt to understand the content at the semantic level” 
(Akour et al., 2011).  
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However, many studies suggested that successful techniques for FBQA have been 
demonstrated to be not suitable for questions that expect explanatory answers since 
knowledge about discourse relation is crucial to answer this type of question (Kupice, 1999; 
Breck et al., 2000; Verberne et al., 2007). For example, in their work they marked the word 
“ﺚﯿﺣ” as stop word that has to be omitted from a query/document processing. In fact, this 
word is used in today Arabic language to indicate Causal relations that lead to answer “why” 
questions. Moreover, the authors claimed that they handled the question type “ﻒﯿﻛ”  “how to”. 
However, what they actually handled is the type (how much/many) “ﻢﻛ” which is totally 
different from “how to”.  
2.5  Related Work 
As discussed above, NFQA is much less addressed by researchers in the field of QA systems 
than FBQA due to the linguistic knowledge required for approaching such questions. 
However, in recent years more and more researchers have become interested in adapting new 
methods that would be able to handle explanation and reasoning questions. 
2.5.1 Relation Extraction 
Many studies conclude that the wise exploitation of discourse structure (i.e. understanding the 
role of each sentence in the text and how they are related to each other) can improve the 
effectiveness of extracting answers for NFQA (Kupice, 1999; Breck et al., 2000). Therefore, 
several studies have been presented for mining semantic relations. These studies have mostly 
focused on the detection and extraction of the Causal relation since it is a fundamental 
relation in many disciplines including QA. Furthermore, it closely relates to some relations 
(TEMPORAL and INFLUENCE) and can be seen as a supertype of a number of relations 
such as (CONDITION, CONSEQUENCE and REASON) (Blancol et al., 2008). 
The early attempts for detection causation in written texts made use of hand-coded and 
domain-specific knowledge bases. For example, in the COATIS system (Garcia, 1997) a 
model was built for casual knowledge acquisition by locating Causal relations between two 
expressions of actions in French texts. The model was created by doing manual classification 
of indicator verbs in technical domain. It applied the strategy of Contextual Exploration which 
decides if the located indicator is likely to express a Causal relation as well as to identify the 
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argument of relations. In order to confirm the presence of a Causal relation in a sentence, the 
system took into account the context in which the located indicators appear. This involves 
considering relevant information in texts such as morphologic and morpho-syntactic (the 
occurrence of an infinitive verb preceding or following the indicator). The author reported to 
reach a precision rate of 85%. 
Another attempt presented by Khoo et al., (2000), in which English linguistic patterns were 
identified to extract cause-effect templates that are explicitly expressed within sentences from 
medical abstracts. They developed a parser to convert sentences and the causality patterns into 
conceptual graphs which reflect the syntactic structure of the target. The graphs representing 
the patterns were then matched against the graphs representing the sentences to locate the 
presence of Causal relations and to fill the cause-effect template with the textual parts that 
match each slot. They obtained accuracy of 0.41, 0.48 for extracting the cause and the effect 
slots respectively. 
A semi-automatic approach was proposed by Girju and Moldovan (2002) to identify Casual 
relations and used lexico-syntactic patterns. It was called semi-automatic since the patterns 
were extracted automatically whereas the process of pattern ranking and validating was 
performed manually. The authors concentrated their work on the pattern <NP1 verb NP2> 
reporting that it is the most frequent intra-sentential pattern that indicates causation. Their 
approach used WordNet as the main knowledge resource from which pairs of noun phrases 
was extracted. A list of verb expressions was then constructed by searching a number of 
document collections for each pair extracted from WordNet. Finally several semantic 
constraints were imposed on NP1, NP2 and verbs for ranking the patterns and validating that 
the verbs from the list were relating to the context. Constraints comprised observations and 
statistics derived from WordNet. Testing was conducted using (TREC-9 2000) collection of 
texts; two human subjects were asked to judge whether the relations returned by the system 
are Causal ones, the average accuracy obtained was 65.6%. 
Machine learning techniques were employed by a number of studies for automatically 
harvesting causal patterns. An example of these studies is the one presented by Blancol et al. 
(2008) in which the authors concentrated their work on the syntactic pattern 
[VP rel C], [rel C, VP] when performing pattern classification; they state that this pattern 
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comprises more than half of the causations found in TREC5 corpus. Where the C  symbol in 
the pattern stands for Causation, VP for a verb phrase  and rel for a relator (preposition or 
conjunction) that was restricted to the occurrences of one of the following words (after, as, 
because and since). For pattern validation, an algorithm was trained to learn to discriminate 
whether or not a pattern referred to causation using a set of lexical, syntactic and semantic 
features extracted mainly from WordNet. For example, [Relator (A relator can encode a 
causation always or sometimes), Relator left and right Modifiers (adverb + after almost 
always signals a temporal relation, not a causation. as + preposition can hardly signal a 
causation), Semantic Class Cause Verb (if the relator is after and the cause verb semantic 
class is be-v-3, then it is a temporal relation not a causation), Verb Tense Cause and Effect 
Verb (if the relator is “as” and the effect verb is conditional, then is not a causation. If the 
effect verb is passive, then it is more likely to express causation)]. Conducting the testing 
phase, the system obtained a recall of 0.84 and precision of 0.95 for cause cases; and a recall 
of 0.86 and precision of 0.96 for not cause cases. However, the authors pinpointed that “the 
model is only able to classify correctly the causations signalled by the relators because and 
since”. 
More recently, a less supervised algorithm was proposed by Itto and Bouma (2011) by 
exploiting Wikipedia as a raw knowledge base. In the pattern acquisition phase, all sentences 
extracted from Wikipedia are converted into lexico-syntactic patterns each of which 
represents a pair of events connected by a semantic relation. In the causal pattern extraction 
phase, a supervised algorithm decides which of these patterns encode causality. The pairs of 
events denoting Causal relations are then used to learn new patterns. The reliability of each 
pattern is calculated and the most reliable patterns are kept. The acquired patterns were 
applied to specialized documents collected from customer service responses on medical 
equipment in order to evaluate their efficiency. With this approach the researchers achieved 
high scores with precision of 76.5% and recall of 82%. 
2.5.2 Why and How to Questions 
Since finding answers to “why” and “how to” questions has been considered as a challenging 
task, few studies have been dedicated by the QA community to deal with such task. Suzan 
Verberne intensively worked on finding answers to “why” questions by approaching the 
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answer extraction problem as a discourse analysis task. In (Verberne et al., 2007) Rhetorical 
Structure Theory (RST) was adopted for discovering discourse structure. In their work, 
Verberne and her colleagues used RST Discourse Treebank created by Carlson et al. (2001). 
This Treebank has been manually annotated with discourse relations proposed by Mann and 
Thompson (1988) in the framework named RST. Verberne selected from the Treebank a 
number of rhetorical relations that indicate arguments in texts, and in turn constitute 
candidates answers for why questions. To evaluate their work, they selected seven RST-
annotated texts and asked English native speakers to read each text and formulate questions 
that were supported by the source text. Subjects were also asked to identify the answers for 
each of their questions. The system was able to return a correct answer for 58% of the 
questions collection.  
Verberne (2007) shifted the why QA task towards paragraph retrieval rather than a textual 
span stating that 61% of the answers are exactly one paragraph long. Furthermore, she 
mentioned that “in realistic applications of why-QA using RST, the system has to deal with 
automatically annotated data, consequently, performance must be expected to decline with the 
use of automatically created annotations”.  
Recently, Verberne investigated different supervised learning algorithms (genetic algorithms, 
logistic regression and SVM) in order to find the optimal ranking function that is used for re-
ordering the set of candidate answers (Verberne et al., 2009). She employed a set of features 
extracted from questions and candidate answers retrieved by a search engine. Most of the 
features were linguistic ones (syntactic, WordNet, Cue word etc.) and their values reflect the 
similarity between questions constituents and answer items. Experiments showed that logistic 
regression was the best learning technique with MRR of 0.34. 
Parsed and Josh (2008) tried to find out to what extent discovering Causal relations in texts 
would cover “why” questions. They made use of the annotated Penn Discourse TreeBank 
(PDTB) corpus as a resource of discourse relations. This corpus contains annotations of 
explicit and implicit discourse relations holding between two abstract objects in texts such as 
events, facts and propositions. They selected QA pairs related to three texts from the data 
collection developed by Verberne et al. (2007) which is also subset of the PDTB corpus. The 
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results obtained showed that 71% of the collected questions were correlated with one of the 
Causal relations. 
Some efforts were conducted to build why-QA systems directed to the Japanese language 
(Fukumoto, 2007; Mori et al., 2007; Shima and Mitamura, 2007; Higashinaa and Isozaki, 
2008). The earlier systems (Fukumoto, 2007; Mori et al., 2007) heavily depended on hand 
crafted linguistic patterns that were matched against targeted documents in order to extract an 
appropriate string as an answer candidate. The recent systems focused on using heuristics and 
machine learning-based approaches (Shima and Mitamura, 2007; Higashinaka and Isozaki, 
2008). 
Fukumoto (2007) created his system to handle three types of questions (why, how and 
definition). For “why” questions, a number of clue words that might be included in question 
sentences along with extraction and non-extraction patterns have been set to locate the reason 
part of a causal sentence. The system was tested over 100 questions belonging to the three 
abovementioned types; it returned correct answers to 30 questions. The author reported that it 
is important to add more patterns to the list as a way to improve his system. 
Similarly, the system implemented by Mori et al. (2007) constructed its lexico-syntactic 
patterns for different types (definitional, why, how and factoid) by adopting two measures 
Appropriateness of writing style (how appropriate is the writing style of the candidate in 
terms of the given question) and Relevance to the question (how relevant is the candidate to 
the topic of the question). The system achieved better performance for definition-type 
question than other types. The authors justify this because the question classifier was 
performed poorly as many of non-factoid questions are incorrectly classified into the type of 
factoid. 
The last (third) version of the JAVELIN system that was originally implemented for factoid 
English language has been extended to accept non-factoid question including “why” type and 
“how” type questions for the Japanese language (Shima and Mitamura, 2007). In its third 
edition the system used an annotated database with various information such as morpheme 
text chunks, POS and named entities along with predicate-argument analysis. The adoption of 
machine learning technique was incorporated with hand crafted cue words that may identify 
the type of relation sentences. The results obtained from the system showed that the 
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performance was less efficient than the versions created for factoid questions.  One reason for 
that is the small number of the examples available for the training phase (30 questions). 
Another system that made use of machine learning is presented by Higashinaka and Isozaki 
(2008) with the aim of ranking a given set of candidate answers for Japanese why-questions. 
The study based on the assumption that answers are of a one sentence or paragraph long and 
to be extracted from top-N documents returned by a document retrieval module. The features 
(causal expressions, causal relation and content similarity) were mainly based on causal 
expressions extracted from semantically tagged corpora. The answer candidate ranker 
obtained MRR of 0.305 for top-5. 
The system developed by Surdeanu et al., (2008) took advantage of the abundant content 
provided by one of the social websites3 to rank a set of answers for “how to” questions in 
English language. The corpus was created upon U.S.Yahoo! Answers logs by excluding the 
questions that do not have any answer among the best ranked answers and keeping only the 
questions and answers that contain at least 4 words each. In doing so, the corpus had about 
142,000 question-answer pairs. Three different types of machine learning methodologies - 
unsupervised learning, discriminative learning and class-conditional learning - were used for 
the main components of the system, respectively answer retrieval, answer ranking and 
question to answer. Moreover the features have been classified into four groups in order to 
measure the similarity between questions and answers, keyword density and frequency, the 
correlation between each question answer pairs and to encode questions into answers 
transformations. The authors selected as a baseline the output of the answer retrieval model 
that precedes the answer ranking model; the system achieved a 14% improvement in MRR at 
N=15 over their baseline. 
2.6  Summary 
Different methods and approaches of using NLP techniques in QA systems have been 
explored in this chapter. For each of the QA systems components of Question Processing, 
Passage Retrieval and Answer Processing, key research problems have been identified. This 
was followed by a survey of QA systems implemented for the Arabic language; to the best of 
                                               
3 Yahoo! Answers 
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our knowledge, no previous systems has been developed to deal with “why” and “how to” 
questions in the Arabic language. 
The chapter also reviewed QA systems presented to handle Non-Factoid questions with the 
focus on the systems targeting “why” and “how to” questions. Among existing NBQA 
systems, those which utilize reasoning capabilities and linguistic information have been 
shown to achieve greater performance in English and Japanese languages. In this context, 
exploiting texts structure plays an essential role when approaching non-factoid questions. As 
such, our approach for answering “why” and “how to” questions rely on discovering causation 
and explanation in Arabic texts. 
In the next chapter, we will investigate Arabic literature to build the first model of our QA 
system i.e. Pattern Recognizer model. This model is accountable for the mining of causation 
and explanation within sentences. 
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Chapter 3  
 
 
Pattern Recognition 
 
3.1 Introduction 
The goal of this research is the automatic detection of Causal and Explanatory relations 
expressed in Arabic texts which can lead to answer “why” and “how to” questions.  This 
chapter describes the first step in pursuing this aim i.e. indicating the presences of Causal and 
Explanatory relations within sentences. To fulfil this goal, a Pattern Recognizer model has 
been developed to signal the presence of cause-effect/method-effect information within 
sentences. The approach adopted in this study makes use of a set of hand-crafted linguistic 
patterns indicating the presence of the targeted relations defined by the researchers. 
A number of studies made for other languages have used machine learning approaches in 
order to automatically construct syntactic patterns that may encode causation. However, these 
studies have exploited the electronic knowledge resources which are available for the 
language they addressed. These resources have facilitated the development of robust machine 
learning models. For example, large annotated corpora, WordNet, dictionaries, Wikipedia 
etc.  Furthermore, such studies have restricted their work to the extraction of one kind of 
lexico-syntactic patterns such as <NP1 verb NP2>.  
Unfortunately the Arabic language, so far, lacks mature knowledge base resources upon 
which machine learning algorithms heavily rely. Recently, Leeds Arabic Discourse Treebank 
(LADTB)4 has been presented as an Arabic corpus annotated with discourse relations. This 
corpus contains approximately 500 Causal relations; however, the syntactical patterns of the 
Arabic relations are relatively large compared to the size of the available training corpus. 
Thus, 500 relations are insufficient instances for systems designed to learn and train features 
                                               
4 www.arabicdiscourse.net 
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involving statistical component, resulting in a poor learning performance. On the other hand, 
the restriction to one type of syntactic patterns is limited in scope and unable to reveal the 
richness of the Arabic texture. 
In this work, we use the expressions Causal and Explanatory as super-class terms where each 
refers to a number of relations that belong to the same category.  In this context, when the 
term Causal is used, we refer to the relations (Causal, Result and Purpose). In the same way, 
the term Explanatory is used to refer to (Explanation, Interpretation and Evidence) relations.  
3.2 Causation and Explanation  
Causation and explanation are two textual relationships that relate two situations. The Causal 
relation occurs between an event (the cause) and a second event (the effect) where the second 
event is understood as a consequence of the first. On the other hand, the Explanatory relation 
is presumed to happen when the second event presents an explanation for the situation stated 
in the previous one.  
Few studies have touched on the topic of defining and distinguishing causation in Arabic texts 
Haskkour (1990). These studies have referred to causation broadly in the course of their 
research while discussing other language phenomena (Ibn Jinni, 1952; Abu-Hilal Al-Askri, 
1952; Al-Zubaydi, 1888).  
On the other hand, no work, to our knowledge, has been devoted to the study of explanation 
in Arabic. However, locating Explanatory relations are crucial step in the process of finding 
answers to “how to” questions. In this research, Arabic texts have been analyzed to observe 
the behaviour of such relation. 
3.2.1 Expression of Causation in Arabic Text  
Haskkour (1990) has extensively surveyed Causal relation in the written Arabic literature. 
She has argued that causation from the perspective of grammarians can be classified into two 
main categories. The first one is : ( ظﻮﻔﻠﻤﻟﺎﺑ ﺔﯿﺒﺒﺴﻟا verbal causality  ) which can be captured by 
the presence of nominal clauses e.g.   ﮫﻠﺟﻷ لﻮﻌﻔﻤﻟا[ (Accusatives of purpose),   لﻮﻌﻔﻤﻟاﻟا ﻖﻠﻄﻤ  
(Cognate accusative)  ] or by causality connectors such as [  اﺬﻟ (therefore),   ﺐﺒﺴﺑ (because),  ﻦﻣ
ﻞﺟا (for)] even though these connectors may in many cases signal different relations other 
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than causation. The second category is:  ا ﺔﯿﺒﺒﺴﻟظﻮﺤﻠﻤﻟﺎﺑ  (context- based causality) that can be 
inferred by the reader using general knowledge without locating any of the previous 
indicators. This category includes various Arabic stylistic structures that express causality 
implicitly such as [ ﻻا فﺎﻨﺌﺘﺳ (resumption) – طﺮﺸﻟا (condition) – ءﺎﻨﺜﺘﺳﻻا (exception)].  
Generally speaking Haskkour (1990) observations can be summarized in a similar way to that 
presented by Blancol et al. (2008) who made the following distinctions for Causal relations. 
 Marked or Unmarked:  In case that a Causal relation is indicated by a specific 
linguistic unit it is a marked relation, for example, “The flight has been cancelled due 
to a volcano eruption”. The other case is unmarked relation, for example, “Be 
careful. It’s unstable”. 
 
 Ambiguous or Unambiguous: Unambiguous connectors are those which always 
indicate Causal relations in text like “because, due to”. On the other, hand they are 
considered ambiguous if they are associated with multiple relations. For example, the 
connector “ﻰﺘﺣ” may in some cases expresses causation in the sense of “because, 
since, as” whilst in other cases it refers to the Temporal relation indicating motion 
towards and at the same time arrival at an object; this behaviour is illustrated in 
sentence (3). It also exercises like other copulative particles in the sense of “even” 
where no independent influence upon the following noun, but rather remains under the 
same government of the preceding noun. Consider for example the occurrence of 
“ﻰﺘﺣ” in sentence (4); in which the following noun “the teachers” receives the same 
action as the preceding noun “the head of school” i.e. arriving to the meeting. 
(3)                                                                                                           .حﺎﺒﺼﻟا ﻰﺘﺣ ﺔﺣرﺎﺒﻟا ﻞﻔﻄﻟا مﺎﻧ 
  “The baby slept last night till morning” 
 
(4)                                                                                            .نﻮﺳرﺪﻤﻟا ﻰﺘﺣ عﺎﻤﺘﺟﻻا ﻰﻟا ﺮﯾﺪﻤﻟا ﻞﺻو 
  “The head of school has arrived to the meeting even the teachers” 
 Explicit or Implicit:  In the explicit relations, both arguments (cause, effect) are 
present; on the other side a relation is considered as implicit if any of its elements is 
missing. Implicit relations are frequently used in rhetorical expressions especially in 
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novels, poetry and the holly Quran. Consider for example the following sentence “we 
said: strike the stone with your stick, and there gushed forth form it twelve springs”5 
In this sentence, the action of striking the stone which was the result of the appearance 
of water –he stroked, so it exploded- is not stated explicitly.  
3.2.2  Identifying Causal and Explanatory relations 
The definition of implicit relations in Arabic has been controversial among linguists and 
raised many interpretations and acceptance issues. It is not the aim of this study to add to 
these controversies but we will restrict our study to the extraction of explicit relations 
indicated by ambiguous/unambiguous markers.  
Altenberg’s typology of causal linkage (Altenberg, 1984) which covers linking words and 
describes which clause or phrase is the cause and which one is the effect was of great 
importance for extracting Causal relations in English. Unfortunately, such a list does not exist 
in the Arabic language neither for causation nor for explanation. 
Discourse connectives such as “ﻲﻜﻟ ،ﻖﯾﺮط ﻦﻋ ،ﻚﻟﺬﻟ” have an important linking function that 
link two clauses together. Traditional Arabic grammarians have considered these items to be 
function words and they have referred to them by the term “تاودا” which means ‘tools’ or 
‘devices’. In their study, Arabic grammarians have provided comprehensive descriptions of 
these linguistic devices classifying them as a grammatical class whose members operate 
within sentence boundaries (Kammensjo 2010; Hatim 1998). 
In order to locate the elements that signal causation and explanation in Arabic texts, we have 
surveyed all causative connectors from the perspective of grammarians mentioned in 
(Haskkour, 1990) and the verbs that are synonymous with the verb “ﺐﺒﺴﯾ” (cause) such as 
“ ،يدﺆﯾ ،ﺞﺘﻨﯾ ﻲﻀﻔﯾ... ”. Likewise, we have studied the grammatical particles presented in Mughi 
al-labib (Haskkour, 2009) that indicate causation. We have also investigated Arabic discourse 
in order to find out the items that are commonly used in modern Arabic texts to indicate 
causation and explanation such as “  ، لﻼﺧ ﻦﻣﺚﯿﺣ ”. 
                                               
5 The Holly Quran 2:60 
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3.3 Constructing the Linguistic Patterns  
The method adopted in this study is similar to the pattern-matching and slot-filling in 
Information Extraction (IE). It applies a set of pre-defined linguistic patterns to a natural 
language text in order to match particular type of a relation and extract cause-effect/method-
effect information. The patterns have been generated by analyzing a data collection extracted 
from a large untagged Arabic corpus called arabiCorpus6.  
This corpus contains non-vocalized texts and thus it is representative of real-world Arabic 
texts; furthermore it is available online for exploration. The corpus consists of a variety of 
resources classified into five main categories (Newspapers, Modern Literature, Nonfiction, 
Egyptian Colloquial and Premodern). It also provides useful searching tools that help studying 
lexical items and their syntactical categories in the sentences in which the link words under 
scrutiny appear.  
Furthermore, it has a number of filters that allow the searching of specific word included or 
excluded suffixes such as looking up a word with pronoun endings. The searching results are 
also supported with statistics and numbers of occurrences. We have selected the Newspapers 
category as it covers a wide variety of topics; this category represents a data set containing 
approximately 135 million words of articles published between 1996 and 2010 in different 
Arabic countries as shown in Table  3-1. 
Paper Country Year 
Al-Masri Al-Yawm Egypt 2010 
Al-Ghad Jordan 2011 
Al-Watan Kuwait 2002 
Al-Tajdid Morocco 2002 
Al-Ahram Egypt 1999 
Al-Hayat London 1996-1997 
Al-Thawra Syria Unknown 
 
Table  3-1: Sources of the articles in the Newspaper category. 
 
                                               
6  http://arabicorpus.byu.edu/index.php 
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3.3.1  Composites of the Patterns   
We have initially constructed our set of patterns using a series of different kind of tokens 
separated by spaces. The tokens have been made easy to understand so that the set can be 
readily modified and extended with new patterns. For the pattern-matching process, a separate 
algorithm would convert each pattern in the set into sequences of literal characters and special 
symbols namely regular expressions that obey the conventions used by the JAVA 
programming language. Tokens used to formulate the patterns comprise the following items: 
 A Particular Word: This type of token search the input sentence for any word that 
has the same characters as the token under scrutiny. For example, the words “ﻦﻣ” and 
“ﻞﺟا” in pattern P (1). 
 Subpattern Reference: It is preceded by the (&) sign and refers to a predefined set of 
(words, phrases, particles). For instance the subpattern &This in pattern P (1) refers to 
a list of definite demonstrative nouns ( ﻚﻠﺗ ، ﻚﻟذ ، هﺬھ، اﺬھ... ).  
 Part-of-Speech Tag: Indicated in patterns by uppercase characters. Each tag 
represents a certain syntactic category assigned to each word in the input sentence 
such as the definite noun tag DTNN in pattern P (1). Part of Speech (POS) tagging has 
been obtained from the Stanford tagger system. The POS tagger’s developers have 
reported that it works rapidly with per token accuracies of slightly over (97%). POS 
labels are listed in Table  3-2. 
 A Slot: This token reflects the adjacent words that represent the cause or the effect 
part of the relation under scrutiny; it is indicated by the characters [C] or [E] 
respectively. 
 A Symbol: Instructs the Pattern Recognizer model to take specific action during the 
pattern matching procedure. These symbols could be one of the following: 
 (+): Instructs the Pattern Recognizer to add the matched token followed by 
such symbol to the cause slot. For example, the plus symbol in pattern P (1) 
implies that the word “ﻞﺟا” has to be included in the cause slot.  
 (++): This symbol has the same action as for the symbol (+) except that the 
identified token is added to the effect slot. For example, the two plus sign in 
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pattern P (1) intends that any word matches the POS tag - past tense - has to 
be added to the effect slot. 
 (@): Any token followed by this symbol instructs the Pattern Recognizer to 
accept all possible suffixes (…نو،تا،ﻢھ،ﺎھ) that could be bound after. If this 
symbol is located alone, it indicates that any word ending with pronouns will 
be accepted. 
 (#): Any token followed by this symbol instructs the Pattern Recognizer to 
accept all possible prefixes (ن ،ت،ي) that could be bound before. 
 ($): Instructs the Pattern Recognizer to match the word under scrutiny against 
a specific verb template where the (w) character represents the basic units of 
the Arabic root ( ف /ع/ ل ). For example, the token $Awww in pattern P (2) 
matches any word that has the template (ﻞﻌﻓأ), the same for the token 
$MwAww which matches the template (ﻞﻋﺎﻔﻣ). 
 (/):  Separates a number of alternative tokens that the Pattern Recognizer has 
to look for.  
 (^):  This symbol precludes a certain word from being matched i.e. if the word 
under scrutiny matches a token followed by this symbol; the pattern matching 
process indicates a mismatch pattern. 
 (Wn): Instructs the Pattern Recognizer to match at most n occurrences and at 
least one occurrence of adjacent words, i.e. the W3 token will match one or 
two or three words. 
 (C): This is a wildcard symbol indicating the Pattern Recognizer to match any 
number (excluding zero) of adjacent words or phrases. 
 (!): Instructs the Pattern Recognizer to normalize the word under scrutiny 
before it is matched against the token. Normalization is discussed in 
Section  5.2.  
 ( ): Locating two braces implies that it is optional to match the token 
contained within. 
P (1)   R   (&C)  [C] AND + ﻦﻣ  +ﻞﺟا &This (DTNN) ++VBD [E] &.  
P (2)   X   C $Awww  ﺎﻤﻣ  C 
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Tag Description Tag Description 
CC Coordinating conjunction NNS Noun, plural 
CD Cardinal number PRP Personal pronoun 
DTNN Determined Noun RB Adverb 
FW Foreign word RP Particle 
IN Preposition conjunction SYM Symbol 
JJ Adjective VB Verb, base form 
MD Modal VBD Verb, past tense 
NN Noun, singular VBP Verb, non-3rd person 
NNP Proper noun, singular WP Wh-pronoun 
NNPS  Proper noun, plural PUNC Punctuation 
 
Table  3-2: Part Of Speech tags. 
3.3.2  Establishing the linguistic patterns  
The Pattern Recognizer model generally makes use of the same techniques as have been used 
by (Khoo et al., 1998) for identifying and extracting Causal relations in English language. 
Since the aforementioned discourse connectives are functional linguistic devices that acquire 
meaning from context, the constructed patterns should be adapted to cover various phrasing of 
sentences and syntactical structures. The pattern development process went through several 
steps of reasoning methods. Inductive and deductive phases have been assembled into a single 
circular one so that the patterns continually cycle between both of them until we end up 
developing a set of approximately 900 general patterns. In the remainder of this chapter, we 
explain the approach of constructing patterns indicating causation which work similarly for 
constructing patterns indicating explanation. 
 Inductive Phase: It is the initial step of the development process which involves 
making specific observations from a sample of sentences containing Causal relations. 
This implies detecting regularities and features that indicate the presence of a Causal 
relation. This phase has led us to formulate some tentative patterns specifying cause 
and effect slots.  
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For example pattern P (3) has been constructed from sentence (5) specifying that the words 
preceding (اﺮﻈﻧ) represent the effect slot while the words following (اﺮﻈﻧ) represent the cause. 
(5)                                             .ﺔﯾﻮﺠﻟا لاﻮﺣﻷا ءﻮﺴﻟ اﺮﻈﻧ ﻚﻟذو ﺲﯿﺘﻧﻼﺗا ءﺎﻀﻔﻟا كﻮﻜﻣ طﻮﺒھ ﺲﻣأ ﺎﺳﺎﻧ  ﺖﻠﺟأ
“NASA postponed the landing of the space shuttle Atlantis yesterday due to bad weather.” 
P (3) R   (&C) [E] AND  +ﻚﻟذ اﺮﻈﻧ  [C]  &. 
 Deductive Phase: Involves exploring the patterns that have been formulated in the 
previous step by testing them against text fragments extracted from the corpus. Each 
text fragment has contained an occurrence of the causative unit addressed by the 
pattern and a “window” of 10 words before and 10 words after this occurrence. The 
Arabic writer, however, prefers the use of regrouped and large grammatical chunks. 
Hence, in many cases a longer “window” has needed to be investigated. 
Three types of errors may be returned upon conducting the patterns test in the deductive 
phase. Each kind of error has been handled by performing another inductive step.  Errors 
found can be classified as follows: 
1. Undetected Relations: This error occurs when the constructed patterns are unable to 
locate the presence of a Causal relation in a text fragment. To fix this error, more 
patterns need to be added so that the missing relation can be identified. In some cases 
it may be better to modify a pattern to cover all the absent relations by omitting some 
of its features so that it is shifted up from the more specific pattern to a more general 
one. 
For example, pattern P (3) that has been previously constructed to identify the Causal relation 
in sentence (5) would obviously miss the Casual relation presented in sentence (6), because of 
omitting one feature of pattern P (3) which is the word “اﺮﻈﻧ”. For that we have created 
pattern P (4) that is able to retrieve the missed relation. 
(6)                  . ﻲﺋاﺬﻐﻟا ﻦﻣﻻا ﻖﯿﻘﺤﺘﺑ ﺎﮭﻨﻣ ﺔﺒﻏر ﻚﻟذ و ةﺮﯿﺧﻻا ﺔﻧوﻻا ﻲﻓ ﻲﻋارﺰﻟا عﺎﻄﻘﻟا ﺮﯾﻮﻄﺘﻟ اﺮﯿﺒﻛ ﺎﻣﺎﻤﺘھا ﺔﻣﻮﻜﺤﻟا ﺖﻟوا 
“The government has recently paid great attention to the development of agriculture to 
achieve food security” 
 
P (4)  R (&C) [E] AND    ﻚﻟذ [C] &. 
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2. Irrelevant Relation: This is linked to the situation when the constructed patterns 
improperly recognize a relation as a Causal one. For this kind of error, we need to 
narrow down the scope of these patterns from the more general into the more specific 
by adding more constrains on them. Another way to amend this fault is to add a new 
pattern associated with the void value to exclude the expression that causes the error. 
For instance, the word “ﻚﻟﺬﻟ” in sentence (7) distinctly expresses causality, so pattern P (5) 
would correctly indicate the presence of a Causal relation. However, the occurrence of the 
word “ ﻟﺬﻟﻚ ” in sentences (8) and (9) acts as cataphoric and anaphoric references that refers to 
other elements in the two sentences. This function can be identified by the definite noun 
following the causative connectors for sentence (8) or due to the connector position - at the 
end of the sentence- in sentence (9). In both instances new patterns P (6) and P (7) of a void 
value should be constructed in order to indicate irrelevant relations. It is important to note that 
sentence (8) still contains a Causal relation signalled by the causation faa as it will be 
discussed later in Section  3.4. 
(7)  .رﺎﺒﻐﻟا ﻦﻣ سﺮﺘﺤﺗ نأ ﺐﺠﯾ ﻚﻟﺬﻟ بﻮﺳﺎﺤﻟا ةراﺮﺣ ﺔﺟرد عﺎﻔﺗرا ﻰﻟإ يدﺆﯾ ﺎﻤﻣ ﺔﯾﻮﮭﺘﻟا ﻖطﺎﻨﻣ ﻲﻄﻐﯾ نأ رﺎﺒﻐﻠﻟ ﻦﻜﻤﯾ 
“Dust can obstruct the ventilation areas of a computer leading to a rise of temperature;             
therefore you must protect against dust” 
 
(8)                              .ﻚﺿﺮﻤﺑ ﺔﻗﻼﻋ يأ ءاوﺪﻟا ﻚﻟﺬﻟ نﻮﻜﯾﻻ ﺪﻘﻓ ﮫﻨﻣ ﺔﻋﺮﺟ يأ لوﺎﻨﺗ ﻞﺒﻗ ﺔﯾﺎﻨﻌﺑ ءاوﺪﻟا ةﺮﺸﻧ أﺮﻗإ  
 “Read the drug leaflet carefully before taking it since that drug may not be adequate to your 
illness” 
(9)                          .ﻚﻟﺬﻟ ﺮﯿﺸﺗ ﮫﺗﺎﻓﺮﺼﺗ ﻦﻜﻟو ﻖﯾﺮﻔﻟا ءﺎﻀﻋا ﺾﻌﺑ ﻦﻋ ءﺎﻨﻐﺘﺳﻻا ﮫﺘﺒﻏر ﻦﻋ ﻖﯾﺮﻔﻟا ﺪﺋﺎﻗ ﻒﺸﻜﯾ ﻢﻟ 
“The team leader has not disclose his intention to dismiss some of the team members, but his 
behaviour points out to that” 
P (5)    R (&C) [C] ﻚﻟﺬﻟ [E] &. 
P (6)   X   C ﻚﻟﺬﻟ DTNN C 
P (7)    X   C  ﻚﻟﺬﻟ   &. 
3. Misidentify Slots: In some cases, even though a relevant relation is correctly 
extracted, the pattern fails to fill the cause-effect slots properly. A good remedy for 
this defect is to reorder the patterns in a way that more specific patterns have the 
priority over the more general ones. 
 noitingoceR nrettaP .3 retpahC
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 eht fo stols tceffe eht dna esuac eht llif yltcerroc ot elbanu si )5( P nrettap ,elpmaxe roF
 si )8( P nrettap sa hcus nrettap lanoitidda na ,eroferehT .)01( ecnetnes ni noitaler lasuaC
 .)5( P nrettap erofeb detresni dna detaerc eb ot dedeen
  ﯾﻌﺎﻧﻲ اﻟﻤﯿﺰان اﻟﺘﺠﺎري ﻟﻠﺴﻠﻊ ﻣﻦ اﻟﺨﻠﻞ و ﻟﺬﻟﻚ ﻓﺈن اﻟﺤﻜﻮﻣﺔ ﺑﺪأت ﺑﺎﻗﺎﻣﺔ اﻟﻤﺸﺮوﻋﺎت اﻟﺘﻲ ﺗﻌﺘﻤﺪ ﻋﻠﻰ اﻟﺨﺪﻣﺎت        )01(
 cilbup no yler taht stcejorp ,erofereht ;swalf emos seogrednu ecnalaB edarT sdooG ehT“ 
 ”tnemnrevog eht yb dehsilbatse neeb evah secivres
  
 .& ]E[ ﻓﺈن ﻟﺬﻟﻚ  )DNA( ]C[ )C&(   R )8( P 
 drow eht yb dellangis snoitaler lasuaC eht gniyfitnedi rof snrettap citsiugnil eht fo selpmaxE
  .3-3  elbaT ni nevig era ”ﻧﺘﯿﺠﺔ“
 nrettaP sutatS
 X
 
 .& C ﻧﺘﯿﺠﺔ )W( toN& C
 إن ﻣﺎ وﻗﻊ ﺑﯿﻦ اﻟﻤﺪرب واﻟﻼﻋﺒﯿﻦ ﻟﻢ ﯾﻜﻦ ﻧﺘﯿﺠﺔ اﻧﻔﻌﺎل ﻟﺤﻈﻲ.                                                   .g.e
 X
 .& C ﻧﺘﯿﺠﺔ revetahW& C
  .... واﺷﺎروا اﻟﻰ اﻧﮭﻢ ﺳﯿﺨﻮﺿﻮن اﻟﻤﺴﺎﺑﻘﺔ اﯾﺎ ﻛﺎﻧﺖ ﻧﺘﯿﺠﺔ اﻟﻘﺮﻋﺔ اﻟﺘﻲ ﺳﺘﺴﺤﺐ اﻻﺳﺒﻮع اﻟﻘﺎدم.          .g.e
 X
 .& C L ﻧﺘﯿﺠﺔ wwwA$ C
 اﻧﺘﮭﻰ اﻟﺸﻮط اﻻول ﺑﻔﺎرق 71 ﻧﻘﻄﺔ وھﻲ اﻓﻀﻞ ﻧﺘﯿﺠﺔ ﻟﻠﻤﻨﺘﺨﺐ ﻓﻲ ﻧﮭﺎﺋﯿﺎت ھﺬه اﻟﺒﻄﻮﻟﺔ.                  .g.e
 R
 .& ]E[ ان! ]C[ )sihT&(  ﯿﺠﺔﻧﺘ  (ﻣﻦ) ﻟﻜﻦ/ﻛﺎﻧﺖ/ﻛﺎن )DNA( )C(
 ... ، وﻛﺎن ﻣﻦ ﻧﺘﯿﺠﺔ اﻟﻨﻤﻮ اﻟﮭﺰﯾﻞ ﻟﻠﺼﺎدرات ان اﺻﺒﺢ ﺗﺮﺗﯿﺐ اﻟﺪوﻟﺔ ﻣﺘﺎﺧﺮا ﺑﯿﻦ اﻟﺪول اﻟﻤﺼﺪرة.        .g.e
 R
 .& ]E[ ++breV ]C[ )sihT&( ﻧﺘﯿﺠﺔ  (ﻣﻦ) ﻟﻜﻦ/ﻛﺎﻧﺖ/ﻛﺎن )DNA( )C(
 .....، ﻟﻜﻦ ﻧﺘﯿﺠﺔ ﺗﻠﻚ اﻟﺸﻜﺎوي اﻟﻤﺘﻜﺮرة أﻧﮭﯿﺖ ﻋﻘﻮد اﻟﻌﻤﺎل اﻟﻤﺆﻗﺘﺔ وﻓﺼﻠﻮا ﻣﻦ اﻟﺸﺮﻛﺔ.                   .g.e
 X
 .& C ﻧﺘﯿﺠﺔ NI C
 ھﻨﺎك وﺳﺎﺋﻞ اﺧﺮى إذا ﻛﻨﺎ ﻧﺮﯾﺪ أن ﻧﺆﺛﺮ ﻓﻲ ﻧﺘﯿﺠﺔ ھﺬه اﻻﺧﺘﺒﺎرات.                                             .g.e
 
 R
 .& ]E[ ++breV  ﻟﮭﺬا/ﻟﺬﻟﻚ  @ !ﻧﺘﯿﺠﺔ ان )3W( breV )DNA( ]C[ )C&(
ذﻛﺮ ﺗﻘﺮﯾﺮ ﺻﺎدر أﻣﺲ أن ﺳﯿﺎﺳﺔ اﻻﻏﻼق طﺒﻘﺖ ﺑﺸﻜﻞ ﻣﺘﺰاﯾﺪ ﻓﻲ اﻟﺴﻨﻮات اﻷﺧﯿﺮة واﺷﺎر اﻟﺘﻘﺮﯾﺮ أﻧﮫ ﻧﺘﯿﺠﺔ ﻟﺬﻟﻚ  .g.e
                                                                               .اﻧﺨﻔﺾ ﻣﺴﺘﻮى ﻣﻌﯿﺸﺔ اﻟﻤﻮاطﻦ
 
 R
 .& ]E[ seR&  ﻟﮭﺬا/ﻟﺬﻟﻚ  @ !ﻧﺘﯿﺠﺔ ان )3W( breV )DNA( ]C[ )C&(
ﻲ ن اﻟﯿﺎﺑﺎن اﺧﻔﻘﺖ ﻓﻲ ﺗﻮﻓﯿﺮ ﺣﻤﺎﯾﺔ ﻛﺎﻓﯿﺔ ﻟﺤﻘﻮق اﻟﻤﻠﻜﯿﺔ اﻟﻔﻜﺮﯾﺔ ﻟﻠﺘﺴﺠﯿﻼت اﻻوروﺑﯿﺔ اﻟﺘﻲ ﺗﺒﺎع ﻓﻗﺎﻟﺖ اﻟﻠﺠﻨﺔ أ .g.e
اﻟﺴﻮق اﻟﯿﺎﺑﺎﻧﯿﺔ وذﻛﺮت اﻟﻠﺠﻨﺔ أﻧﮫ ﻧﺘﯿﺠﺔ ﻟﺬﻟﻚ ﻓﻘﺪ اﺻﺒﺢ ﻛﺜﯿﺮ ﻣﻦ اﺷﮭﺮ اﻻﺻﺪارات اﻻورﺑﯿﺔ ﻻ ﺗﺘﻤﺘﻊ ﺑﺤﻤﺎﯾﺔ ﻓﻲ 
  .                                                                                                       اﻟﯿﺎﺑﺎن
 
 R
 .& ]E[ ++DBV ]C[ ﻧﺘﯿﺠﺔ DNA )C(
...، وﻧﺘﯿﺠﺔ ﻻرﺗﻔﺎع اﻟﻜﺜﺎﻓﺔ اﻟﺴﻜﺎﻧﯿﺔ ﻓﻲ ھﺎﯾﺘﻲ واﻧﮭﯿﺎر اﻟﺒﻨﯿﺔ اﻟﺘﺤﺘﯿﺔ ﻓﯿﮭﺎ اﺻﺒﺤﺖ ﻋﺮﺿﺔ ﻟﺘﺄﺛﯿﺮات اﻟﻜﻮارث  .g.e
                                                                                .اﻟﻄﺒﯿﻌﯿﺔ ﻛﺎﻟﻔﯿﻀﺎﻧﺎت واﻷﻋﺎﺻﯿﺮ
 
 R
 .& ]E[ ﻧﺘﯿﺠﺔ breV  ﺑﺎن!/!ان @ breV ]C[ )C&(
   ....ﻓﻤﺮض "ﺟﯿﻼن ﺑﺎرى" ﯾﻤﻜﻦ أن ﯾﺤﺪث ﻧﺘﯿﺠﺔ اﻹﺻﺎﺑﺔ ﺑﺎﻻﻧﻔﻠﻮﻧﺰا أو اﻟﺘﺴﻤﻢ اﻟﻐﺬاﺋﻲ.                  .g.e
 .”ﻧﺘﯿﺠﺔ“ drow eht gnivlovni snrettap eht fo emoS :3-3  elbaT
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ALGORITHM  3-1: Converting a linguistic pattern into a regular expressions string 
Input: A linguistic pattern. 
Output: The equivalent regular expression string. 
1.  Replace [c] and [E] symbols with “(\b\w+/\w+\b)+”; 
2.  Replace all pair of braces with “()?” ; 
3.  Replace all POS Tags (tag) with “(\b\w+/tag\b)”; 
4.  Replace all (/) symbols with “|”; 
5.  Replace all C characters with “(\b\w+/\w+\b)+”; 
6.  Replace all (Wn) symbol with “(\b\w+/\w+\b){1,n}”; 
7.  If a token starts with (#) symbol  
8.     Add the string “( ت|ي|ن )?” to the beginning of the token; 
9.  If a token ends with (@) symbol  
10.    Add the string “( ﺎھ|ﻢھ|تا|ه )?” to the end of the token; 
11. If a token starts with (&) symbol 
        Retrieve the list of the words and phrases referred        
                to by the   token and replace it with the token as a           
                 one set of alternative strings; 
12. If a token starts with $ symbol 
13.      Replace all w characters with “\w”; 
14.      Replace all A characters with “أ”; 
19.      Replace all a characters with “ا”; 
20.      Replace all Y characters with “ي”; 
21.      Replace all W characters with “و”; 
22.      Replace all M characters with “م”; 
23.      Replace all Q characters with “ة”; 
24.      Replace all y characters with “ى”; 
25.      Replace all N characters with “ن”; 
26.      Replace all C characters with “ء”; 
27.      Replace all E characters with “إ”; 
28.  End If  
29.  If a token starts with (!) symbol 
30.      Replace all (آ,أ,إ) with “ا” ; 
31.      Replace all  )ى(  with “ي” ; 
32.      Replace all )ة(   with “ه” ; 
33.  End If 
34.  Replace all white spaces with “\s”; 
35.  Omit all previous symbols from the string; 
36.  Convert all Arabic letters into the equivalent 
     UTF-16 encoding characters; 
37.  END  
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ALGORITHM  3-1 describes the actions taken to convert the patterns formulated in this study 
into their equivalent regular expressions. The symbols, characters and operators adopted for 
generating regular expressions strings are presented in Appendix II.  
The algorithm replaces each of the pattern tokens with the appropriate string in order to match 
the POS tagger output. The tagger produces a sequence of tagged words each of which has the 
form word/tag. For example, line 3 locates all POS tags in a pattern and substitutes each with 
a string begins with boundary character “\b” followed by a word character “\w” attached to 
“+” operator in order to match one or more occurrences of any Arabic letter; then the targeted 
POS tag “/tag” is bound to the string followed by another word boundary “\b”.  
In lines [12-28] the algorithm replaces the symbols that represent Arabic word templates with 
actual Arabic letters. Finally, the algorithm omits all special symbols and maps all Arabic 
characters in a pattern with the equivalent encoding character UTF-16. The UTF-16 encoding 
for the Arabic letters is given in Appendix III. Applying ALGORITHM  3-1 to pattern P (9), 
generates the converted pattern P (10). 
P (9) R   (C) AND ﺔﺠﯿﺘﻧ [C] VBD++ [E] &. 
P (10)  R  (\b\w+/\w+\b\s)*\u0648\s?\u0646\u062A\u064A\u062C\u0629\s(\b\w+/\w+\b\s)+ 
                \b\w+/VBD\s(\b\w+/\w+\b\s)+(\b\W/PUNC|CD|SYM\b) 
3.4  Justification Particles 
The justification particles are those types of letters that are prefixed to certain word to indicate 
causation and explanation in sentences; this set of particles includes purpose lam (ﻞﯿﻠﻌﺘﻟا مﻻ), 
causation faa (ﺔﯿﺒﺒﺴﻟا ءﺎﻓ) and causation baa (ﺔﯿﺒﺒﺴﻟا ءﺎﺑ). However, these particles are highly 
ambiguous since they hold a wide range of functions and purposes other than causation or 
explanation. Therefore, linguistic patterns cannot be employed for the detection of the 
syntactical rules that govern them. Alternatively, each of which requires specific actions and 
procedures to be taken into consideration.  
The issue here is that to precisely recognize the justification role of these particles requires an 
accurate syntactic parser which has not been used in this study. Hence, we have proposed 
three algorithms that aim to make a judgment on whether a word starting with any of these 
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particles implies a justification function. These algorithms do not always precisely identify the 
justification role of the aforementioned particles, but they effectively work with very little 
computational expense. 
3.4.1 Purpose Lam )ﻞﯿﻠﻌﺘﻟا مﻻ (  
Purpose Lam is one of the most complicated particles in the Arabic language as it expresses 
many meanings insomuch that some grammarians count more than 30 different purposes of it. 
For instance, lam of denial (دﻮﺤﺠﻟا مﻻ) as in  ﺐﯿﻠﺤﻟا بﺮﺸﯿﻟ ﺪﻟﺎﺧ ﻦﻜﯾ ﻢﻟ  “Khalid was not a man to 
drink milk” and lam of possession (ﻚﻠﻤﻟا مﻻ) when it indicates the right of property as in  نﺎﻛ
ﺪﻤﺣﻷ  ةﺮﯿﺒﻛ ةرﺎﯿﺳ  “Ahmad had a large car”.  
However, our concern here is the case of lam at-‘taleel which is originally a preposition 
implies the intention of the agent. Lam at-‘taleel may also indicate the purpose for which, or 
the reason why, a thing is done. In this context, the Arab grammarians take lam-at-‘taleel to 
function similarly to (نﻷ) or (ﻲﻜﻟ) (Wright and Caspari, 1896).  
The procedure we propose to recognize lam at-‘taleel is outlined in ALGORITHM  3-2. It 
accepts as input a word (W) prefixed with the particle “lam” along with the tagged sentence 
that the word belongs to and a list of stop words. As output it returns a true value if the word’s 
context suggests a justification role and false otherwise. 
 In the first line the algorithm checks if the word’s length including the “lam” character is less 
than four letters, in which case the word is a particle such as “ﻢﻟ ، ﺪﻘﻟ ، ﻦﻟ ،...”. It also checks if 
the word is contained in the stop words list; if yes it yields a false result.  
In lines [5-8] the algorithm inspects the POS tag assigned to the word, if the syntactic 
category of (W) is in the set (proper noun, singular noun, plural noun and preposition) the 
algorithm returns false. Then the algorithm treats the case of double “lam”; it examines that 
the syntactic category of the word following (W) is a preposition, if not a false value will be 
returned. The double “lam” in sentence (11) is an example of a false case.  
In line 13 the algorithm returns true if (W) matches any form of the verbs category. The next 
step tests if (W) has the template (ﻞﻌﻓأ), at this point we exclude the cases when “lam” prefixes 
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ﻞﯿﻀﻔﺘﻟا ﻢﺳا “noun of preeminence” as in sentence (12). The condition in line 17 eliminates the 
words that denote plural nouns to both genders. 
In line 19 the (W) is reduced to its stem before it is checked against a set of nominal 
templates, those templates refer to ﻞﻋﺎﻔﻟا ﻢﺳا “present participle” and some forms of ﺮﯿﺴﻜﺘﻟا ﻊﻤﺟ 
“broken plural/irregular plural”, if (W) belongs to any of the former templates the algorithm 
returns false.  
In lines [21-24] the algorithm considers the case when (W) length is more than four characters 
and starting with (م) letter; it searches the (W) for the occurrence of (ا) letter and returns true if 
it is located, otherwise it returns false. This way we exclude the following forms of nouns: ﻢﺳا
 نﺎﻜﻤﻟا “noun of place” such as the one in sentence (13), نﺎﻣﺰﻟا ﻢﺳا “noun of time” and  ﺔﻟﻻا ﻢﺳا 
“noun of instrument” as in sentence (14). However, if a word of the previous forms contains 
(ا) letter, it becomes in the infinitive form expressing justification as in sentence (15). 
Finally, in case that the aforementioned if statements were not applicable the algorithm 
returns a true value recognizing (W) as a justification indicator. 
(11)                                                               .ﺔﻠﻣﺎﺷ ﺔﺳارد داﺪﻋا دﺪﺼﺑ ﺎﮭﻧأ ﺔﻣﻮﻜﺤﻟا تﺪﻛأ ﺪﻘﻓ نﺎﻜﺳﻺﻟ ﺔﺒﺴﻨﻟﺎﺑ 
“As for the housing issue, the government has confirmed that it is considering a 
comprehensive study in this regard.” 
 
(12)                                                                .تﺎﻋﺎﺳ ﺮﺸﻋ ﻦﻣ ﺮﺜﻛﻷ ماد رﺎﻈﺘﻧا ﺪﻌﺑ رﺎﻄﻤﻟا ﻰﻟإ ﺔﺜﻌﺒﻟا ﺖﻠﺻو
 “The delegation eventually arrived at the airport after waiting for more than ten hours.” 
(13)                                                                      .ﮫطﺎﺸﻧ فﺎﻨﺌﺘﺳﺈﺑ نﺎﺒﻟﻻا ﻞﻤﻌﻤﻟ ﺔﺤﺼﻟا ةرازو ﺖﺤﻤﺳ 
 “The Ministry of Health allowed the dairy factory to resume its operations.” 
(14)                                                                          .ﺐﯿﻗﺮﻟا ﺺﻘﻤﻟ ﺖﺿﺮﻌﺗ ﮫﻟﺎﻤﻋأ ﻦﻣ ﺪﯾﺪﻌﻟا نأ ﺐﯾدﻷا ﺮﻛذ
“The author mentioned that many of his works were subject to censorship.” 
 (15)                                                                .تﺎﺛﻮﻠﻤﻟا ثﺎﻌﺒﻧا ﻞﯿﻠﻘﺗ ﺔﺸﻗﺎﻨﻤﻟ ﻞﺒﻘﻤﻟا ﺮﮭﺸﻟا ﺔﺌﯿﺒﻟا ءارزو ﻊﻤﺘﺠﯾ
“Ministers of the Environment will hold a meeting next month to discuss ways of reducing the 
emissions of pollutants.” 
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ALGORITHM  3-2: Determining the potential justification function of the particle “lam”. 
Input: A Word W starting with the character Lam. 
       The tagged sentence in which W appears.   
       Stop words list. 
Output: Determination of whether W constitutes a justification 
relation? 
1.  If (W length< 4) OR (W contains in Stop words list) 
2.     Return false; 
3.  If the word preceding W is VBP or Proposition 
4.     Return false;              
5.  If W tag is a Proper Noun  
6.     Return false; 
7.  If W tag excluding lam character is (NNP or NNS or IN) 
8.     Return false; 
9.  If the second character of W is lam   
10.       If the word after W is a proposition  
11.          Return true; 
12.         Else return false; 
13. If W type is a verb  
14.    Return true;  
15. If W has the template (ﻞﻌﻓأ) 
16.    Return false; 
17. If last characters of W are in the set{ﺎﯾ،نو،ﻦﯾ،تا،ﺔﯾ،ﮫﯾ}  
18.    Return false; 
19. If stemmed W matches any of the following templates       
         {لﺎﻌﻔﻣ،لﺎﻌﻓأ،ﻞﯿﻋﺎﻔﻣ،ﻞﻋﺎﻓ،ﻞﻋﺎﻔﻣ،ﻞﯿﻌﻓ}   
20.     Return false; 
21. If (W starts with (م) character) && (W’s length>4) 
22.      If (ا) character is found 
23.         Return true; 
24.      Else return false; 
25. Return true;  
26. END 
 
3.4.2  Causation Faa ) ءﺎﻓﺔﯿﺒﺒﺴﻟا(  
The particle “faa” is also considered a challenging particle since it plays a multifunctional 
status and has many semantic properties. The illustrative examples stated in this discussion 
were taken from (Saeed and Fareh, 2006). One of the particle “faa” roles is to signal a 
consequential relationship between two elements or events occurring consecutively and in the 
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order indicated in the sentence. For example, ﺪﻤﺣﺎﻓ ﺪﻟﺎﺧ مﺎﻗ  “Khalid stood up then Ahmad”. 
Also, “faa” has an adversative function in which it expresses a contrast between two clauses, 
the second of which stands in adversative relation with the preceding. The following example 
illustrates this function ﮫﺗﻮﻋد ﺐﺟا ﻢﻠﻓ ﮫﺗرﺎﯾﺰﻟ ﻲﻘﯾﺪﺻ ﻲﻧﺎﻋد  “my friend invited me to visit him, but 
I turned down his invitation”. In addition, “faa” has a significant role that is directly related to 
the purpose of this study in which it contributes to indicating causation between two parts of 
sentence. Consider the two examples in sentences (16) and (17). 
(16)                                                                                                            .ﮫﯿﻓ عﺪﺑﺎﻓ حﺮﺴﻤﻟا ﺪﻤﺣا ﺐﺣا 
“Ahmad loved theatre and so he excelled in it.” 
(17)                                                                                                                  .ﻒﻌﺿ ءﺎﻜﺒﻟا نﺈﻓ ﻚﺒﺗ ﻻ
“Do not cry because crying is a weakness.” 
Several newspaper articles from the arabiCorpus were surveyed in order to identify 
grammatical and syntactical characteristics that help recognizing the cases in which the 
particle “faa” functions as a causative/resultative conjunction. Consequently, we came up 
with the set of rules formulated in ALGORITHM  3-3. 
 
ALGORITHM  3-3: Determining the potential causation function of the particle “faa”. 
Input: A Word W starting with the character faa. 
       The tagged sentence TS in which W appears. 
       Stop words list. 
Output: Determination of whether W constitutes a causation     
                     relation? 
1.  If W contains in Stop words list or W’s stem starts with 
faa 
2.     Return false; 
3.  If the word preceding W is VBP or Proper Noun 
4.     Return false; 
5.  If W tag is a Proper Noun 
6.     Return false; 
7. If the words (ﺎﻣا/ﺔﺑﺳﻧﻟﺎﺑ) appear in TS before the occurrence of 
faa 
8.   Return false; 
9. If W tag excluding faa character is a Proper Noun 
10   Return true; 
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11. If the word following W starts with (لا) 
12. Return true; 
13. If W type is a verb  
14.    Return true; 
15. If W belongs to the set of words {…لﯾﻠﻗ ،لﻛ،ضﻌﺑ ،ﻊﯾﻣﺟ} 
16.    Return true; 
17. If W is a demonstrative pronoun or a relative noun 
18.    Return true; 
19. Return false; 
20. END 
3.4.3 Causation Baa )ﺔﯿﺒﺒﺴﻟا ءﺎﺑ(  
Another particle that poses many difficulties is the particle “baa”. Grammarians denote 
various uses of “baa” (Wright and Caspari, 1896). One use of this particle is "ﺔﯿﻓﺮﻈﻟا"  to 
express time and place, for example, “ﻦﯿﻣﻮﯿﺑ ﻲﻠﺒﻗ ﺮﻓﺎﺳ”  “He travelled two days before me”. 
Another use for “baa” is to indicate adhesion “قﺎﺼﻟﻹا” as in “رﺎﻤﺜﻟﺎﺑ ﻖﻠﻌﺘﯾ دوﺪﻟا نﻻ”  “because 
worms stick to the fruit”. It can also be used to form negation expressions as in “ﻢﻟﺎﻌﺑ ﺖﺴﻟ” “I 
don’t know”. Moreover, it expresses the reason, cause or explanation such as the particle 
“baa” in two sentences (18) and (19). ALGORITHM  3-4 attempts to recognize this role of the 
particle “baa”. 
(18)                                                                                                          .ﮫﺋﺎﻋد ﺔﻛﺮﺒﺑ ﺮﺒﺼﻟا ﷲ ﮫﻗزﺮﯾ  
    “God will grant him patience through the salutary power of prayer to him”  
 
(19)                                                                                                                                  ﻢﻠﻘﻟﺎﺑ ﺖﺒﺘﻛ 
    “I wrote with the pen” 
 
 
ALGORITHM  3-4: Determining the potential causation function of the particle “baa”. 
Input: A Word W starting with the character baa. 
       The tagged sentence TS in which W appears.   
       Stop words list. 
Output: Determination of whether W constitutes a causation           
                 relation? 
1.  If W contains in Stop words list or W’s stem starts with 
baa 
2.     Return false; 
3.  If W’s tag is (Proper Noun or plural noun) 
4.     Return false; 
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5.  If W precedes with a negative particle 
6.     Return false; 
7.  If W excluding baa is indefinite noun and the word 
preceding W is not a verb  
8.     Return true; 
9.  If the word preceding W is a definite noun 
10.    Return false; 
11. If the word following W is a Verb or Preposition or              
         pronoun 
12.    Return false; 
13. If last characters of W or the word following W belong to 
the set {ﺎﻧ،ﺎھ،ﻦھ،ﺎﻤھ،ﻢھ،ه} 
14.      Return true; 
15. If W excluding baa or the word following W starts with (لا) 
16.    Return true; 
17. Return false; 
18. END 
 
3.5 Combining Relations 
It is a common trait of natural languages that a text involves a sequence of events that leads 
up to some final effect; this causal/explanatory chain results in combining relations. Let us 
consider the three events subsumed in text (20), we notice that event 1 in slot I causes event 2 
in slot II to form the Causal relation C1-E1. Similarly, event 2 causes event 3 in slot III 
creating the Causal relation C2-E2. However, event 1 is also responsible for the result 
occurring in event 3. Accordingly, a new Causal relation i.e. C3-E3 is created where event 1 
and event 2 are joined together constituting the cause part of the new relation, and event 3 
constitutes the effect part. The formula (3-1) illustrates this rule of relations combination. 
(20) ] ]Iإ نﺔﯿﺑﺮﻌﻟا دﻼﺒﻟا ﻊﻗﻮﻣ ﺐﯾﺮﻘﻟا  ﻂﺧ ﻦﻣءاﻮﺘﺳﻻا1C[ ﻞﻌﺠﯾ]II ﺎﯿﻠﻌﻟا ﺔﯾﻮﺠﻟا ﺔﻘﺒﻄﻟا ﻞﺧﺪﺗ ﺲﻤﺸﻟا ﺔﻌﺷأيدﻮﻤﻋ ﻞﻜﺸﺑ1E[2C [3C 
ﻞﻌﺠﯾ ﺎﻤﻣ  ] ]III لﺎﻤﺷو ﺎﺑوروأ ﻲﻓ ﻊﻄﺘﺴﺗ ﻲﺘﻟا ﻚﻠﺗ ﻦﻣ فﺎﻌﺿأ ﺔﻤﺴﺨﺑ اﺮﻄﺧو اذﺎﻔﻧ ﺮﺜﻛأ ةﺮﺸﺒﻠﻟ ﺔﺑﺮﺨﻤﻟاو ﺔﻨطﺮﺴﻤﻟا ﺎﮭﺘﻌﺷأ
ﺎﻜﯾﺮﻣأ.[2E [3E  
“In the Arab countries which are close to the equator, sun rays vertically permeate the upper 
atmosphere, and this makes the sun’s carcinogen and skin-damaging rays five times more 
permeable and dangerous than the sun that shines in Europe and North America.” 
 
If: [C1 – E1]  &  [C2 – E2] where E1 = C2     [C1,C2 - E2]                                            (3-1)  
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3.6 Summary 
This chapter described our work in identifying semantic relations occurring within Arabic 
sentences. More specifically, the two intrasentential relations of Causal and Explanatory have 
been under consideration. In doing so, a set of linguistic patterns have been constructed based 
on syntactic and morphological features. The patterns are employed by the Pattern 
Recognizer model so that it extracts cause-effect and method-effect information. This 
information is very important for QA system targeting “why” and “how to” questions. 
In addition, three algorithms have been introduced to boost the effectiveness of the Pattern 
Recognizer by discovering the causal/explanatory role of the justification particles which was 
another concern of this chapter. 
The next chapter addresses the task of relations extraction at the sentence level. It proposes a 
new methodology that attempts to deal with the problem of computational complexity 
associated with the text derivation process. 
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Chapter 4  
 
 
Automatic Text Structure Derivation 
 
 
4.1 Introduction 
The processing of complex questions with explanatory answers such as “why” and “how to” 
involves searching texts for arguments mainly Causal and Explanation relations. The 
previous chapter was dedicated to describing the method adopted to build the Pattern 
Recognizer model where a set of linguistic patterns were constructed. In doing so, the model 
is able to identify the presence of causality and explanation in a single sentence 
(intrasentential relations). This set, in turn, makes a fundamental contribution to recognize 
potential answers in systems addressing “why” and “how to” questions. 
The main issue arising at this point is that arguments might be distributed over several 
sentences, making it necessary to acquire a proper linguistic knowledge about the presence of 
relevant relations in text. Therefore, a discourse analysis approach able to automatically 
derive text structure needs to be incorporated to discover Causal and Explanation relations 
among sentences (intersentential relations).   
The structure of texts can be visualized as multiple sentences which are related to each other. 
Such combination is called a discourse which in itself consists of multiple discourse 
segments, non-overlapping spans of text, or a complete sentence. The coherence between 
these segments is provided by rhetorical relations. A discourse segment can for example 
provide additional information about a preceding segment. 
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Much attention has been given to developing technologies capable of building up a rhetorical 
structure and presenting explanations based on the text structure. It is considered useful for 
many natural language applications that include speech and image generation (Lindley et al., 
2001), text summarization (Marcu, 2000b), essay scoring (Burstein and Marcu, 2003) and 
machine translation (Ghorbel et al., 2001).  There are many theories that have been introduced 
to identify coherent relations in texts as the one proposed by Grosz and Sidner (1986), 
Rhetorical Structure Theory (RST) (Mann and Thompson, 1988), the Graph Bank Model 
(Wolf and Gibson, 2005), and the Segmented Discourse Representation Theory (SDRT) 
(Asher and Lascarides, 2003). 
RST is a well-established approach for discourse analysis and studies have shown it to be a 
very effective tool in many computational linguistics applications (Taboada and Mann, 2006). 
Moreover, human annotators show considerable agreement when using it, which indicates that 
the authors of the theory have clearly defined the rules and the guidelines for segmenting and 
selecting rhetorical relations. This chapter starts with a general introduction of the RST. A 
description of the methodology proposed to derive discourse structure follows, and finally the 
chapter ends with providing a worked example. 
4.2 Review of Rhetorical Structure Theory 
4.2.1 Overview of RST 
RST has been first developed by Mann and Thompson in the 1980s as a result of exhaustive 
analyses of English texts. RST is primarily aimed at describing those functions and structures 
that make text an effective and comprehensible tool for human communication (Mann et al., 
1993). 
Based on their observation of edited texts from a wide variety of sources, Mann and 
Thompson (1988) have made several assumptions about how written text functions, and how 
it involves and uses words, phrases and grammatical structure as summarized below (Mann et 
al., 1992): 
● Organization: Text consists of functionality significant parts; the parts are elements of 
patterns in which they are combined to create larger parts and whole texts. 
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● Unity and coherence: There must be sense of unity to which every part contributes. 
● Hierarchy: Elementary parts of a text are composed into larger parts, which in turn are 
composed of yet larger parts up to the scale of the text as a whole. 
● Relation Composition: Relations hold between parts of a text. In which every part of a text 
has a role, a function to play, with respect to other parts in the text. A small finite set of highly 
recurrent relations holding between pairs of parts of text is used to link parts together to form 
larger parts. All rhetorical relations that can possibly occur in a text can be categorized into a 
finite set of relation types. 
● Asymmetry of Relations: RST establishes two different types of units. Nuclei are the most 
important parts of a text, whereas satellites contribute to the nuclei and are secondary.  
RST addresses text organization by means of relations that hold between units of text (spans) 
called rhetorical relations. Spans range in length from clausal or sub-clausal units to the text 
as a whole. Every span of a text has a role, nucleus or satellite, with respect to other spans in 
the text. Nuclei are the most important parts of a text whereas satellites contribute to the 
nuclei and are secondary.  
All rhetorical relations that can possibly occur in a text can be categorized into a finite set of 
relation types. The most common type of text structuring relation is an asymmetric class, 
called nucleus-satellite relations, in which the nucleus is considered to be the basic 
information, and more essential to the writer's purpose than the satellite. The satellite contains 
additional information about the nucleus and it is often incomprehensible without the nucleus, 
whereas a text where the satellites have been deleted can be understood to a certain extent.  
Based on their observation, Mann and Thompson have defined 24 rhetorical relations 
considered classical RST relations, and six more relations have been added to produce a total 
of 30 extended RST relations (Mann and Taboada, 2005).  Table  4-1: illustrates some of the 
relations identified by Mann and Thompson. 
Relation definition consists of four fields specifying particular judgments that the text analysts 
or writers have to make in building RST structure (Mann and Taboada, 2005). Table  4-2 
shows the definition of the Condition relation as it appears in (Mann et al., 1993). 
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Relation Name Nucleus Satellite 
Background Text whose understanding is 
being facilitated 
text for facilitating understanding 
Elaboration basic information Additional information 
Antithesis ideas favoured by the author ideas disfavoured by the author 
Enablement An action information intended to aid the 
reader in performing an action 
Table  4-1: A sample of the relations used in RST. 
 
Definitional Element  Observer's Finding 
Constraints on the 
nucleus, N: 
 None. 
Constraints on the 
satellite, S: 
  S presents a hypothetical, future, or 
otherwise unrealized situation (relative to 
the situational context of S). 
Constraints on the N + 
S combination: 
 Realization of the situation presented in N 
depends on realization of that presented 
in S. 
The effect:  R recognizes how the realization of the 
situation presented in N depends on the 
realization of the situation presented in S. 
   
Table  4-2: Definition of the Condition relation. 
 
Schemes are being used to visualize the text structure in RST. Each schema indicates a 
specific kind of text structure and how it is decomposed into other text spans (Mann and 
Thompson, 1988). In every schema, there are horizontal lines representing text span and 
vertical or diagonal lines representing identifications of the nuclear spans. The arrows link the 
satellite to the nucleus of a rhetorical relation. The relations are represented by curved lines 
labelled with the name of the rhetorical relation that holds between the two units over which 
the relation spans. Figure  4-1 presents two schemas taken from (Mann and Taboada, 2006) as 
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examples of the Concession and Contrast relations. The Concession relation scheme 
represents the nucleus – satellite relation type where the nucleus "we shouldn't embrace every 
popular issue that comes along" is considered to be the core information and more central 
than the satellite "Tempting as it may be,". On the other hand, the Contrast relation is of a 
multinuclear relation type joins two units that seem to be of equal importance. There are 
basically five types of schemas where arcs point at nuclei, whereas straight lines indicate text 
spans in multi-nuclear relations as shown in Figure  4-2 (Mann and Thompson, 1988). 
 
  
 
 
 
Figure  4-1: Concession and Contrast relations (Mann and Taboada, 2006). 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
Figure  4-2: The basic types of RST schemas (Mann and Thompson, 1988). 
 
but trees 
compartmentalize. 
2 1 
1-2 
Contrast 
Animals heal, we shouldn’t 
embrace every 
Tempting as it 
may be, 
1 2 
Concession 1-2 
Circumstance 
(a) 
Contrast 
(b) (c) 
Enablement Motivation 
(d) 
Sequence Sequence 
(e) 
Joint 
(c) 
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The smallest text spans that hold rhetorical relations are named Elementary Discourse Units 
(EDUs). Two or more EDUs together can form a new span, which again holds a rhetorical 
relation with another text span. This way, a hierarchical structure is created for each text. 
Figure  4-3 presents an example of discourse structure resulted from applying RST to a 
Scientific American article (Mann and Taboada, 2005). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
Figure  4-3: An example of the outcome of RST (Mann and Taboada, 2005). 
 
Increasingly, RST is being used as a tool for analyzing the structure of natural language texts. 
Furthermore, RST has proven to be adequate in computational implementations, in the 
automatic analysis of texts and in the generation of coherent text (Mann and Taboada, 2006). 
4.2.2 Employing RST for Arabic Question Answering 
Since answers to “why” and “how to” questions are argumentative fragments of text that are 
expected to be rhetorically related to what is questioned, it is essential to exploit rhetorical 
relations in order to recognize potential answers in texts. The distinction that RST makes 
between the part of a text that realizes the primary goal of the writer, termed nucleus, and the 
part that provides supplementary material, termed satellite, makes it an appropriate tool for 
analyzing argumentative paragraphs.   
2) Lactose is 
   milk sugar. 
4) For want of  
lactase most 
adults cannot 
digest milk. 
 
5) In populations 
that drink milk 
the adults have 
more lactase, 
perhaps through 
natural selection. 
 
Contrast 
2-3 
2-5    1) Lactose and 
          Lactase 
Scientific 
American 
October 1972. 
1-5 Preparation 
Background 
4-5 
Elaboration 
3) the enzyme 
lactase breaks 
it down. 
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Consider the following example which explains the method used to extract answers. Text (21) 
is broken into seven elementary units delimited by square brackets, a rhetorical analysis of the 
text is shown in Figure  4-4. 
(21)   ]ﻢﻟﺎﻌﻟا تﺎﻄﯿﺤﻣ ﻰﻠﻋ ﻦﻤﯿﮭﺗ ﺪﻗ ﺔﻗﻼﻤﻋ ﺮﺤﺑ ﻞﯾدﺎﻨﻗ نأ ﻦﻣ ﺚﯾﺪﺣ ﻲﻤﻠﻋ ﺚﺤﺑ رﺬﺣ[1 ] ﺔﯿﺧﺎﻨﻤﻟا تاﺮﯿﻐﺘﻟاو ﺮﺋﺎﺠﻟا ﺪﯿﺼﻟا ءاﺮﺟ
ﺔﻄﺸﻧأو ﺔﯿﻜﻤﺴﻟا ةوﺮﺜﻟا ءﺎﻨﻔﻟ يدﺆﺗ ﺪﻗ ىﺮﺧأ ﺔﯾﺮﺸﺑ[.2 ] ﺎھاﺮﺟأ ﺔﺳارد رﺬﺤﺗو" ﺰﻛﺮﻣCSIRO ﺔﯾﻮﺠﻟاو ﺔﯾﺮﺤﺒﻟا ثﺎﺤﺑﻸﻟ "
 ﻦﻣ ،ﻲﻟاﺮﺘﺳﻷاﻧ ﻰﻋﺪﯾ ،ﺮﺤﺒﻟا ﻞﯾدﺎﻨﻗ ﻦﻣ ﻢﺨﺿ عﻮ" ارﻮﻣرﻮﻧNormura " ﻮﻣﻮﺳ عرﺎﺼﻣ ﻢﺠﺣ ﻰﻟإ ﮫﻤﺠﺣ ﻞﺼﯿﻟ ﻮﻤﻨﻟا ﺔﯿﻠﺑﺎﻗ ﮫﻟو
 نﺰﯾ ﺪﻗو ،ﻲﻧﺎﺑﺎﯾ200 ﻦﯾﺮﺘﻤﻟا ﻎﻠﺒﯾ ﺮﻄﻘﺑ ،ماﺮﻏﻮﻠﯿﻛ[.3 ]ﻟ ﺔﻔﻠﺘﺨﻣ تﺎﯿﻨﻘﺗ ﺔﺑﺮﺠﺗ ﻰﻠﻋ نﻮﺜﺣﺎﺑ ﻞﻤﻌﯾو ﻞﯾدﺎﻨﻗ رﺎﺸﺘﻧا ﻰﻠﻋ ةﺮﻄﯿﺴﻠ
،ﺮﺤﺒﻟا[4 ] ءﺎﻀﻘﻠﻟ ﺔﺻﺎﺧ تﺎﻜﺒﺷ ﺮﯾﻮﻄﺗو ، فﺎﻔﺷ ﻢﺴﺠﺑ ﺰﯿﻤﺘﺗ ﻲﺘﻟا تﺎﻗﻮﻠﺨﻤﻟا ﻚﻠﻠﺗ ﺮﯿﺠﻔﺘﻟ ﺔﯿﺗﻮﺼﻟا تﺎﺟﻮﻤﻟا ماﺪﺨﺘﺳا ماﺪﺨﺘﺳا ﺎﮭﻨﻣ
ﺎﮭﯿﻠﻋ[.5 ]ﺮﺤﺒﻟا ﻞﯾدﺎﻨﻗ داﺪﻋأ ﻲﻓ ﻞﺋﺎﮭﻟا ﺪﯾاﺰﺘﻟا نﻮﺜﺣﺎﺒﻟا وﺰﻌﯾو[6 ] ﺮﺤﺒﻟا ﻞﯾدﺎﻨﻗ ﻰﻠﻋ تﺎﺘﻘﺗ ﻲﺘﻟا كﺎﻤﺳﻸﻟ ﺮﺋﺎﺠﻟا ﺪﯿﺼﻠﻟ ﺎﮭﻌﻣ ﺲﻓﺎﻨﺘﺗو
ءاﺬﻐﻟا  دراﻮﻣ ﻰﻠﻋ[.7                                                                                                                                                                                                                          
 [A new research warns that giant jellyfish may dominate world’s oceans]1 [due to 
overfishing, climate change and other human activities, which could lead to destroy 
fisheries.]2  [A study led by “CSIRO marine and atmospheric research” in Australia warns of 
giant jellyfish called “Normura” that can grow as big as a sumo wrestler, they weigh up to 
200 kilograms and can reach 2 meters in diameter.]3 [Researchers are experimenting with 
different methods to control jellyfish,]4 [some of these methods involve the use of sound waves 
to explode these creatures that have transparent body and develop special nets to cut them 
up.]5 [Scientists said that the cause of this explosion number of jellyfish]6 [is the overfishing 
that feed on small jellyfish and compete with them for their food.]7    
Given the following question - of “why” type - related to the above text, we need to extract an 
answer according to the derived schema.  
}  ﺪﯾاﺰﺗ ﺐﺒﺳ ﺎﻣﺮﺤﺒﻟا ﻞﯾدﺎﻨﻗ داﺪﻋا ؟{  
{What causes jellyfish blooms?} 
We notice that the words of the question match unit 6. Also, unit 7 provides the cause of the 
problem stated in unit 6. This means that an interpretation relation holds between unit 7 and 
unit 6 which is labelled as Rel3 in the schema of Figure  4-4. Because of the relevance 
between the question and unit 6, we can select the correspondent part of the relation, i.e. 
unit 7, as a candidate answer. 
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Figure  4-4: A scheme representation of the text. 
 
Now in the case of the following question, belonging to the how-to question type 
 ﻦﻜﻤﯾ ﻒﯿﻛﺮﺤﺒﻟا ﻞﯾدﺎﻨﻗ رﺎﺸﺘﻧا ﻦﻣ ﺪﺤﻟا ﺎﻨﻟ ؟{  } 
{How do we control jellyfish blooms?} 
One can observe that unit 5 gives some methods for solving the problem mentioned in unit 4, 
so it is concluded that an Explanation relation holds between the two units i.e. Rel 2. Since the 
question corresponds to unit 4, we can select the other part of the relation i.e. unit 5 as a 
candidate answer. 
Thus, rhetorical relations would be a good complementary solution to the pattern-based 
relations extraction approach presented in  Chapter 3. 
3 
Rel5  Rel4  
[1-3]  
[ 7 -1 ] 
Rel6   
[4-7] 
  
[1-2]  [4-5] [6-7] 
  
6 7 
Rel3  
4 5 
Rel2  
1 2 
Rel1  
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4.3 Automatic RST Annotation Systems 
Writing has always been considered as a complex and demanding activity undertaken by 
human beings. This is because of the huge variety of linguistic forms the writer may include 
to achieve his communicative objectives in addition to the tricky nature of the text itself 
which frequently develops into debatable issues when it comes to grasping these intentions. 
Accordingly, being able to automatically derive hierarchical structures of this kind of a rich 
medium is a time-intensive effort. 
The literature shows that a number of studies tackling the problem of automatic discourse 
parsing have been performed in recent years. A fair number of the developed parsers have 
been eventually applied to summarize texts. The principle behind summarization is that the 
nuclei sentences are more likely to be retained than the satellites ones; the nuclei are then 
joined to produce a shorter version of a text.  However, the recognition of discourse structure 
is still a difficult task. In what follows, we will present a general review of the previous 
automatic RST systems that proposed full structure parsers. 
 (Simon Corston-Oliver 1998): Corston-Oliver (1998) has presented his parser 
Rhetorical Structure Theory Analyzer (RASTA) to generate n-ary branching trees for 
unrestricted texts. RASTA exploits resources available within Microsoft English 
Grammar MEG system in order to get syntactic analyses and logical forms of an input 
text. Given these forms, the parsed text is then processed through three computational 
procedures. Firstly, the segmentation process in which the text is divided into EDUs. 
Secondly, the discovering of all potential relations between each pair of EDUs. This 
process is carried out in accordance with a number of criteria that have been 
formulated for each type of relation. Finally, the tree-building process that produces 
discourse trees based on the relations set that has been hypothesized in the previous 
step. Oliver has employed a set of 13 rhetorical relations arguing that the restriction to 
this number of relations is due to computational efficiency considerations; where the 
smaller the set of hypothesized relations the faster the algorithm for constructing RST 
trees to test all possibilities. RASTA is an extension of a previous work introduced by 
Marcu (1996) which has suffered from combinatorial explosion issue - as the number 
of hypothesized relations increases, the number of possible RST trees increases 
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exponentially. This is because of the fact that Marcu’s algorithm first produces all 
possible combinations of trees and later rejects a great number of them as ill-formed 
ones. RASTA has resolved this problem by avoiding tracks that would lead to ill-
formed trees in advance so that no need to validate the constructed trees afterwards. 
To meet this strategy, Oliver has associated each hypothesized relation with weights 
(heuristic scores) based on linguistic intuition. Thus, RASTA starts considering the 
relations ranked highest in the possible relations list, it then moves to the second 
relation in the list and so on. The strategy is to start building up more plausible 
representations of discourse structure before less plausible ones. 
 
 Daniel Marcu (2000): Daniel Marcu has proposed a shallow analyzer to employ the 
formalization of rhetorical relations in RST. He has described it as ‘shallow’ because 
it does not use any traditional parsing or tagging techniques. He has used a surface-
based approach to decompose a free unrestricted text into EDUs, hypothesizes 
rhetorical relations that hold among textual units based on the appearance of cue 
phrases and then, produces all binary rhetorical structure trees compatible with the 
hypothesized relations (Marcu, 2000a). Assuming that the rhetorical structure of text 
correlates with the orthographic layout of the text, Marcu has pointed out that the 
knowledge of discourse markers usage is sufficient to determine the elementary 
textual units and detection the relations that have discourse function. Whilst in case 
where no discourse marker could be found, he has exploited text cohesion by using 
word co-occurrence to measure similarity between two sentences. If this similarity is 
above a certain threshold, a decision is made to add an Elaboration relation between 
the sentence that comes later and the one that went before or a Background relation to 
relate the sentence that comes before with the next one. Otherwise, a Joint relation is 
assumed to relate the two textual units. A corpus analysis has been performed based 
on 450 discourse markers and an average of 17 text fragments each. This analysis has 
led him to extract discourse related information for each cue phrase under scrutiny, 
e.g. the position of the discourse marker in the textual unit, the rhetorical relations 
that are signalled by the discourse marker, where to link in order to specify whether 
the textual unit that contains the cue phrase is related to a unit found before or after it, 
and break action that describes where to create an elementary unit boundary in the 
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input text. Marcu has devised 12 axioms to be used within his algorithm in order to 
build all valid text structures. These axioms explain how text spans can be assembled 
into larger spans. The proposed methodology has been evaluated on five American 
scientific texts; the automatically built trees have been compared with the ones 
generated manually by two annotators. The overall recall for identification rhetorical 
relations is 40% lower than the recall obtained by the human analysts. This is because 
the text analyzer misidentified a lot of elementary units, whereas the precision 
obtained for the same task is close to the analysts by 78%. 
 
 Radu Soricut and Daniel Marcu (2003):  Soricut and Marcu (2003) have developed 
their automatic sentence-level parsing of discourse (SPADE) system based on a 
Treebank annotated with discourse structures known as RST Discourse Treebank 
(RST-DT) (Carlson et al., 2002). RST-DT consists of 385 Wall Street Journal articles 
extracted from the Penn Treebank in which the sentences are associated with syntactic 
trees. These articles have been manually annotated with discourse structures in 
accordance to RST formalization. RST-DT has motivated a number of researchers to 
exploit this annotated corpus as training and evaluation data for the English language. 
SPADE uses two probabilistic models in order to accomplish the task of sentence 
segmentation into non-overlapping discourse units and then linking these units with 
the correspondence hierarchical structures. However, their discourse parser has been 
restricted to build sub-trees spanning only over individual sentences. With respect to 
the discourse boundary insertion phase, the statistical model relies on lexical and 
syntactic features in order to assign a probability value for each word in the input 
sentence; all words with a probability higher than 0.5 is considered as a boundary 
marker. Likewise, another probabilistic model has been established to allocate a set of 
probabilities to each potential discourse tree among the EDUs produced in the 
previous model. These probabilities are calculated based on structural and relational 
probabilities after all RST trees being converted into a set of tuples. Each tuple has the 
form R [i,m,j] that indicates a rhetorical relations between textual unit spanning over 
units i through m and the textual unit spanning over m+1 through  j. Thereafter, the 
discourse parser model employs a set of features termed as dominance set to estimate 
the structure probabilities, and the discourse trees accordingly can be derived. The 
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dominance set contains features of syntactic and lexical information related to the 
point that links pair of EDUs. Generally speaking, the experimental results have 
surpassed the one obtained by Marcu (2000a). Furthermore, Soricut and Marcu have 
stated that SPADE would achieve accuracy that matches near-human levels of 
performance if it is provided with manual segmentations. 
 Waleed Al-Sanie (2005):  In his master thesis, Al- Sanie (2005) has presented the first 
attempt to automatically derive Arabic discourse structure using RST. His system 
infrastructure has been developed mainly for the task of Arabic text summarization. 
Al-Sanie (2005) has identified eleven rhetorical relations that are, in his view, suitable 
for the Arabic text. The nominated relations have been extracted by surveying all 
rhetorical relations formulated for the English language and selecting only the ones 
that comply with the rules set by the Arabic literature scholars. The identified relations 
along with their English equivalent are presented in Table  4-3. With respect to the 
parser, Al-Sanie has adopted the methodology introduced by Marcu (2000b). He has 
used cue phrases in order to break texts into EDUs; furthermore for each rhetorical 
relation he has assigned a set of these cue phrases that may indicate the presence of 
specific relation. Cue phrases have been associated with features so that the relations 
can be hypothesized based on their values. Eventually he has employed the 12 axioms 
proposed by Marcu (2000b) to generate all RST trees. 
English Relation        ﺔﻗﻼﻌﻟا ﻢﺳا English Relation        ﺔﻗﻼﻌﻟا ﻢﺳا        
Condition طﺮﺷ               Result ﺔﺠﯿﺘﻧ                      
Interpretation ﺮﯿﺴﻔﺗ              Example ﻞﯿﺜﻤﺗ                      
Justification ﻞﯿﻠﻌﺗ               Base ةﺪﻋﺎﻗ                      
Recalling كارﺪﺘﺳا           Explanation                    ﻞﯿﺼﻔﺗ 
Confirmation ﺪﯿﻛﻮﺗ               Joint                     ﻒﻄﻋ 
Sequence ﺐﯿﺗﺮﺗ                
Table  4-3: Arabic rhetorical relations identified by Al-Sanie. 
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However, no details have been given about the algorithm he has used to build up his 
sub-trees. His observations suggest that among all RS-trees the balanced ones appear 
to be the most suitable for the Arabic language rather than the most skewed to the 
right. This is due to the tendency of the Arabic writer to express his thoughts in a 
sequence of facts where each one is followed by statements to support it. The 
experiments in his dissertation have aimed at evaluating whether the textual fragments 
selected by his automatic summarizer are the most important units in that text. 
 Daphne Theijssen (2008): The emergence of RST Treebank of annotated English 
texts has enabled researchers to develop models that employ machine learning 
algorithms; the study carried out by Theijssen (2008) is one example. In her study, 
Theijseen has assumed that sentences are the basic units of a text structure; 
subsequently her research has revolved around finding rhetorical relations between 
Multi sentential Discourse Units MSDUs within the same paragraph. In order to avoid 
complications of the RST parsing, Theijssen has restricted the scope of discourse 
analysis to the binary tree; she has also left out the directions and types of relations. To 
reach her goal, she has extracted triples (x-y-z) of three adjacent text spans located in 
the RST Treebank, where the span in the middle is either rhetorically related to the left 
or to the right span. The collected data consists of 2136 triples represent 942 different 
paragraphs. Thus with such training set, Theijssen has adopted five different learning 
algorithms with the aim of the automatic extraction of values for each of the potential 
relevant features. These features may lead to the detection of whether a text span is 
rhetorically related to the preceding or the following MSDU. She has investigated 
numerous features proposed by the previous studies in addition to examining 200 
relations from the RST Treebank. The considered features have been split into five 
different categories that subsume: surface features, syntactic features, lexical features, 
reference features and discourse features. For accuracy measurements, she has used 
the relations that have been correctly selected by chance (56.0%) as a baseline, only 
the Naïve Bayes and Maximum Entropy machine learning algorithms have achieved an 
accuracy considerably better than the baseline with 60.0% and 60.9% respectively. 
Theijssen has stated that not being able to reach a good accuracy is due to the 
application of machine learning algorithms with their default settings, the small data 
set, and the large number of features. 
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 Vanessa Wei Feng and Graeme Hirst (2012): The RST parser developed by Feng 
and Hirst (2012) is another attempt of employing RST Treebanks at the full text level. 
Feng and Hirst have extended the HILDA discourse parser (Hernault et al., 2010) in 
which a variety of lexical and syntactic features have been extracted from input texts. 
Feng and Hirst (2012) have revised HILDA features set by incorporating various rich 
linguistic features into text-level discourse parsing, for example, semantic similarities, 
verb classes, cue phrases, production rules and contextual features that encode the 
discourse relations assigned by the preceding and the following text span pairs. 
Following the same methodology as in the HILDA parser, Feng and Hirst (2012) have 
used two classifiers for discourse tree building. The binary structure classifier to 
decide whether two consecutive text units should be merged to form a new sub-tree, 
and the multi-class classifier to evaluate which discourse relations are the most likely 
to hold between the new sub-tree. The parser performance has been measured under 
three discourse conditions: Within-sentence, Cross-sentence and All level. Their 
experimental results for the Structure classification task have achieved an F-score of 
91.45, 55.87, and 89.51 under the three discourse conditions respectively. Whereas, 
the accuracy achieved for Relation classification task is 78.06, 46.83, and 65.30 under 
the same discourse conditions. Obviously, the parser performance is relatively poorer 
under the second discourse condition i.e. cross-sentences than that on within-sentence 
which, the authors have stated, indicates “the difficulty of text-level discourse 
parsing”. 
4.4 Discourse Markers 
Discourse Markers (DMs) also known as cue phrases, discourse connectives, coherence 
markers and other names, draw mainly from the categories of conjunctions, prepositional and 
adverbials phrases. Interest in DMs has started with the shift in linguistics studies from 
focusing on the sentence as the higher unit of analysis into looking at the text as a whole (Al-
Kohlani, 2010). 
DMs have an important linking function that link adjacent segments (clauses, sentence, 
paragraphs) of discourse together to achieve coherence and cohesion. More importantly, DMs 
are frequently used by writers to avoid possible unintended interpretations of texts, 
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Al-Kohlani (2010) has stated “This is an approach which views text as a communicative 
cohesive structure rather than a static one, and discourse markers as essential communicative 
tools that writers use to guide the reader’s interpretation of their contribution in order to 
ensure a successful communicative act”. 
4.4.1 Importance of Discourse Markers for NLP 
A review of the major studies that have tackled the task of automatic discourse analysis, 
reveals that they share the assumption of considering lexical connectives – DMs – the most 
important type of signals in texts and their function is primarily to link linguistic units at any 
level, i.e. the main function of DMs are to structure the discourse. 
One reason why DMs have been at the centre of the research on relation signalling is 
attributed to the fact that the distribution and frequency of DMs is sufficiently large to enable 
the derivation of rich rhetorical structures for texts, “the number of discourse markers in a 
typical text is approximately one marker for every two clauses” (Marcu, 2000b). Furthermore, 
numerous studies on discourse analysis have repeatedly shown that DMs are used frequently 
by writers to focus on the most important shifts in their narratives, mark intermediate breaks, 
and signal areas of topical continuity (Schneuwly, 1997; Sanders and Noordman, 2000). 
Therefore, it is likely that DMs can accelerate text comprehension, i.e., the occurrences of 
DMs, during reading tasks, leads to a faster processing of the subsequent text segment and 
recognition of a probe word.  
One issue here is that DMs are considered as syntactically and semantically optional. 
However, a discourse that missed the presence of these linguistics units would be judged 
disjointed, unnatural, impolite, unfriendly or awkward within the communicative context 
(Brinton, 1996). The absence or underuse of DMs, therefore, may increase the chances of 
communicative breakdown (Al-Kohlani, 2010). 
On the other hand a number of discourse analysts have argued that the effect of coherence 
markers depends on prior knowledge; readers who have less knowledge about the text topic, 
which is also the case of QA systems, are helped by these linguistic marking in establishing 
the relations that the author intend. In contrast, readers who are more familiar with the text 
content carry out better when reading a text without explicit markers (Kamalski et al., 2008; 
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McNamara and Kintsch 1996). All the above mentioned reasons make DMs the primary 
source of information for the tasks of automatically determining elementary units, 
hypothesizing relations between them and constructing rhetorical trees. 
 
4.4.2 Discourse Markers as a Problematic Concept  
Adopting a specific set of DMs is a challenging task, as a given word or expression may be 
classified as a DM by one researcher but not by another. This is due to the disagreement 
among researchers on the features and functions that exactly constitute a DM. These 
divergences reflect the different perspectives towards issues such as: the type of meaning they 
express, the semantic and syntactic features of these expressions and the role they serve in the 
text (Brinton, 1996).  
A substantial number of studies have investigated the distinctive features and functions of 
DMs in a way to find out the characteristics and aspects that set them apart from other 
linguistic items. The fact that DMs do not have a unified grammatical status in addition to the 
variety of functions which they may operate at discourse level makes them a controversial 
issue. Therefore, each study has produced different descriptions of these functions, 
Al-Kohlani (2010) has indicated that, “according to the way that discourse is viewed in each 
study and how it is approached”. She has also added another factor that has influence in 
determining the type of the functions “The way in which the meaning of the items under 
investigation is perceived”.  
With respect to the studies adopting discourse prospective approach, there is more than one 
view through which discourse can be seen, and accordingly different views of what 
constitutes a DM. One view of discourse which proposed by Schiffrin et.al  (2001) 
incorporates such factors as structural, semantic, pragmatic cognitive and social in order to 
consider discourse “as a process of social interaction” thus, DMs would act “in cognitive, 
expressive, social and textual domains”. 
Another issue that causes for disagreement among researchers is the status to be associated 
with DMs in terms of their meaning. For many researchers it is essential that a linguistic item 
being void of meaning in order to be classified as a DM, and accordingly any expression that 
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holds a conceptual meaning such as “indeed”, “frankly” and “next” should be ruled out from 
considerations. Conceptual meaning may refer to semantic, lexical, propositional, referential, 
or representation content. In this regard, DMs are assumed to be lexically empty and confined 
to the pragmatic level such as “in other words”, “for example” and “as a result”. The issue 
here is that embracing the void of meaning status adds to the disagreement yet further, as the 
“non-conceptual” term implies different notions for different researchers. For example, while 
the expression “in other words” has been considered as non-conceptual DM by Fraser (1996), 
in contrast Blakemore has stated that this linguistic item is both nontruth-conditional and 
conceptual (Blakemore, 2003). 
Researchers have also approached DMs from different points of view in terms of the multi-
functionality characteristic. Some of them have considered that DMs have a unique function 
to serve in discourse. According to this view DMs should only denote one clear plane of 
meaning, since the multi-functions stance can lead to many interpretations by the reader. In 
contrast, other researchers have accepted the idea of pluralism pointing out that DMs may 
indicate more than one type of relation in the text at the same time. A stark example of this is 
the coordinating conjunctions that can play a discourse role in some instances i.e. they signal 
a rhetorical relation between two textual units while in other instances they play sentential or 
syntactic role, which adds to the ambiguity issue here. 
Consequently, the conflicting views on identifying a general definition of DMs makes it 
impractical to adopt an exhaustive list. Therefore, it is essential for a scholar to perform a 
language-specific investigation and such a thing need to be conducted within the scope of the 
objectives of his study, as Lenk (1998) has reported “It seems that every study of discourse 
markers must come up with its own definition depending on which items are being 
investigated in which type of discourse and within which framework”. 
4.4.3 Arabic Discourse Markers 
As we have mentioned above, DMs form a heterogeneous class of words and expressions 
drawn from different grammatical categories. There is no generally agreed list recognized by 
all researchers for the English language, and the Arabic is not an exception.  
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A number of scholars in linguistic literature have referred to the Arabic DMs broadly in the 
course of their research while discussing other language phenomena. Nevertheless, they have 
normally approached them from a syntactic perspective i.e. they have focused on the 
connective function of DMs by restricting their investigation to the sentence boundaries 
(Wright and Caspari 1896; Fareh and Hamdan, 1999).  
However, only few studies went further and dedicated their work to the analysis of the role 
that DMs can play to tie units together at the discourse level. The works conducted by Sarig 
(1995) and Kammensjo (2010) are two examples of the attempts carried out to understand the 
use of this conceptual elements. While the former has examined DMs in “Contemporary 
Written Arabic” environment, the later has handled them in the spoken mode of Arabic 
language. 
A more recent account of DMs has been proposed by Al-Kohlani (2010) who has presented a 
significant contribution to this area of research. She has provided a comprehensive description 
of the characteristics and features attributed to DMs and how these linguistic items operate at 
two levels of text structure (sentence and paragraph). Moreover she has conducted an 
extensive analysis on Arabic newspaper opinion articles in order to study the type, frequency 
and distribution of these devices. As a consequence she has identified a list of Arabic DMs 
used in opinion articles each of which is associated with a level of text (sentence or 
paragraph). 
Al-Kohlani has applied the technique proposed by Kammensjo (2010). She has started by 
segmenting texts into paragraphs and sentences levels, then describing the coherent relations 
that relate textual units at each level and finally identifying groups of DMs classified 
according to their functional roles. 
In order to achieve the goal of this chapter which is the automatic extraction of Arabic text 
structure, DMs are incorporated into our Text Parser model. This enables the Text Parser to 
acquire an appropriate representation of text structure relations. In this study, the Text Parser 
makes use of the DMs proposed by Al-Kohlani. However, out of her list we have only 
considered those associated with the sentence level as indicators of the presence of rhetorical 
relation between sentences.  Appendix IV presents the DMs employed in the current study.  
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The main reason why the current study opts for Al-Kohlani’s DMs is because she has 
employed two analytical tools to study the functional relations that relate textual units as 
coherent whole, namely the Text-type Theory and the RST. She has utilized the Text-type 
Theory to describe the relations that relate paragraphs to each other “Global Relations”. On 
the other hand, she has used RST in discovering functional relations that occur between 
sentences “Local Relations”. Figure  4-5 taken from Al-Kohlani (2010) illustrates this 
topology. As such, the outcome of her analysis should be consistent with the methodology 
adopted in this study since we employ the same framework i.e. extracting text structural 
organization based on RST. In what follows we shed some light on the characteristics and 
features of the environment in which she has conducted her data analysis. 
    
 
                         Global Relations 
                         (Text-type Theory) 
P1 [ _____   _____   _____   _____   _____ 
           S1       S2         S3        S4         S5 
P2 [ _____   _____   _____   _____   _____ 
P3 [ _____   _____   _____   _____   _____ 
 
            Local Relations 
              (Rhetorical Structure Theory) 
  
Figure  4-5: Text relations presented by Al-Kohlani (2010). 
 
Text analysis has been conducted based on a corpus of around 30,000 words from 50 Arabic 
newspaper opinion articles. The articles have been extracted from the electronic editions of 
two international newspapers (al-sahrq al-Awsat and al-Hayat). Each article has been written 
by different professional Arab writers, with an average length of 900 words and has been 
geared towards native readers. Since the articles are of varying length, the articles set includes 
more than one article written by the same author, this relaxation has been allowed to equalize 
the size of material represented by each author.  Al-Kohlani has restricted the length of the 
article to the 1500 words limit stating that “long texts usually pose difficulties in following the 
argumentation points”. 
Al-Kohlani has assumed that the collected articles would have “an organizational plan” 
because they have been produced by expert writers who have been in such profession for a 
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long time. Furthermore, it has been expected to yield a large number of DMs, most of which 
occur several times displaying a consistent pattern in their use. She has justified her selection 
of this genre of text for being “simple, widely-used, and practical style that ventures to adopt 
new expressions and structures in order to be able to express the concepts of modern life” 
The issue here is that Al-Kohlani’s work has been concentrated on specific genre prose i.e. 
newspapers opinion articles, consequently the produced DMs represent only one text-type 
which may result in different DMs set in case that a different one is investigated. What makes 
these DMs appropriate samples for our study, is the fact that this style of scripts is 
characterized as being of argumentative and evaluative nature that aim to influence readers’ 
perceptions of facts and events. This implies that whenever writers seek to argue facts or 
express point of view, they tend to use the same DMs for such a purpose. Accordingly, 
employing these DMs is particularly useful for the objective of the present study. 
4.5  The Construction of RS-Tree  
This section presents the complete process by which the Text Parser model computes the 
complete formalization of a written Arabic text in order to automatically build up the 
plausible Tree representing the whole text based on RST. 
Apparently, a system for automatic discourse analysis that creates full rhetorical structure in 
large-scale for Arabic text is currently unavailable. This is because of the high computational 
complexity involved in generating all valid RS-Trees resulting from processing a large 
number of hypothesized relations (Corston-Oliver, 1998; Marcu, 1997). Therefore, a more 
practical approach appears to be necessary to operate systems that are intended to locate 
answers to “why” and “how to” questions. 
It is crucial to adopt an improved method that would be able to reduce the search space. This 
reduction can be achieved by decomposing the task of discourse structure derivation into two 
sub-tasks: detecting relations within sentences (intrasentential) and locating relations between 
sentences (intersentential). Obviously, considering relations spanning over only individual 
sentences one at a time is more computationally efficient than regarding the whole text. 
Furthermore, associating each hypothesized RST relation with a heuristic score would 
influence and guide the Text Parser to follow the track that would lead to construct the most 
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suitable tree rather than generating combinations of trees, thus avoiding any computational 
explosion. 
In the current study, two models are incorporated to establish the proposed methodology. The 
first model, the Pattern Recognizer which segments text into EDUs sentences and provides 
semantic relations using the linguistic patterns formulated in  Chapter 3.  The second model, 
the Text Parser is built on top of sentences already associated with relational slots - provided 
by the first model - and aimed to posit rhetorical relations between adjacent textual spans 
consisting of at least one sentence. The Text Parser model has two main modules: the 
Relation Recognizer and the Tree Builder introduced in Sections  4.5.2 and  4.5.4. 
4.5.1  Type of Texts 
Texts are created with the aim of informing the reader about a specific subject. On his way to 
develop a text, the writer has to comply with some constraints as the reader is supposed to 
fully understand his text. A well-formed text must have sufficient signals of surface cohesion, 
for that is the best way for the author to avoid possible unintended interpretations. 
In this study, two crucial assumptions underlie the process of automatically annotating text 
structure. The first is that the text is well-constructed i.e. cohesive and coherent. Cohesion 
across sentences has been investigated by Halliday and Hasan (1976). In their study, they 
have viewed the text as a unified whole in which the sentence is the highest unit of 
grammatical structure. Thus cohesion refers to “the set of semantic resources for linking a 
sentence with what has gone before” (Halliday and Hasan, 1976). 
It is important to point out here that it is possible to write a cohesive text without necessarily 
being coherent. For example, the two sentences in text (22) embed the DM “اﺬﮭﻟ” “as a result 
of” which indicates the presence of a reason relation, but the text cannot be perceived as 
coherent since it does not display any kind of logical order or consistency. 
(22)    ﺮﺋﺎﺠﺴﻟا ﻰﻠﻋ ﻦﯿﻨﻣﺪﻣ ﻦﯿﻨﺧﺪﻤﻟا ﻢﻈﻌﻣ . مﺎﺴﺟﻷا نﺈﻓ اﺬﮭﻟو ﺔھرﺎﻛ ﺮﯿﻏ ﺎﻀﯾأ ﻲھو داﺪﺿﻷا ﻦﻣ ﺮﯿﺜﻜﺑ ﺮﻐﺻأ ﺔﯾﻮﻨﯾﺎﻨﻟا
ﺎﯿﺋﺎﻤﯿﻛ ءﺎﻤﻠﻟ.  
 “Many smokers are addicted to cigarettes. As a result, nano bodies are so much smaller than 
antibodies and are not chemical hydrophobic” 
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In this context, Reinhart (1980) has presented a description of coherence arguing that the text 
must meet three conditions in order to be coherent: Connectedness “requires that the 
sentences of the text will be formally connected”, Consistency “each sentences will be 
consistent with the previous sentence”, and Relevance “is a pragmatic condition that restricts 
the relations between the sentences of the text and their context”. 
The other assumption concerns the medium of the data that is being processed; the system 
developed in the current study deals with the Arabic text written in Modern Standard Arabic 
(MSA) form. This form is recognized by all Arab countries in addition to being the major 
medium of communication for public speaking and broadcasting and serious writing such as 
magazines, textbooks, newspapers, academic books and novels.  
4.5.2  Recognizing Discourse Relations 
As we have noted above, different techniques have been used in order to determine rhetorical 
relations. The Relation Recognizer proposed here adopts a rule based approach that relies on a 
set of heuristic scores. It takes the outcome of the Patter Recognizer model as input in the 
form of EDUs each of which is as long as a full sentence annotated with intrasentential 
relations, and it outputs a set of all possible rhetorical relations that may hold between these 
sentences. In most cases, a sentence is directly linked to the sentence that went before or to 
the sentence that comes after. In some cases, relations can be hypothesized between non 
adjacent sentences. Two types of relations can be posited, the first one that connects nucleus 
span with a satellite one is called Hypotactic Relation, whereas the second one which 
connects two nucleus spans is called Paratactic Relation. 
4.5.2.1  Recognition of adjacent Relations 
The Relation Recognizer first discovers rhetorical relations between adjacent sentences. It 
uses the linguistic devices that have been specifically gathered from the list of DMs generated 
by Al-Kohlani (2010). For example, a Result relation can be hypothesized between the two 
sentences in text (23) based on the occurrence of the expression “ﮫﯿﻠﻋ” that appears at the head 
of sentence [2] as illustrated in Figure  4-6.  The Relation Recognizer scores each of the 
identified relations according to its heuristic score that reflects its importance in building the 
text structure. Heuristic scores are discussed in Section  4.5.3.  
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(23)           ] ﺔﺳارد ﺖﻟﺎﻗﯾﺮﺑ ﺔﻔﯿﺤﺻ ﻲﻓ تﺮﺸﻧﺘ ﻦﻋ ﺪﯾﺰﺗ ةراﺮﺣ ﺔﺟرد ﺪﻨﻋ هداﺪﻋإ ﻢﺗ يﺬﻟا دﻮﺳﻻا يﺎﺸﻟا نإ لﺎﻜﯾﺪﯿﻣ ﺶ70  ﺔﺟرد
نﺎطﺮﺴﻟﺎﺑ ﺔﺑﺎﺻﻹا ﺮﻄﺧ ﻦﻣ ﺪﯾﺰﯾ ﺔﯾﻮﺌﻣ[.1 ] وﮫﯿﻠﻋ ﺔﯿﺑﺮﻏ ﺮﯿﻐﻟا بﻮﻌﺸﻟا ﺾﻌﺑ ﻦﯿﺑ يﺮﻤﻟا نﺎطﺮﺴﺑ ﺔﺑﺎﺻﻹا عﺎﻔﺗرا ﺮﯿﺴﻔﺗ ﻦﻜﻤﯾ[.2  
 
[The research published in the British Medical Journal found that black tea made at 
temperature greater than 70 c, can raise the risk of cancer,]1 [and that may be the cause of 
high rates of esophageal cancer among non western people.]2 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure  4-6: The schema of text (23). 
 
On the other hand, in most cases the absence of DMs correlates with a preference to consider 
the statement in the unmarked sentence as continuation of the topic of the sentence that 
precedes it (Segal et al., 1991). Hence, there are two possible relations that can be 
hypothesized to hold between two unmarked sentences. One is an  Elaboration relation when 
two sentences tackle the same point. The second relation is Joint which can be assumed to 
exist in case a topic shift occurs at the boundary between the two sentences. 
Arab writers use demonstrative pronouns frequently to refer to the idea (question, proposition 
or event) which has been posed in preceding context (Zaki, 2011). In this regard, 
demonstrative pronouns which normally precede a noun made definite by prefixing the 
definite article play an important role as referring expressions. The demonstrative pronoun 
“هﺬھ” that appears at the head of sentence [2] of text (24) illustrates this fact. 
(24)         تارﺎﺒﺘﺧﻻا هﺬھ] [1.ةﺮﺋﺎﻄﻟا ﻢﺴﺟ ﻦﻣ ءﺰﺟ يا ﻲﻓ ﻞﻠﺧ كﺎﻨھ نﺎﻛ اذا ﺎﻤﯿﻓ ﺪﻛﺎﺘﻠﻟ يرود ﻞﻜﺸﺑ تاﺮﺋﺎﻄﻟا ﺺﺤﻔﺗ]
ﺔﻠﻤﺘﺤﻣ ﻞﻛﺎﺸﻣ يا ﺐﻨﺠﺘﻟ ﺔﯾروﺮﺿ.2[  
  ﻲﻓ ترﺷﻧ ﺔﺳارد تﻟﺎﻗ  
 لﺎﻛﯾدﯾﻣ شﺗﯾرﺑ ﺔﻔﯾﺣﺻ  
        مﺗ يذﻟا دوﺳﻷا يﺎﺷﻟا نإ
 ةرارﺣ ﺔﺟرد دﻧﻋ هدادﻋإ  
  نﻋ دﯾزﺗ70   نﻣ  دﯾزﯾ ﺔﺟرد
،نﺎطرﺳﻟﺎﺑ ﺔﺑﺎﺻﻹا رطﺧ نﻣ 
 رﯾﺳﻔﺗ نﻛﻣﯾ ﮫﯾﻠﻋو ﺎﺻﻹا عﺎﻔﺗراﺔﺑ 
 ضﻌﺑ نﯾﺑ يرﻣﻟا نﺎطرﺳﺑ  بوﻌﺷﻟا
ﺔﯾﺑرﻏ رﯾﻐﻟا.  
2    1 
2-1 
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[The Aircraft is inspected regularly for any damage to any part of the fuselage.1] [These 
checks are crucial in order to avoid any potential problem.2] 
However, demonstrative pronouns also used to refer to some other entities which appear in 
the same sentence. Consider for example text (25) in which the pronoun “اﺬھ” refers to the 
idea stated at the beginning of the sentence. This effect can be attributed to the position of the 
pronoun as it is located approximately in the middle of the sentence. During our experiments, 
we have observed that whenever a demonstrative pronoun occurs within a window 
comprising the first third of a sentence it most likely refers to an entity located in the previous 
sentence; and the second sentence accordingly is considered to elaborate on the first one. 
Table  4-4 presents the set of demonstrative pronouns employed in this study. 
(25)         ﺢﺴﻓ ﻲﻨﻌﯾ ﺮﻣﻻا اﺬھو ﺖﻗﻮﻟا روﺮﻣ ﻊﻣ ﺮﯿﺒﻛ ﻞﻜﺸﺑ ﻢﻤﯿﻘﺘﻟاو ﻞﯿﻠﺤﺘﻠﻟ ﺔﺣﺎﺘﻤﻟا تﺎﯿﻄﻌﻤﻟا ﺔﯿﻤﻛ ﺪﯾﺰﺗ نا ﺢﺟﺮﻤﻟا ﻦﻣ
ماﺪﺨﺘﺳﻼﻟ ﺔﻠﺑﺎﻗ ﺎﮭﻠﻌﺟو تﺎﻣﻮﻠﻌﻤﻟا ﺐﯿﺗﺮﺗ ﻞﺟا ﻦﻣ ﺔﯿﺑﻮﺳﺎﺣ ﺔﻘﯾﺮﻄﺑ ﺮﯿﻜﻔﺘﻟا ﺐﻠﻄﺘﺗ ﻞﻤﻋ صﺮﻔﻟ لﺎﺠﻤﻟا.  
The amount of data available for evaluation and analysis is likely to increase drastically with 
the passage of time and this means an opening of job opportunities that require computational 
thinking in order to sort out the information and make it usable. 
 
 Proximal Distal 
Singular  اﺬھ-  هﺬھ   ﻚﻠﺗ– ﻚﻟذ  
Dual ءﻻﺆھ  ﻚﺌﻟوا 
Plural  نﺎﺗﺎھ–  ناﺬھ–  ﻦﯿﺗﺎھ– ﻦﯾﺬھ   
Table  4-4: Demonstrative pronouns forms in Arabic 
After all rhetorical relations have been hypothesized, a Joint relation is applied to connect all 
adjacent sentences that no actual relation has been found to relate them. This point is 
discussed in more detail in Section  4.5.4.3. 
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4.5.2.2  Recognition of distance Relations 
Given our commitment to the assumption we have made in Section  4.5.1 i.e. the text to be 
derived is well-constructed, it is possible that one sentence in the middle of the text might be 
related to another in the beginning. 
In his well known work, Marcu (2000b) has associated each DM with the feature “Maximal 
distance” which specifies the number of sentences that separates the textual units that are 
related by that DM. In case a marker has been assigned the value -1, the two related sentences 
are adjacent. This value has been determined based on corpus analysis. For example, the 
marker Although has been given the value 5 when trying to signal Elaboration relation i.e., 
the relation Elaboration is hypothesized to relate the sentence that contains this marker with 
the sentence that directly precedes it, and also relates the sentence with the sentence that 
comes before and so on within a maximum distance of 5. 
However, the outcome of this approach comes at the cost of computational complexity, as the 
number of hypothesized relations increases, the number of sub-trees increases exponentially. 
The text (26) taken from (Marcu, 2000b) illustrates this situation in which the occurrence of 
the DM In contrast contributes to make the following exclusively disjunctive hypothesis 
rhet_rel (CONTRAST, A, C) ⊕ rhet_rel (CONTRAST, A, D) ⊕ rhet_rel (CONTRAST, B, 
C) ⊕ rhet_rel (CONTRAST, B, D). Moreover, associating each marker with a fixed number 
of textual units may result in inappropriate relations especially when positing relations at the 
sentence level; as the number of sentence is highly related to the context of the text in which 
such marker appears. 
(26)  [John likes sweets.A] [Most of all, John likes ice cream and chocolate.B] [In contrast, 
Mary likes fruits.C] [Especially bananas and strawberries.D] 
Croston-Oliver (1998) has used a different method which checks all pairs of clauses in a text 
in an effort to hypothesize all possible discourse relations. These hypothesized relations are 
then grouped into bags of mutually exclusive relations i.e. one and only one of the possible 
relations belongs to the same bag. Nevertheless, for large texts, the time complexity for 
examining the constraints corresponding to all possible relations could be also high. 
An attempt for annotating this sort of relation has been introduced by Mathkour, Touir and 
Al-Sanea (2008) in their work on Arabic text summarization. According to their observation, 
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there is an implicit transitivity relation over hypotactic relations. The sentences in text (27) 
demonstrate this fact. We notice that sentence [2] elaborates the idea mentioned in 
sentence [1]; also, the DM “ﻚﻟﺬﻟ” “Therefore” signals a rhetorical relation of Result between 
sentences [3] and [2]. However, the information stated in sentence [3] is still considered as a 
result of the idea presented in sentence [1]. Hence, according to the transitivity principle we 
can say that a hypotactic relation of Result also holds between sentences [3] and [1]. The 
schema in Figure  4-7 shows the discourse analysis of text (27). 
(27)  ﻰﺘﺣ] 1[.لﺎﻤﺠﻟا تﺎﻣﻮﻘﻣ ﻦﻣ ﻲھ ﺪﯿﻋﺎﺠﺘﻟاو بﺎﺒﺸﻟا ﺐﺣو ﻊﻘﺒﻟا ﻦﻣ ﺔﯿﻟﺎﺨﻟاو ﺔﯿﻓﺎﺼﻟا ةﺮﺸﺒﻟا نأ ﻞﯿﻤﺠﺘﻟا ءاﺮﺒﺧ ﺪﻘﺘﻌﯾ]
3[.ﺔﻠﯿﻤﺟ ةﺮﺸﺑ ﻰﻠﻋ ﺔﻈﻓﺎﺤﻤﻟﺎﺑ ﻊﯿﻤﺠﻟا مﺎﻤﺘھا ىﺮﻧ ﻚﻟﺬﻟ] 2[."ﺔﻠﯿﻤﺟ ةﺮﺸﺑ نوﺪﺑ لﺎﻤﺟ ﻻ" لﻮﻘﻟا ﻰﻟإ ﺾﻌﺒﻟا ﺐھذ 
[Beauty experts believe that one of the fundamentals of beauty is to have a skin that is free of 
spots, acne and wrinkles.]1 [Some even went as far as saying: “there is no beauty without a 
beautiful skin”.]2 [Therefore everybody is keen about having a beautiful skin.]3 
 
   
   
  
 
Figure  4-7: A rhetorical analysis of text (27). 
 
A different approach for discovering distance relations among sentences has been utilized by 
Timmermn (2007), in which the keyword repetition has been used as indicator of the presence 
of a distance relation. The idea behind this technique relies on a facet of text coherence that is 
adequate for determining the sentences that have a single theme i.e. if two sentences tackle the 
same point it is likely that they involve the same elements of nouns. In this sense, we can say 
that a Hypotactic Relation relates those two sentences. In fact, it is difficult to accurately 
recognize which type of relation exists without world knowledge. However, in this study, the 
added relation will always be considered as an Elaboration relation where the sentence that 
comes after (satellite) elaborates on the topic of the sentence that came before (nucleus). 
3 2 1 
Result Elaboration 
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The matching process is carried out as follows: the words that are associated with noun tags 
are initially extracted and then all suffixes of these nouns are removed using a word stemmer. 
Thereafter, each sentence is compared to the following sentences in turn. If a match is found, 
a new relation is hypothesized to hold between the two sentences under consideration 
provided that neither sentence is rhetorically related to another one; this condition is neglected 
in case that the sentence has the nucleus status. 
Let us consider the four sentences in text (28), we notice that a rhetorical relation of Result is 
signalled between sentences [1] and [2] based on the occurrence of the DM “ىدأ ﺎﻤﻣ” at the 
head of sentence [2]. Since sentence [1] is the nucleus of this relation, it is matched with 
sentences [3] and [4] for possible mutual nouns. Finally two hypotheses of Elaboration 
relations are added to the relations set because the sentences share the nouns “  ضرا - كﺰﯿﻧ ” 
“meteorite - Earth”. The schema in Figure  4-8 shows the discourse analysis of text (28). In the 
current study we adopt the transitivity method and the repetition of keywords in order to 
recognize long distance relations. 
(28)               ىدأ ﺎﻤﻣ] 1[.ﻦﯿﻨﺴﻟا ﻦﯿﯾﻼﻣ ﺬﻨﻣ تارﻮﺻﺎﻨﯾﺪﻟا ﺔﺒﻘﺣ ﻲﻓ ضرﻷﺎﺑ مﺪﻄﺻا اﺮﯿﺒﻛ ﺎﻛﺰﯿﻧ نأ ءﺎﻤﻠﻌﻟا ﺾﻌﺑ ﺪﻛأ]
 ﺔﻘﺒط لﻼﺧ ﻦﻣ كﺰﯿﻨﻟا رﺎﺛآ ﻰﻠﻋ فﺮﻌﺘﻟا ﻢﺗو]  2[.ةﺮﺘﻔﻟا ﻚﻠﺗ ﻲﻓ ﺖﺷﺎﻋ ﻲﺘﻟا ىﺮﺧﻷا ءﺎﯿﺣﻷاو تارﻮﺻﺎﻨﯾﺪﻟا هﺬھ كﻼھ ﻰﻟا
 ةﺮﻜﻟﺎﺑ كﺰﯿﻨﻟا ماﺪﺻا ﺔﺳارد  نا] 3[.ماﺪﺻﻻا ﺪﻌﺑ ضرﻷا ﺐﻛﻮﻛ ﺖﻄﻏ ﻲﺘﻟا ﺔﯾرﺎﺒﻐﻟا ﺔﺑﺎﺤﺴﻟا ﻦﻋ ﺔﻔﻠﺨﺘﻤﻟا ﺐﺳاوﺮﻟا
4[.ﻞﻀﻓا ﻞﻜﺸﺑ ﺐﻛﻮﻜﻟا اﺬھ ﻰﻠﻋ ةﺎﯿﺤﻟا ﺎﮭﯿﻓ تﺄﺸﻧ ﻲﺘﻟا فوﺮﻈﻟا ﻢﮭﻓ ﻰﻠﻋ ءﺎﻤﻠﻌﻟا ﺪﻋﺎﺴﺗ نا ﺎﻀﯾا ﻦﻜﻤﯾ ﺔﯿﺿرﻻا 
[A team of researchers has confirmed that a large meteorite had collided with Earth at the age 
of dinosaurs millions of years ago.]1 [This was responsible for the mass extinction of 
dinosaurs and all other species living on Earth.]2 [The meteorite was identified from the layer 
of sediment deposited from the dust cloud that enveloped the Earth after the impact.]3 
[Studying the meteorite’s impact with the Earth could also help researchers better understand 
the conditions under which early life on the planet evolved.]4 
 
   
   
   
 
                                       Figure  4-8: A rhetorical analysis of text (28). 
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4.5.3  Heuristic Scores 
In employing the DMs proposed by Al-Kohlani (2010), it is important to emphasize that we 
have not embraced all the rhetorical relations she has presented. Rather, a set of ten relations 
have been adopted in this study. In fact, these relations occur more often among sentences and 
represent relations that are sufficient for reflecting writer’s attitudes and viewpoints in 
discourse from cohesion-based perspective. The other relations by Al-Kohlani are hardly 
signalled in text. Table  4-5 shows the adopted relations. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Table  4-5: List of the rhetorical relations employed. 
Each possible relation receives a heuristic score that reflects its relative importance 
throughout the automatic text derivation process. Since the main aim of the current study has 
been set to provide answers for “why” and “how to” questions, rhetorical relations which are 
more relevant for such type of questions should be highlighted. Thus, we have chosen a small 
subset of the ten rhetorical relations adopted. The concerned subset consists of the following 
relations: Result, Reason, and Interpretation. Our goal then is to prioritize the relevant 
relations subset in order to ensure that its members are always in the sub-trees produced by 
the Text Parser. This can be achieved by assigning higher scores to this subset as discussed 
below. 
One challenge of using DMs when discovering relations between sentences is that certain 
DMs are multi-functional i.e. they can signal more than one type of rhetorical relation in 
discourse. For example, the expression “ﺎﻨھ ﻦﻣ” in sentence [A] of text (29) indicates a Result 
relation, whereas it implies an Evaluation relation that holds between sentences [A] and [B] of 
text (30).  
 
Reason Background 
Interpretation Certainty 
Evaluation Contrast 
Result View 
Sequence Elaboration 
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(29)           ﮫﯿﺟﻮﺘﺑ يﺰﯿﻠﺠﻧا ﻞﻤﻋ ﻖﯾﺮﻓ مﺎﻗ ﺎﻨھ ﻦﻣ]  A[.ﺮﺒﻛأ وأ ﺮﺘﻣﻮﻠﯿﻛ ﻢﺠﺣ ﻲﻓ كزﺎﯿﻨﻟا ﺔﻌﺑﺎﺘﻣ ﻲﻟﺎﺤﻟا ﺖﻗﻮﻟا ﻲﻓ ءﺎﻤﻠﻌﻟا ﻊﯿﻄﺘﺴﯾ]
ﺎﻤﺠﺣ ﺮﻐﺻﻷا مﺎﺴﺟﻷا ﺪﯾﺪﺤﺗ فﺪﮭﺑ ﺔﯿﺿرﻷا ةﺮﻜﻟا ﻦﻣ ﻲﺑﻮﻨﺠﻟا ءﺰﺠﻟا ﻲﻓ ﻖﯿﻗد بﻮﻜﺴﯿﻠﺗ[.B  
[Nowadays, scientists can track meteorites of a kilometre size or more.]A [Therefore, an 
English working group has undertaken to direct a high precision telescope in the southern 
hemisphere in order to indentify smaller objects.]B 
 
 
(30)        ] ﻲﻟﺎﺘﻟﺎﺑو غﺎﺒﺼﻠﻟ ةﺪﻟﻮﻤﻟا ﺎﯾﻼﺨﻟا ﻂﯿﺸﻨﺗ ﻰﻟإ يدﺆﺗ ءﺎﺴﻣ ﺔﺴﻣﺎﺨﻟا ﺔﻋﺎﺴﻟاو ﺎﺣﺎﺒﺻ ﺔﻨﻣﺎﺜﻟا ﺔﻋﺎﺴﻟا ﻦﯿﺑ ﺎﻣ ﺲﻤﺸﻟا ﺔﻌﺷأ نإ
B[.ﮫﻟﻮط ﻦﻣ لﻮطا نﺎﺴﻧﻹا لﺎﯿﺧ نﻮﻜﯾ ﺎﻣﺪﻨﻋ ﻮھ ﺲﻤﺸﻠﻟ ضﺮﻌﺘﻠﻟ ﻞﻀﻔﻤﻟا ﺖﻗﻮﻟا نﺎﻓ ﺎﻨھ ﻦﻣ]  A[.ﻒﻠﻜﻟاو ﻊﻘﺒﻟا ﻞﻜﺸﺗ 
[Sunrays between 8 in the morning and 5 in the afternoon energise cells responsible for 
pigment and consequently forms spots and freckles.]A [It can be concluded that the best time 
to be exposed to the sun is when the person’s shadow is longer than him.]B 
 
Another indicator is ought to deal with this problem and avoid any kind of ambiguity. It may 
very well be the case that knowledge about the sentence structure containing that DM can be 
exploited. Let us consider text (29) again; we notice that sentence [2] includes an 
intrasentential Causal relation. This relation can be acquired using linguistic pattern P (11) 
which has been constructed using the Pattern Recognizer introduced in  Chapter 3. Hence, the 
existence of cause-effect information increases the probability for an ambiguous DM to 
indicate one of the rhetorical relations belong to the relevant relations subset. 
P (11) R  &(C) [C2] (AND) (&This) فﺪﮭﺑ/ضﺮﻐﺑ  [C1] &. 
Annotated corpora ought to be available to automatically learn the optimal values for heuristic 
scores. Unfortunately, no corpus of Arabic RST-analyzed texts exists. Hand-tuning is 
therefore still necessary. The heuristic scores presented in this study have been obtained by 
trial and modification with the aim of ensuring that preferred relations occurred at the top of 
sub-trees list. For example, Result, Reason and Interpretation relations are extremely good 
indicators of “why” and “how to” questions. We can therefore assign a high initial value, 
whereas Elaboration and Background relations are weaker indicators. We have carried out a 
regression test on Arabic texts and the outcome of the Text Parser is always checked to 
determine whether it produces a tree that spans over the whole text. Heuristic scores are then 
adjusted until Text Parser produces preferred analyses. Table  4-6 shows the maximum values 
of each relation. 
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Relation type Maximum Score 
Result 100 
Reason 100 
Interpretation 100 
Elaboration 80 
Contrast 70 
Background 60 
Evaluation 50 
Certainty 50 
Sequence 50 
View 50 
Table  4-6: Score assigned for each relation. 
We have examined each DM in the list and considered its potential contribution in 
hypothesizing the rhetorical relations. In case a DM correlates with only one particular 
relation, that relation thus is indicated with a relatively high level of confidence and 
accordingly the DM has been associated a score that is equal to the maximum value of that 
relation. Whereas if a DM signals different discourse relations such as the DM “ﺎﻧھ نﻣ”, it is 
perceived as a weaker evidence and accordingly it has been associated a low score. Table  4-7 
shows a set of scores that correspond to some of the DMs.  
 
Marker Rhetorical relation Score 
ﺎﻧھ نﻣ Evaluation – Result 50 – 40 
كﻟذ لﺟا نﻣ Result 100 
نا ﻻإ Contrast 70 
نا ﺎﺻوﺻﺧ Reason 100 
نا ﺎﻤﻛ Elaboration 80 
ﻲﻟﺎﺘﻟﺎﺑ Evaluation – Result 50 – 40 
ﻢﺛ Sequence  50 
 
Table  4-7: A list of DMs and corresponding heuristic score. 
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With regard to recognizing relations based on the facet of text cohesion, scores are calculated 
based on the number of similar keywords that co-occur in both sentences. If this similarity is 
above certain threshold, an Elaboration relation is considered to hold between the two 
sentences. The assigned score resides between 0 and 80 where each shared keyword adds the 
value 15. Also, the occurrence of a demonstrative pronoun adds a value of 60 to the 
accumulated score in the case of inspecting adjacent sentences. Finally, sentences are 
examined for the presences of intrasentential relations which add the value 45 to any of the 
relations in the relevant set. Table  4-8 shows a set of values that may be added by some 
indicators. 
Type Relation Score 
Shared noun Elaboration +15 
Intrasentential relation Relevant subset +45 
Demonstrative pronoun  Elaboration +60 
 
Table  4-8: The added scores for some types of indicators. 
ALGORITHM  4-1 finds possible relations for a given text. The input constitutes a list of 
EDUs each of which is a complete sentence annotated with intrasentential relations.  The 
Relation Recognizer operates from the bottom up. First, every pair of the adjacent sentences 
in the EDUs is checked for possible relations on the basis of DMs occurrences. Thereafter, the 
list is examined again for the presence of long-distance relations among sentences that have 
not been already hypothesized to be related to another EDU as a satellite unit. The Relation 
Recognizer employs heuristics scores to add a scoring value for each hypothesized discourse 
relation. 
All generated relations are stored in an ordered set according to their heuristic score. In case 
that more than one relation is found to connect the same two sentences, the relation with the 
highest heuristic score is retained and all the others are discarded. At this point all sentences 
are supposed to be connected as the text is presumed to be coherent. 
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ALGORITHM  4-1: Hypothesizing rhetorical relations. 
Input: A sequence S[n] of sentences annotated with 
intrasentential relations. 
Output: A list RR of relations that hold among sentences in 
S[n]. 
1. RR:= null; 
2. Determine the set DMs of all Discourse Markers occur at the      
       head of each sentence in S[n]; 
3. For each marker M ∈ DMs 
4.    rr:= null; 
5.    While there is a relation that M can relate 
6.     rr: = rr ⊕ rhet_rel(name(M), score(M), l(M), r(M)); 
7.    RR: = RR ∪ {rr}; 
8. For each pair (i,j) of adjacent sentences in S[n]  
9.    If more than one relation found in RR to hold between(i,j) 
10.        rr: = rr ∪ rhet_rel(name, score(max), i, j); 
11. RR: = RR ∩ {rr}; 
12. For each pair (x,z) of sentences in S[n] 
13.   Use cohesion and transitivity to find distance relation rrd 
14.    If Score(rrd) > threshold 
15.       RR: = RR ∪ rrd 
16. Sort RR from the highest scored hypothesis to the lowest 
scored 
 
4.5.4  Constructing Sub-Trees 
Given a text segmented into EDUs at the sentence level and a set of rhetorical relations that 
have been hypothesized to hold between those sentences, we are now building up the possible 
RST Tree for that text. The Tree Builder applies the posited discourse relations with high 
heuristic scores before those with lower heuristic scores in a bottom-up manner, grouping 
contiguous clauses into a hierarchical representation. 
4.5.4.1  Compositionality 
Marcu (2000a) has proposed a compositionality principle to join two adjacent sub-trees: 
“whenever two large text spans are connected through a rhetorical relation, that rhetorical 
relation holds also between the most important parts of the constituent spans”. This principle 
can be explained by text (31) taken from Marcu (2000b). 
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(31)  [No matter how much one wants to stay a non-smoker, A] [The truth is that the pressure 
to smoke in junior high is greater than it will be any other time of one's life. B] [We know that 
3,000 teens start smoking each day, C] [although it is a fact that 90% of them once thought 
that smoking was something they'd never do. D]  
Applying RST to text (31) yields the set of relations shown in Figure  4-9. The task now is to 
construct RS-tree for text (31). Assume that one takes the decision to build the spans [A,B] 
and [C,D], as illustrated in Figure  4-10. To complete the construction of the discourse tree, a 
decision has to be made about the best relation that could span over [A,B] and [C,D]. 
Considering elementary rhetorical relations in Figure  4-9 that hold across the two spans, there 
are three choices: rhet_rel (JUSTIFICATION1,D,B), rhet_rel (EVIDENCE,C,B), and rhet_rel 
(RESTATEMENT,D,A).  
One can notice that the Evidence relation would be the best one because it is consistent with 
the compositionality principle i.e. the Evidence relation that holds between text spans [C,D] 
and [A,B] is explained by an Evidence relation that holds between their most important 
subspans (C and B). 
  
rhet_rel (JUSTIFICATION0, A, B)                                                              
rhet_rel (JUSTIFICATION1, D, B)                                                        
   rhet_rel (EVIDENCE, C, B)       RR =                                           
                                     rhet_rel (CONCESSION, D, C)                     
rhet_rel (RESTATEMENT, D, A)                                                                
Figure  4-9: A set of possible rhetorical relations of text (31). 
 
 
   
   
  
 
Figure  4-10: A rhetorical analysis of text (31). 
A B C D 
JUSTIFICATION CONCESSION 
[C1,D1] [A1,B1] 
JUSTIFICATION? 
EVIDENCE? 
RESTATEMENT? 
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Accordingly, Marcu has associated each rhetorical relation with a promotion set in order to 
reflect the compositionality criterion. Promotion set is the set of units that constitute the most 
important parts of the text that is spanned by the node. For a terminal node, the promotion set 
consists only of the terminal node itself. For an asymmetric sub-tree, the promotion set 
consists of a single element, the nucleus. For a symmetric sub-tree, the promotion set consists 
of the union of the promotion sets of the co-nuclei. 
In this study, we assume full conformity to the principle of compositionality, which 
contributes to the production of well-formed tree and drastically reduces the size of the 
solution space. 
4.5.4.2  Text Structure Formalization 
The approach we take in formalizing rhetorical relations draws heavily on Marcu’s work 
(Marcu, 2000b) in which he has given a clear description of an instance of a text structure. 
However, we have amended the formalization so that it includes the score feature introduced 
in Section  4.5.3.  
The formalization uses the following predicates. 
 Predicate Position (Si, j) is true for a sentence Si in sequence S if and only if Si is the jth 
element in the sequence. 
 Predicate rhet_rel (name, score, Si, Sj) is true for sentences Si and Sj with respect to 
rhetorical relation name if and only if the rhetorical relation name and the score value 
are consistent with the relation between sentences Si and Sj. 
 Predicate rhet_rel (name, score, S1s, S1e, S2s, S2e) is true for textual spans [S1s, S1e] 
and [S2s, S2e] with respect to rhetorical relation name if and only if the rhetorical 
relation name  and the score value are consistent with the relation between the textual 
spans that ranges over sentences S1s- S1e and sentences S2s- S2e. 
A representation of the rhetorical relations found in text (29) is given in Figure  4-11. 
 rhet_rel (Result, 85, A, B)                                                             
rhet_rel (Evaluation, 50, A, B)                                                        
                                                           position (A, 1)  
     position (B, 2)                                                       
Figure  4-11: Representation of rhetorical relation of text (29). 
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Tree-based structures seem to be adequate representations of any text. Marcu (2000b) has 
stated “Most discourse and text theories mention explicitly or implicitly that trees are good 
mathematical abstractions”, he has added “tree-based structures are also easier to formalize 
and derive automatically”. As such, the following features constitute the foundation on which 
the formalization has been built: 
 A text tree is a binary tree whose leaves denote elementary sentences. 
 Each node has an associated Status (nucleus or satellite), a Type (the rhetorical 
relation that holds between the text spans that the node spans over), a Promotion (the 
set of units that are most important), and a Score (the value that reflects its priority). 
Figure  4-12 illustrates an example of these features that correspond to the relation relating the 
two sentences of text (23).  
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure  4-12: Features of the relation connecting the two sentences of text (23). 
 
4.5.4.3  Building the RS-Tree 
ALGORITHM  4-2 gives a description of the steps the rhetorical Tree Builder follows when it 
builds up the valid tree structure compatible with the set of hypotheses produced by the 
Relation Recognizer. 
The Tree Builder establishes a list of sub-trees by gathering text spans into contiguous new 
textual units in accordance with the principle of compositionality which guarantees that only 
adjacent spans of text can be put in relation within an RST tree.  
 
 
Status = {Satellite} 
Type = {Leaf} 
Promotion = {2} 
Score = {0} 
1-2 
Type = {Result} 
Promotion = {1} 
Score = {100} 
2 1 
Status = {Nucleus} 
Type = {Leaf} 
Promotion = {1} 
Score = {0} 
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Each sub-tree takes the following form: 
SubTree(L,R,Status,Type,Promotion,Score,left_SubTree,right_SubTree)  
where [ L ,R]  are the left and the right boundaries of a sub-tree. 
Sub-trees are being building up by iterating over all pairs in the relations set. The Tree Builder 
starts by selecting the relations ranked highest according to their scores since they constitute 
the most promising path, and then it moves to the second pair in the relations set. Heuristic 
scores are being accumulated by adding up all scores in the sub-trees constructed so far. This 
step is repeated until the list of sub-trees contains only one tree spanning over all sentences in 
the text. If no relations are found between two adjacent sub-trees, the sub-trees could be 
assembled with a Joint relation because in a well-written text no textual unit is completely 
isolated. In practice these inspections can be performed at very little computational expense. 
ALGORITHM  4-2: Building up the valid tree structure. 
Input: A text T of N sentences S[N] 
       A sorted list RR of relations that hold among the        
                    sentences in  S[N]. 
Output: The RS-tree of T. 
1. SubTreesList := Null; 
2. For i= 1 to N 
3.    Convert sentence into the form  
      SubTree(i, i, NONE, LEAF, {Si}, 0, NULL, NULL); 
4.    SubTreesList:= SubTreesList ∪  SubTree; 
5. End For 
6. While RR contains at least one element and the SubTreesList 
has more than one   element 
7.   For each rr ∈ RR 
8.      Search in SubTreesList for elements with the 
promotions specified by rr;  
9.        If match not found or combining the two subTrees  
would result in crossing lines  
10.          Remove rr; 
11.       Else create a new subTree by joining the tow 
subTrees as specified by rr and add the heuristic 
score accordingly;    
12.       Update SubTreesList and RR accordingly; 
13. End While  
14. If SubTreesList has more than one element  
15.    Join all elements in SubTreesList into one tree that 
spans the whole text; 
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4.6  Worked Example 
The operation of the text derivation developed in this study is illustrated by the example 
below. The example examines several processes executed by the Pattern Recognizer and 
Text Parser models by means of text (32). 
(32) ﺎﮭﺋﺎﻨﺑ ﻰﻠﻋ ﺪﻋﺎﺴﻤﻟا نﻮﻣﺮﮭﻟا ىﻮﺘﺴﻣ ﺺﻗﺎﻨﺗو ﻲﻠﺧاﺪﻟا ﺮﺨﻨﺘﻟا ﻰﻟإ ﻦﯿﺴﻤﺨﻟا ﻦﺳ ﺪﻌﺑ ﻞﺟﺮﻟاو ةأﺮﻤﻟا مﺎﻈﻋ ضﺮﻌﺘﺗ .
مﺎﻈﻌﻟا نﻮﻜﺗ ﻲﻟﺎﺘﻟﺎﺑ ﻲﻤﻈﻌﻟا لاﺪﺒﺘﺳﻻا ﺎﻧﺎﯿﺣأ ﺐﻠﻄﺘﺗ ﻲﺘﻟا رﻮﺴﻜﻟا ثوﺪﺣ ﻰﻟإ يدﺆﯾ ﺎﻤﻣ ثداﻮﺤﻟاو تﺎﺑﺮﻀﻟا مﺎﻣأ ﺔﻔﯿﻌﺿ .
مﺪﻟا ﻲﻓ ﺔﯿﻌﯿﺒﻄﻟا مﻮﯿﺴﻟﺎﻜﻟا ﺔﺒﺴﻧ ﻰﻠﻋ ﺔﻈﻓﺎﺤﻤﻟا لﻼﺧ ﻦﻣ مﺎﻈﻌﻟا ﻲﻓ مﺪﮭﻟا ﺔﺒﺴﻧ ﻞﯿﻠﻘﺗ ﻰﻠﻋ ﻞﻤﻌﺗ ﺎﯿﻟﺎﺣ ةدﻮﺟﻮﻤﻟا ﺔﯾودﻻاو .
 ﻞﻤﻌﯾ ﺲﻜﻌﻟا ﻰﻠﻋ ﻮﮭﻓ ، ﻮﯿﺗرﻮﻓ ﻰﻋﺪﯾو ﺪﯾﺪﺠﻟا ءاوﺪﻟا ﻦﻜﻟ ﺔﯿﻧﺎﺒﻟا ﺎﯾﻼﺨﻟا ﺎﮭﺑ مﻮﻘﺗ ﻲﺘﻟاو ءﺎﻨﺒﻟا ﺔﯿﻠﻤﻋ ﺔﻋﺮﺳ ةدﺎﯾز ﻰﻠﻋ
ﻢﻈﻌﻠﻟ . ﺔﺒﺴﻨﺑ ﺖﻠﻗ رﻮﺴﻜﻟﺎﺑ يﺮﻘﻔﻟا دﻮﻤﻌﻟا ﺔﺑﺎﺻا تﻻﺎﻤﺘﺣا نا ﺮﮭط ءاوﺪﻟا اﺬھ ﻰﻠﻋ ﺖﯾﺮﺟا ﻲﺘﻟا برﺎﺠﺘﻟا ﻲﻓو65 - 90 %
 ﺔﺒﺴﻨﺑ رﻮﺴﻜﻟﺎﺑ مﺪﻘﻟاو عﻼﺿﻻاو كرﻮﻟا و ﻢﺼﻌﻤﻟاو ﻞﺣﺎﻜﻟا ﺔﺑﺎﺻا تﻻﺎﻤﺘﺣا ﺖﻠﻗ ﺎﻤﻨﯿﺑ54%                                     
After the age of fifty, bones of men and women are exposed to internal necrosis and 
reduction in the level of the hormone that helps building bone structure. As a result, and 
in cases of blows and accidents, bones become weak and prone to fractures which 
sometimes require bone replacement. Nowadays, the existing drugs reduce the ratio of 
bone destruction by maintaining the ratio of natural calcium in blood. On the contrary, 
the new drug, Forteo, accelerates the speed of the construction process carried out by 
bone-constructing cells. The experiments conducted on this drug revealed that the 
possibilities of spine fracture injuries decreased by 65% -90%, whilst possibilities of 
ankle, wrist, hip, ribs and foot fracture injuries are reduced by 54%.                                    
The Pattern Recognizer starts with the segmentation process through which the text is split 
into elementary discourse units each of which with the length of a full sentence. This implies 
searching for the dot symbol in text. However, not every single occurrence of the dot is 
considered as a boundary segment. There are cases that require special attention, for example, 
abbreviation with dots followed by a proper noun should be excluded from the segmentation 
process. 
Then the POS Tagger assigns a syntactical category for each token in the sentences. The 
segments of the text along with the POS tags obtained from Stanford Tagger are shown in 
Figure  4-13. The POS tags contain some errors; in sentence (E) for example, the word “نا” 
ought to be tagged as a particle RP. Also, the tag of the word “ﻦﻜﻟ” in sentence (D) is not 
correct. 
The next step is to apply the linguistic patterns to discover Causal and Explanatory relations 
within sentences. This process yields Causal relation (33) from sentence (B) and Explanatory 
relation (34) from sentence (C) as seen in Figure  4-13. 
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]ضﺮﻌﺘﺗVBP/ مﺎﻈﻋNN/ ةأﺮﻤﻟاDTNN/ و CC/ﻞﺟﺮﻟاDTNN/ ﺪﻌﺑNN/ ﻦﺳNN/ ﻦﯿﺴﻤﺨﻟاCD/ ﻰﻟاIN/ 
ﺮﺨﻨﺘﻟاDTNN/  ﻲﻠﺧاﺪﻟا DTJJ/وCC/ ﺺﻗﺎﻨﺗNN/ ىﻮﺘﺴﻣNN/ نﻮﻣﺮﮭﻟاDTNNS/ ﺪﻋﺎﺴﻤﻟاDTJJ/ ﻰﻠﻋIN/ 
ﺎﮭﺋﺎﻨﺑNN/ .PUNC/[A ]ﻲﻟﺎﺘﻟﺎﺑJJ/ نﻮﻜﺗVBP/ مﺎﻈﻌﻟاDTNN/ ﺔﻔﯿﻌﺿJJ/ مﺎـﻣاNN/ تﺎﺑﺮﻀﻟاDTNNS/ وCC/  
ثداﻮﺤﻟاDTNN/ ﺎﻤﻣNN/ يدﺆﯾVBP/ ﻰﻟاN/I ثوﺪﺣNN/ رﻮﺴﻜﻟاDTNN/ ﻲﺘﻟاWP/ ﺐﻠﻄﺘﺗVBP/ ﺎﻧﺎﯿﺣاNN/ 
لاﺪﺒﺘﺳﻻاDTNN/ ﻲﻤﻈﻌﻟا PUNC/. DTJJ/[B ]و CC/ﺔﯾودﻻاDTNN/ ةدﻮﺟﻮﻤﻟاDTJJ/ ﺎﯿﻟﺎﺣJJ/ ﻞﻤﻌﺗVBP/ 
ﻰﻠﻋIN/ ﻞﯿﻠـﻘﺗNN/ ﺔﺒﺴﻧNN/ مﺪﮭﻟاDTNN/ ﻲﻓIN/ مﺎـﻈﻌﻟاDTNN/ ﻦﻣIN/ لﻼﺧNN/ ﺔﻈﻓﺎﺤﻤﻟاDTNN/ 
ﻰﻠﻋIN/ ﺔﺒﺴﻧNN/ مﻮﯿﺴﻟﺎﻜﻟاDTNN/ ﺔﯿﻌﯿﺒﻄﻟاDTJJ/ ﻲﻓIN/ مﺪﻟاPUNC/. DTNN/[C ] ﻦﻜﻟVBP/ 
ءاوﺪﻟاDTNN/ ﺪﯾﺪﺠﻟاDTJJ/ وCC/ ﻰﻋﺪﯾVBN/ ﻮﯿﺗرﻮﻓNNP/ ،PUNC/ ﻮﮭﻓNNP/ ﻰﻠﻋIN/ ﺲﻜﻌﻟاDTNN/ 
ﻞﻤﻌﯾVBP/ ﻰﻠﻋIN/ ةدﺎﯾزNN/ ﺔﻋﺮﺳNN/ ﺔﯿﻠﻤﻋNN/ ءﺎﻨﺒﻟاDTNN/ و CC/ﻲﺘﻟاWP/ مﻮﻘﺗVBP/ ﺎﮭﺑNN/ 
ﺎﯾﻼﺨﻟاDTNN/ ﺔﯿﻧﺎﺒﻟاDTJJ/ ﻢﻈﻌﻠﻟ NNP/.PUNC/ [D ]و CC/ﻲﻓIN/ برﺎﺠﺘﻟاDTNN/ ﻲﺘﻟاWP/ 
ﺖﯾﺮﺟاVBN/ ﻰﻠﻋIN/ اﺬھDT/ ءاوﺪﻟاDTNN/ ظﺮﮭNN/ ناIN/ تﻻﺎﻤﺘﺣاNNS/ ﺔﺑﺎﺻاNN/ دﻮﻤﻌﻟاDTNN/ 
يﺮﻘﻔﻟاDTJJ/ رﻮﺴﻜﻟﺎﺑNN/ ﺖﻠﻗVBD/ ﺔﺒﺴﻨﺑNN/ 65CD/ ـPUNC/ 90CD/ %ﺎﻤﻨﯿﺑIN/ ﺖﻠﻗVBD/ 
تﻻﺎﻤﺘﺣاNNS/ ﺔﺑﺎﺻاNN/ ﻞﺣﺎﻜﻟا DTNN/ وCC/ ﻢﺼﻌﻤﻟاDTNN/ و CC/كرﻮﻟا DTNN/ و  CC/عﻼﺿﻻا 
DTNN/ و  CC/مﺪﻘﻟاDTNN/   رﻮﺴﻜﻟﺎﺑ NNP/ ﺔﺒﺴﻨﺑNNP/   PUNC/.  CD/%54[E 
Figure  4-13: POS tags and segments of text (32). 
 
The two relations below show cause-effect and method-effect parts that were extracted from 
sentence (B) and (C) respectively. 
(33)         E [ ثوﺪﺣ ﺐﻠﻄﺘﺗ ﻲﺘﻟا رﻮﺴﻜﻟا أﻲﻤﻈﻌﻟا لاﺪﺒﺘﺳﻻا ﺎﻧﺎﯿﺣ ]    C [ثداﻮﺤﻟاو تﺎﺑﺮﻀﻟا مﺎﻣأ ﺔﻔﯿﻌﺿ مﺎﻈﻌﻟا نﻮﻜﺗ]  
(34) M ]مﺎﻈﻌﻟا ﻲﻓ مﺪﮭﻟا ﺔﺒﺴﻧ ﻞﯿﻠﻘﺗ ﻰﻠﻋ ﻞﻤﻌﺗ ﺎﯿﻟﺎﺣ ةدﻮﺟﻮﻤﻟا ﺔﯾودﻷا[E ]مﺪﻟا ﻲﻓ ﺔﯿﻌﯿﺒﻄﻟا مﻮﯿﺴﻟﺎﻜﻟا ﺔﺒﺴﻧ ﻰﻠﻋ ﺔﻈﻓﺎﺤﻤﻟا[  
 
Given sentences tagged with intrasentential relations, the Text Parser model then starts to 
identify rhetorical relations between these sentences. The Relation Recognizer first examines 
all pairs of the adjacent sentences and produces the hypothesized discourse relations given in 
Figure  4-14.  
 
rhet_rel (Result, 85, A, B)  
rhet_rel (Evaluation, 50, A, B)        
rhet_rel (Contrast, 70, C, D)     
rhet_rel (Elaboration, 60, D, E)         
                                                          
Figure  4-14: Adjacent relations for text (34). 
 
We notice that two relations, Result and Evaluation, are posited between sentences (A) and 
(B) based on the occurrence of the DM "ﻲﻟﺎﺘﻟﺎﺑ"  at the head of sentence (B). The score of the 
Result relation is calculated by adding 45 points to the base value 40 because sentence (B) is 
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tagged with Causal relation (33). The relation with the higher likelihood between sentences 
(A) and (B) is kept and the other one is discarded i.e. the Evaluation relation. Also, an 
Elaboration relation is hypothesized between sentences (D) and (E) based on the occurrence 
of the demonstrative pronoun “اﺬھ” in the first third of sentence (E). 
The Relation Recognizer proceeds with discovering long distance relations. It compares nouns 
in each possible pair of sentences and assigns a likelihood based on the number of similar 
nouns. The Relation Recognizer only adds an Elaboration relation if it receives a score above 
the threshold. For example, only the noun “مﺎﻈﻋ” is shared between sentences (A) and (C), 
thus such relation is not added to the relations list. Also, sentences (D) and (E) contain the 
noun “ءاوﺪﻟا” which indicates the presences of an Elaboration relation with a likelihood of 15. 
However, since an Elaboration relation has been hypothesized between the same sentences in 
the previous step this value is added up the total score. At this stage all sentences are 
connected and the final relation set is shown in  Figure  4-15. 
  rhet_rel (Result, 85, A, B)                                                             
             rhet_rel (Contrast, 70, C, D)  
rhet_rel (Elaboration, 75, D, E)                                                        
                                                          
 Figure  4-15: Relations set for text (32). 
Next, the Tree Builder parses the relations list generated by the Relation Recognizer. It 
initially converts all sentences into terminal nodes represented as sub-trees each has a single 
member in its promotion set - the sentence itself. The Tree Builder then attempts to apply all 
the rhetorical relations starting with the one which has the highest score. Figure  4-16 
illustrates the sub-trees list content resulting from the application of the first and third 
hypothesis in the relations set, sentences written in curly braces specify the promotion set of 
each sub-tree. The Tree Builder moves on to consider the Contrast relation, it searches the 
sub-trees list for a sub-tree whose promotion set includes sentence (C) and a sub-tree whose 
promotion set includes sentence (D). It finds the terminal node (C) and the sub-tree [D-E], it 
thus combines them to form a new sub-tree covering sentences (C) through (E) as shown in 
Figure  4-17. The Tree Builder is unable to find a relation that connects sub-tree [A-B] and 
[C-E], and therefore a Joint relation is applied to combine the two sub-trees. Figure  4-18 
depicts the Tree that covers the entire input text. 
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ﺿﻌﯿﻔﺔ  اﻟﻌﻈﺎم ﺑﺎﻟﺘﺎﻟﻲ ﺗﻜﻮن
ﻣﻤﺎ اﻣـﺎم اﻟﻀﺮﺑﺎت واﻟﺤﻮادث 
اﻟﻜﺴﻮر اﻟﺘﻲ  ﯾﺆدي إﻟﻰ ﺣﺪوث
 ﺗﺘﻄﻠﺐ اﺣﯿﺎﻧﺎ اﻻﺳﺘﺒﺪال اﻟﻌﻈﻤﻲ
ﺗﺘﻌﺮض ﻋﻈﺎم اﻟﻤﺮأة واﻟﺮﺟﻞ 
ﺑﻌﺪ ﺳﻦ اﻟﺨﻤﺴﯿﻦ اﻟﻰ اﻟﺘﻨﺨﺮ 
وﺗﻨﺎﻗﺺ ﻣﺴﺘﻮى  اﻟﺪاﺧﻠﻲ
 اﻟﮭﺮﻣﻮن اﻟﻤﺴﺎﻋﺪ ﻋﻠﻰ ﺑﻨﺎﺋﮭﺎ
 tluseR
A B
 }A{
D E
noitarobalE
ﻟﻜﻦ اﻟﺪواء اﻟﺠﺪﯾﺪ وﯾﺪﻋﻰ ﻓﻮرﺗﯿﻮ 
اﻟﻌﻜﺲ ﯾﻌﻤﻞ ﻋﻠﻰ ، ﻓﮭﻮ ﻋﻠﻰ 
اﻟﺘﻲ  زﯾﺎدة ﺳﺮﻋﺔ ﻋﻤﻠﯿﺔ اﻟﺒﻨﺎء و
 ﺗﻘﻮم ﺑﮭﺎ اﻟﺨﻼﯾﺎ اﻟﺒﺎﻧﯿﺔ ﻟﻠﻌﻈﻢ
 ھﺬا ﻓﻲ اﻟﺘﺠﺎرب اﻟﺘﻲ اﺟﺮﯾﺖ ﻋﻠﻰو
ﮭﺮ ان اﺣﺘﻤﺎﻻت اﺻﺎﺑﺔ اﻟﻌﻤﻮد ظاﻟﺪواء 
% 09ـ  56اﻟﻔﻘﺮي ﺑﺎﻟﻜﺴﻮر ﻗﻠﺖ ﺑﻨﺴﺒﺔ 
 ﺑﯿﻨﻤﺎ ﻗﻠﺖ اﺣﺘﻤﺎﻻت اﺻﺎﺑﺔ اﻟﻜﺎﺣﻞ و
اﻟﻘﺪم  و اﻻﺿﻼع  اﻟﻮرك و اﻟﻤﻌﺼﻢ و
  %45ﺑﻨﺴﺒﺔ  ﺑﺎﻟﻜﺴﻮر
 }D{
واﻻدوﯾﺔ اﻟﻤﻮﺟﻮدة ﺣﺎﻟﯿﺎ ﺗﻌﻤﻞ ﻋﻠﻰ 
ﺗﻘـﻠﯿﻞ ﻧﺴﺒﺔ اﻟﮭﺪم ﻓﻲ اﻟﻌﻈـﺎم ﻣﻦ 
ﺧﻼل اﻟﻤﺤﺎﻓﻈﺔ ﻋﻠﻰ ﻧﺴﺒﺔ اﻟﻜﺎﻟﺴﯿﻮم 
 اﻟﻄﺒﯿﻌﯿﺔ ﻓﻲ اﻟﺪم
C
 }C{
 edon lanimreT
 tluseR
 }A{
ﺿﻌﯿﻔﺔ  اﻟﻌﻈﺎم ﺑﺎﻟﺘﺎﻟﻲ ﺗﻜﻮن
ﻣﻤﺎ اﻣـﺎم اﻟﻀﺮﺑﺎت واﻟﺤﻮادث 
اﻟﻜﺴﻮر اﻟﺘﻲ  ﯾﺆدي إﻟﻰ ﺣﺪوث
 ﺗﺘﻄﻠﺐ اﺣﯿﺎﻧﺎ اﻻﺳﺘﺒﺪال اﻟﻌﻈﻤﻲ
ﺗﺘﻌﺮض ﻋﻈﺎم اﻟﻤﺮأة واﻟﺮﺟﻞ 
اﻟﺘﻨﺨﺮ ﺑﻌﺪ ﺳﻦ اﻟﺨﻤﺴﯿﻦ اﻟﻰ 
وﺗﻨﺎﻗﺺ ﻣﺴﺘﻮى  اﻟﺪاﺧﻠﻲ
 اﻟﮭﺮﻣﻮن اﻟﻤﺴﺎﻋﺪ ﻋﻠﻰ ﺑﻨﺎﺋﮭﺎ
E
 tsartnoC
ﻟﻜﻦ اﻟﺪواء اﻟﺠﺪﯾﺪ وﯾﺪﻋﻰ ﻓﻮرﺗﯿﻮ 
، ﻓﮭﻮ ﻋﻠﻰ اﻟﻌﻜﺲ ﯾﻌﻤﻞ ﻋﻠﻰ 
اﻟﺘﻲ  زﯾﺎدة ﺳﺮﻋﺔ ﻋﻤﻠﯿﺔ اﻟﺒﻨﺎء و
 ﺗﻘﻮم ﺑﮭﺎ اﻟﺨﻼﯾﺎ اﻟﺒﺎﻧﯿﺔ ﻟﻠﻌﻈﻢ
 C
واﻻدوﯾﺔ اﻟﻤﻮﺟﻮدة ﺣﺎﻟﯿﺎ ﺗﻌﻤﻞ 
اﻟﻌﻈـﺎم ﻋﻠﻰ ﺗﻘـﻠﯿﻞ ﻧﺴﺒﺔ اﻟﮭﺪم ﻓﻲ 
ﻣﻦ ﺧﻼل اﻟﻤﺤﺎﻓﻈﺔ ﻋﻠﻰ ﻧﺴﺒﺔ 
 اﻟﻜﺎﻟﺴﯿﻮم اﻟﻄﺒﯿﻌﯿﺔ ﻓﻲ اﻟﺪم
noitarobalE
 }D{
 }C,D{
 ھﺬا ﻓﻲ اﻟﺘﺠﺎرب اﻟﺘﻲ اﺟﺮﯾﺖ ﻋﻠﻰو
ﮭﺮ ان اﺣﺘﻤﺎﻻت اﺻﺎﺑﺔ ظاﻟﺪواء 
اﻟﻌﻤﻮد اﻟﻔﻘﺮي ﺑﺎﻟﻜﺴﻮر ﻗﻠﺖ ﺑﻨﺴﺒﺔ 
ﺑﯿﻨﻤﺎ ﻗﻠﺖ اﺣﺘﻤﺎﻻت % 09ـ  56
 اﻟﻮرك و اﻟﻤﻌﺼﻢ و اﺻﺎﺑﺔ اﻟﻜﺎﺣﻞ و
اﻟﻘﺪم ﺑﺎﻟﻜﺴﻮر ﺑﻨﺴﺒﺔ  و اﻻﺿﻼع 
  %45
D
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Figure  4-18: The generated Tree of text (32). 
 
4.7 Summary 
A brief explanation of RST has been presented in this chapter along with a general review of 
the automatic discourse parser systems that have been developed to create a full rhetorical text 
structure. 
To address the task of Arabic text structure derivation at sentence level, the Text Parser 
model has been defined. The proposed model hypothesizes a list of adjacent and long distance 
rhetorical relations that may hold among sentences. The Text Parser model considers sentence 
as the basic unit of the text and incorporates the intrasentential information provided by the 
Pattern Recognizer model. Furthermore, it applies a set of heuristics to avoid any 
computational explosion and produces the most suitable structure representing the whole text. 
[D-E] 
B
Cause Effect 
R1
A
Result 
Joint
[A-B][C-E]
[A-E] 
Contrast 
C
Method Effect 
R2
DE
Elaboration 
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The final section of this chapter has provided a worked example which illustrates how the 
Pattern Recognizer and Text Parser models operate together to find correct answers to “why” 
and “how to” questions. The next chapter presents the main component infrastructure 
employed by our question answering system. 
 100 
 
Chapter 5  
 
 
System Design and Implementation 
 
5.1 Introduction 
In this chapter, we provide an overview of the system infrastructure and its different 
components that interact to form the complete QA system.  Chapter 3 and   Chapter 4 have 
presented the two main models - Pattern Recognizer and Text Parser - that underline the task 
of finding answers to “why” and “how to” questions.  
Arabic language differs from Indo-European counterparts syntactically, morphologically and 
semantically. The word representation of Arabic is rather complex because of the 
morphological variation and the agglutination phenomenon i.e. the large number of affixes 
that can be attached to a given word (Kadri and Benyamina, 1992). Accordingly, these 
specific characteristics should be taken into consideration when developing systems that 
handle Arabic texts.  
Tokenization is a fundamental step in processing textual data preceding the tasks of IR, TM 
and several NLP disciplines. Thus, it is a pre-processing phase required to create the 
necessary basic knowledge, clean and structure the textual data before proceeding further with 
text processing. Tokenization is a language dependent approach that mainly includes 
normalization, stemming and stop word removal. The following three sections demonstrate 
different methods each of which aims at tackling a certain challenge posed when conducting 
an Arabic text tokenization. 
5.2  Normalization 
Combining characters and certain letters in Arabic texts are often spelled inconsistently which 
leads to multiple forms of the same word. For example, Hamzated Alif “إ ، أ” is often written 
without Hamza “ا”. Similarly, the dotless ya “ى” is often confused in writing with the dotted 
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ya “ي”; the ta marbota “ة” and the ha “ه” are often used interchangeably when they occur in 
the final position of a word.  This variability causes similar words such as “نﻻ” and “نﻷ” to 
be judged incorrectly throughout the matching process. Another variation is tatweel which is 
used for decorative word elongation by expanding spaces between individual letters as in the 
two words “ﺔﯾرﻮﺳ” and “ ــﺳﯾرﻮـﺔ ”. The transformation of these characters into a standard form 
is the aim of the orthographic normalization. The following letter replacements are commonly 
applied by NLP researchers in order to eliminate variability. 
 Convert all strings to UTF-16 encoding. 
 Remove punctuation attached to words. 
 Remove diacritics which represent short vowels in Arabic. 
 Remove non letters. 
 Replace Hamzated Alif  “أ , إ”  and “آ” with bare Alif “ا”. 
 Replace final ى  with ي. 
 Replace final ة with ه. 
It is worth mentioning here that the Pattern Recognizer applies normalization only when 
tokens are preceded with the symbol (!) as demonstrated in Section  3.3.1. 
5.3 Stemming 
Stemming is a very essential technique for processing Arabic language since it is a highly 
inflectional one with 85% of its words derived from trilateral roots (Al-Fedaghi and 
Al-Anzi, 1989). Arabic roots are surrounded by a huge number of prefixes, suffixes, or both. 
The majority of the Arabic words (nouns, verbs, adjectives) are derived by applying a set of 
morphological patterns “ﺔﯾﻓرﺻﻟا نازوﻻا” to consonantal roots to which affixes and infixes are 
added as shown in Table  5-1. Morphological patterns are abstractions which can be 
considered as an indicator of the common concept of the meaning of the word such as tool, an 
event place/time and instrument as illustrated in Table  5-2. 
 
In this context, the root is representative of core meaning that does not account for the full 
meaning of a particular concept and it thus needs additional semantic features associated with 
a morphological pattern in order to form an Arabic word. The following terminological terms 
are employed in the field of linguistics to describe the representation level of a certain word: 
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 Root: The basic unit of a word that cannot be reduced into smaller constituents. 
 Stem: the least marked form of a word. That is, it represents the uninflected word 
without affixes. Stems are generated by applying one of the Arabic morphological 
patterns on roots. 
 Lemma: The basic dictionary-form that refers to the set of all word sharing the same 
meaning. 
Figure  5-1 describes the process of word-formation by means of the interaction between Root, 
Stem and Lemma with derivational affixes in Arabic morphology. Table  5-3 presents some 
examples of the root (ب ت ك). 
                                         Stem = root + pattern 
Lemma = prefix (es) + stem + suffix (es) 
Word = prefix (es) + lemma + suffix (es) 
Figure  5-1: Derivation levels of a certain word. 
 
 
Derivation Pattern Root 
ﺔﺟﺮﺣد rolling ﺔﻠﻠﻌﻓ ج ر ح د 
برﺎﺷ drinker ﻞﻋﺎﻓ ب ر ش 
ﺐﺘﻜﻣ office ﻞﻌﻔﻣ ب ت ك 
ﺔﺒﺘﻜﻣ library ﺔﻠﻌﻔﻣ ب ت ك 
حﺎﺘﻔﻣ key لﺎﻌﻔﻣ ح ت ف 
 
Table  5-1: A sample of words extracted by applying morphological patterns. 
 
Meaning Pattern Word 
   ةادأ  instrument لﺎَ ﻌ ْ ﻔ ِ ﻣ key حﺎﺘﻔﻣ 
ةﺪﻋ   tool لﻮﻋﺎَﻓ chopper رﻮطﺎﺳ 
نﺎﻜﻣ  event place ﻞَ ﻌْ ﻔ َ ﻣ office ﺐﺘﻜﻣ 
 نﺎﻣز  event time ﻞِﻌْ ﻔ َ ﻣ  appointment ﺪﻋﻮﻣ 
 
Table  5-2: A sample of common concepts associated with morphological patterns. 
 
Root Stem Lemma Word 
ب ت ك بﺎﺘﻛ book ﺔﺑﺎﺗﻛ writing  تﺎﺑﺎﺘﻛ writings 
ب ت ك ﺐﺘﻜﻣ office ﺔﺑﺗﻛﻣ library  ﻚﺘﺒﺘﻜﻣ your library 
ب ت ك ﺘﻛﺎب  book بﺎﺘﻛ book ْﺐ ﺘُ ﻛ books 
 
Table  5-3: Few derivations of the root ب ت ك. 
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As we have discussed above, a given Arabic word can be found in a huge number of different 
forms which should pose vocabulary mismatch problems between the form of a word in a 
query and the forms found in a textual segment relevant to that query. Consequently, 
researchers in the field of NLP have developed several Arabic stemmers with the aim to 
reduce a word to its base form. Arabic word stemming proved to be an effective technique for 
computational linguistic applications. The most common stemming approaches adopted by IR 
and QA systems are the root-based and the light stemmers. Other researchers have pointed out 
that N-gram stemming technique is not efficient for Arabic Text processing (Duwairi 2005; El 
Kourdi et al., 2004). 
5.3.1 Root-based Stemming 
Root-based approach attempts to find the root of a given Arabic word using morphological 
rules; nouns and verbs roots are derived from a few thousand of roots. A number of 
algorithms have been proposed for this approach (Beesley, 1996; Al-Serhan et al., 2003; 
Khoja and Garside, 1999). The system developed by Khoja and Garside (1999) is a leading 
root extraction stemmer, a comparative study for three Arabic morphological analyzers and 
stemmers has shown that their stemmer has achieved the highest accuracy (Sawalha and 
Atwell, 2008). Khoja’s stemmer is an open source and makes use of several linguistic data 
files such as a list of diacritic characters, punctuation character and 168 stop words. 
Furthermore, the list of roots consists of 3800 trilateral and 900 quad literal roots. 
The main drawback of root-based stemming is the over-stemming that is defined as “taking 
off a true ending which results in the conflation of words of different meanings” 
(Al-Shammari and Lin 2008). In other words, many words that don’t have similar concept are 
grouped into the same root. For example, the Arabic words ﺔﺷاﺮﻓ “butterfly” and شﺮﻔﯾ 
“unfold” originate from the same root (ش ر ف) while having different semantic sense. 
5.3.2 Light Stemming 
Unlike the aggressive practice made by the root-based stemming, the aim of the light 
stemming approach is to produce the stem of a given word by eliminating a small set of 
suffixes and/or prefixes without dealing with infixes or recognizing morphological patterns. 
The most effective such stemmer has been presented by (Larkey et al., 2002) who has 
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introduced a group of light stemmers; she has shown performance effectiveness of a number 
of them that included light 1, 2, 3, 8 and 10. A comparative analysis of stemming algorithms 
has showed that Light 10 version has achieved the best performance (Otair, 2013). Table  5-4 
shows the prefixes and suffixes lists to be removed in the Light 10 stemmer. 
The main criticism to the stem-based approach is that it suffers from under-stemming 
representation i.e. it fails in many cases to group related word forms such as broken plural 
nouns and their singular forms, or past tense verbs and nouns. For example, light stemmer 
cannot detect the syntactic similarity between ﻞﺟا “postpone” and ﻞﯿﺟﺄﺗ “postponement” since 
they have some affixes and internal differences. 
Remove 
prefixes 
Remove 
Suffixes 
لا ﺎﻫ 
لاو نا 
لﺎǼ تا 
لﺎȞ  نو 
لﺎﻓ نﯾ 
ﻞﻟ ﻪǽ 
و ﺔǽ 
 ه 
 ة 
 ȑ 
 
Table  5-4: Strings removed by the light 10 stemmer. 
 
In order to overcome the stemming errors and reducing stemming cost, many IR researchers 
raise the importance of lemma level analysis (lemmatization) emphasizing that is a very 
useful technique for disambiguating a word’s category with minimum recourses. 
Lemmatization has explained by Al-Shammari and Lin (2008) as “verbs require aggressive 
stemming and need to be represented by their roots. Nouns on the contrary only require light 
suffixes and prefixes elimination”. 
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Al-Shammarie and Lin (2008) have introduced a new heuristics approach to generate the 
Arabic lemma; she has exploited certain categories of stop words in order to identify the 
syntactical categories of the subsequent words, particularly nouns and verbs. The appropriate 
stemming level is then applied accordingly. For example, locating لﻮﺻﻮﻣ ﻢﺳا “relative 
pronoun” indicates that the following word is a verb. Table  5-5 and Table  5-6 present some of 
the stop words preceding verbs and nouns respectively. While the stop words preceding nouns 
are mainly adverbs, the ones preceding verbs have different grammatical moods. Furthermore, 
Al-Shammarie has employed certain syntax rules of Arabic language in recognizing word’s 
category. For instance, if the previous word is a verb, the current word cannot be a verb since 
Arabic language does not permit two successive verbs to exist. Also, if a word starts with a 
definite article, it signals that this word is a noun. 
أطﺮﺸﻟا تاود   conditional tools ﻻﻮﻟ ، ﻮﻟ ، ﻦﻣ ، ﺎﻤﻟ ، ﺎﻤﻠﻛ ، نإ ، اذا 
ﺔﻣزﺎﺠﻟا تاودﻷا  jussive tools ل ، ﺎﻤﻟ ، ﻻ ، ﻢﻟ 
ﺔﺒﺻﺎﻨﻟا تاودﻷا subjunctive tools نأ ، ﻲﻛ ، ﻦﻟ 
ﺔﻟﻮﺻﻮﻤﻟا ءﺎﻤﺳﻷا  relative pronouns  ، ﻦﯾﺬﻠﻟا ، ﻲﺘﻟا ،يﺬﻟا....  
فوﺮﺤﻟا ﺾﻌﺑ  other particles ـــﺳ ، ﺪﻗ ، فﻮﺳ 
Table  5-5: Sample of stop words preceding verbs. 
 
Stop word English Equivalence 
ﺪﻌﺑ After 
قﻮﻓ Above 
مﺎﻣا In front of 
جرﺎﺧ Outside of 
ﻞﺒﻗ Before 
ءارو Behind 
ﻦﯿﺑ Between 
ﺐﻧﺎﺠﺑ Next to 
ﺮﺒﻋ Through 
ﺬﻨﻣ Since 
Table  5-6: Sample of stop words preceding nouns. 
5.4  Stop Words Removal 
Stop words are words used extensively in text documents that do not contribute to the 
semantics of the subsequent words and have no real added value, for example, “the”, “and”, 
“for”, “with” and “by”. Thus, they are example of noise in data and they must not be included 
as indexing terms (Alajmi et al., 2012). In this context, neglecting stop words from 
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consideration can be highly important and provides a significant improvement to processing 
text documents due to noise reduction (Feldman and Sanger, 2007).  
Stop words can be divided into two groups (Abu El-Khair, 2006); domain independent stop 
words lists which are created using syntactic classes regardless of the nature of the data used, 
and domain dependent stop words lists that can be generated using corpus statistics by 
calculating the total number of times in which each term appears in the documents collection. 
A number of studies conducted in order to define a general stop words list for Arabic 
language based on the structure and characteristics collected from different syntactic classes. 
However, there is currently no standardized list of Arabic stop words therefore researchers in 
the field of IR adopt their own. 
Abu El-Khair (2006) has performed a comparative study of the effect of stop words 
elimination on Arabic IR. Three stop words lists have been experimented on an Arabic corpus 
created in linguistic Data Consortium in Philadelphia. The first list, general stops list, is based 
on the Arabic language structure characteristics without any additions and consists of 1377 
words. The second list, corpus based stops list, has 359 words which have been extracted 
depending on words frequency. Third list, combined stop list, combines general and corpus-
based stop list together and has resulted in 1529 words. The comparison has been conducted 
using different weighting schemes: TF*IDF weight, the best match weight (BM25), and the 
statistical language modelling (KL). Experiments have showed that the general stop list has 
performed better than the other two lists; the complete list is presented in Appendix V.  The 
general stop words have been selected from the following categories (Abu El-Khair, 2006): 
 Adverbs. 
 Conditional Pronoun. 
 Interrogative Pronouns. 
 Prepositions. 
 Pronouns. 
 Referral Names/ Determiners. 
 Relative Pronouns. 
 Transforms (verbs/letters). 
 Verbal Pronoun. 
 Others. 
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It is important to emphasize that although stop words can be dropped with no harm, yet they 
serve syntactic functions in constructing linguistic patterns as shown in  Chapter 3 and they 
contribute to identify syntactical category of the subsequent word as illustrated in 
Section  5.3.2. Accordingly, they should only be filtered out while conducting the question 
matching phase. 
5.5 Finding the Candidate Answers 
In Section  4.2.2 we have discussed how rhetorical relations and the linguistic patterns 
constructed in this study can be employed to find answers to “why” and “how to” questions. In 
practice, a list of textual units which are related by Causal or Explanatory relations is created. 
The textual units represent the effect slots of the relations discovered by the linguistic patterns 
or the nucleus parts of the relations extracted using RST.  
Having all textual units along with the posed question been tokenized, the matching process is 
then performed between the question and all units in the list to find the most relevant textual 
unit so that the corresponding part of this unit is returned as a candidate answer. For example, 
in case of locating answers for a “why” question, we create a list comprising the effect slots of 
all Causal relations found in the relevant text. The question is matched against the list 
members to find the most similar slot; the corresponding part to that slot i.e. the cause slot is 
then returned as a candidate answer. We compute the similarity between the question and the 
list of textual units by applying the Vector Space Model and rank them in descending order. 
All textual units and the posed question are represented as vectors of keywords, and the 
cosine similarity is measured by computing the angle between the vector representing the 
question and each of the vectors representing the textual units as shown in formula (5-1). 
Sim (Q ,Ui ) = Cosine ߠUi                                                                                                                                    (5-1)    
Where:  
 Sim (Q ,Ui ) : Similarity between the question and a textual unit. 
 ߠUi: the angle between vectors representing the question and a textual unit. 
The keywords of the units are associated with weights representing the importance of the 
keywords in the document; likewise, the keywords of the question. The weight of a term 
(keyword) in a vector can be determined according to formula (5-2) (Jones, 1972). 
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Wi =  tfi  *   log     ࢁ࢛ࢌ࢏                                                                                     (5-2) 
Where: 
 ti: term t in textual unit Ui. 
 tfi: frequency of term ti i.e. how often ti occurs in the textual unit Ui. 
 ufi: the document frequency i.e. how often ti occurs in the whole textual units in the    
      candidate list. 
 U:  the total number of textual units in the candidate list. 
 
The angle between two vectors is measured using formulas (5-3)-(5-6). 
Cosine ߠUi  =  
ۿ●܃ܑ |ۿ|∗|܃ܑ|                                                                                              (5-3) 
|Q| =  ට∑ ܟۿ,ܒ૛ܒ                                                                                                         (5-4)                       
|Ui | =  ට∑ ܟܑ,ܒ૛ܒ                                                                                                         (5-5)                                           
Q●Ui = ∑ ܅ۿ,ܒ ܅ܑ,ܒܒ                                                                                                  (5-6) 
 
Thus, formula (5-7) computes the similarity comparison pair wise question and textual units, 
where WQ,j , Wi,j are the weights of the jth keyword of the question Q and textual unit Ui 
respectively. 
 
Sim (Q ,Ui ) =  Cosine ߠUi  =  
∑ ܅ۿ,ܒ ܒ  ܅ܑ,ܒ
ට∑ ܅ۿ,ܒ૛    ∑ ܅ܑ,ܒ૛࢐ܒ                                                             (5-7) 
 
ALGORITHM  5-1 describes the process of extracting candidate answers from a text. It takes 
as input one question and a sequence of textual units along with a set of relations associated 
with these units, and returns a set of ranked answers. The algorithm identifies the question 
type by the initial words in the question; these words can be any of the following: in case of 
“why” questions (ﺐﺒﺳ يﺬﻟاﺎﻣ ، ﻰﻟا ىدأ يﺬﻟا ﺎﻣ ، ﺐﺒﺳ ﺎﻣ ، ﺐﺒﺴﻟا ﻮھ ﺎﻣ ، اذﺎﻤﻟ) or in case of “how to” 
questions (ﺔﻠﯿﺳﻮﻟا ﻲھ ﺎﻣ ، ﺔﻘﯾﺮﻄﻟا ﻲھﺎﻣ ، ﻒﯿﻛ). It then matches the question against the textual 
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units associated with the appropriate relations. The corresponding parts of the most relevant 
textual units are returned in a ranked list. 
ALGORITHM  5-1: Extracting answers for a given question. 
Input:  A question Q. 
        A sequence U[n] of textual units and a list of 
relation RR that holds within and among the textual 
units in U. 
Output: A set A of candidate answers. 
1.      A := null; 
2.      Identify the type of Q;  
3.      Identify a set of relations rr in RR corresponding to  
        the Q type;  
4.      Match Q against the textual units U[n]; 
5.      For each match Ui      
6.        If (Ui has a relation rri of one of the types in rr) 
7.             sp := related part of rri; 
8.             A := A ∪ sp; 
9.          Else      
10.            discard the current Ui; 
11.         end If 
12.       end For      
13.      Sort A in descending order; 
 
5.6  System Design 
This section gives a brief description of the general Class diagram of our system as shown in 
Figure 5-2. The main class is “QuestionAnswering” that distributes functions over three 
packages. The main class in the first package is “PatternRecognizer” which uses the set of 
linguistic patterns constructed in this study to find the intrasentential relations in text, “POS 
tagger” and “Tokenizer” are initialized in this package in order to recognize the defined 
patterns. The second package has the main class “TextParser” that analyzes the tagged 
sentences obtained from the previous package and employs “DiscourseMarkers” to discover 
the intersentential relations. In the third package, class “AnswerFinder” initializes 
“GettingKeywords” class which in turn calls “Stemmer” and “Tokenizer” classes to get 
vectors of keywords that enable “Similarity” class to find the most relevant answers.       
Figure  5-3 describes the Sequence diagram. 
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Figure  5-2: General Class diagram of the Question Answering System. 
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Figure  5-3: Sequence diagram of the Question Answering System. 
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5.7  System Implementation 
System interfaces have been implemented using the JAVA programming language. The five 
figures below illustrate samples of the interfaces produced when asking a question related to 
text (32). 
 
Figure  5-4: The main interface of the QA system. 
 
Figure  5-5: A screenshot of the system provided with text (32). 
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Figure  5-6: A screenshot shows the input text attached with POS tags. 
 
Figure  5-7: A screenshot of the form that allows users to enter a question. 
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Figure  5-8: A screenshot of the returned answer. 
 
5.8  Summary 
In this chapter, we have provided our system components infrastructure. Each component 
represents an Arabic NLP tool with a different responsibility. This set of interacting software 
components have been designed to ensure that the question answering system will satisfy the 
Arabic language characteristics. 
As a result of Arabic being a highly inflected language, stemming is a crucial technique for 
disambiguating word category. We have reviewed several stemmers proposed by the Arabic 
NLP researchers and it appeared that lemmatization has the most positive impact in this field. 
This chapter has also provided the Sequence and the General Class diagrams that show how 
the different models and components are put together to develop our QA system. The next 
chapter presents the evaluation methodology and all experimental results obtained; it then 
revisits the research questions and summarizes the scope of this work.  
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Chapter 6  
 
 
Evaluations and Conclusion 
 
 
6.1 Introduction 
The evaluations described in this chapter are divided into two parts: Part 1 focuses on how 
well the linguistic patterns constructed in this study can identify the presence of intrasentential 
relations and the direction of these relations. Whereas, part 2 aims at evaluating the overall 
performance of the question answering system. Regarding the experiment conducted in 
part 2, we follow the same strategy conducted by Verberne et al. (2007) to evaluate the 
appropriateness of the textual units selected by our system as candidate answers to “why” and 
“how to” questions.  
All experiments conducted in this chapter are based on a set of articles taken from the 
contemporary Arabic corpus7. This corpus includes 415 texts written in the Modern Standard 
Arabic language and covers a wide range of text type. Texts are derived mainly from online 
magazines that publish materials produced by professional authors from different countries in 
the Arab world. The corpus is a useful recourse as it is readily accessible to the public and 
freely downloadable.  
We collected the articles specifically from the categories of Health and Science & Technology 
of 485-2138 words each. Five independent subjects whose first language is Arabic were 
involved in the experiments. All the subjects are highly educated; three of them are studying 
languages on a doctorate level while the other two are specialists in the field of 
communication. In both parts of the experiments, the evaluation was performed by comparing 
the output generated by the system against the judgments of the subjects. 
                                               
7  http://www.comp.leeds.ac.uk/eric/latifa/research.htm 
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6.2 Evaluation of the Linguistic Patterns 
This part of the experiments was carried out on two stages. In the first one, only the linguistic 
patterns were employed for discovering intrasentential relations, while in the second stage 
justification particles were also incorporated. As discussed in Section  3.4, justification 
particles- Purpose Lam, causation faa and causation baa - are highly ambiguous; therefore, 
we wish to see how they affect the performance by comparing the results obtained including 
them and results obtained without using them. 
Eleven texts were manually segmented based on the occurrence of the full stop and this is 
resulted in a total of 415 sentences. Three participants were asked to read the sentences and 
identify the presence of Causal relations that are explicitly expressed in each single sentence 
together with the fractions representing cause slots and fractions representing effect slots. This 
resulted in collecting a total of 240 Causal relations. The Pattern Recognizer was then applied 
to extract the same information. 
The performance measures used are recall and precision. Recall, in this context, is the 
proportion of the relations identified by the subjects that are also identified by the Pattern 
Recognizer. Precision is the proportion of relations identified by the Pattern Recognizer that 
are also identified by the subjects. Table  6-1 and Table  6-2 show the number of relations 
identified by the subjects for each text of the Health texts excluding and embedding the 
justification particles algorithms respectively; the second column presents the number of 
relations discovered by the Pattern Recognizer correctly. Table  6-3 and Table  6-4 show the 
same information for the Science & Technology texts. The Pattern Recognizer obtained a 
maximum overall recall of 78% for the Heath texts and 84% for the Science & Technology 
texts. 
Table  6-5 and Table  6-6 display recall, precision and the corresponding F-scores for the texts 
belonging to the Health category excluding and embedding the justification particles 
algorithms respectively. Table  6-7 and Table  6-8 present the same measures for the texts 
belonging to the Science & Technology category. F-scores were computed using the formula 
(6-1). The F-score is always a number between the values of recall and precision.  
F =  ૛ ܆ ࡼ࢘ࢋࢉ࢏࢙࢏࢕࢔ ܆ ࡾࢋࢉࢇ࢒࢒
ࡼ࢘ࢋࢉ࢏࢙࢏࢕࢔ାࡾࢋࢉࢇ࢒࢒
                                                                                     (6-1) 
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 Manually Matched Recall 
Text 1 19 12 0.63 
Text 2 32 14 0.44 
Text 3 33 10 0.30 
Text 4 18 11 0.61 
Text 5 11 4 0.36 
Overall 113 51 0.45 
Table  6-1: Number of relations identified in the Health texts excluding the justification 
particles algorithms. 
 
 Manually Matched Recall 
Text 1 19 16 0.84 
Text 2 32 28 0.87 
Text 3 33 23 0.70 
Text 4 18 13 0.72 
Text 5 11 8 0.73 
Overall 113 88 0.78 
Table  6-2: Number of relations identified in the Health texts including the justification 
particles algorithms. 
 
 Manually Matched Recall 
Text 1 18 5 0.27 
Text 2 18 12 0.66 
Text 3 27 15 0.55 
Text 4 7 5 0.71 
Text 5 24 13 0.54 
Text 6 33 24 0.73 
Overall 127 74 0.58 
Table  6-3: Number of relations identified in the Science & Technology texts excluding the 
justification particles algorithms. 
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 Manually Matched Recall 
Text 1 18 16 0.89 
Text 2 18 15 0.83 
Text 3 27 24 0.88 
Text 4 7 6 0.86 
Text 5 24 17 0.71 
Text 6 33 29 0.88 
Overall 127 107 0.84 
Table  6-4: Number of relations identified in the Science & Technology texts including the 
justification particles algorithms. 
 
 Recall Precision F – Score 
Text 1 0.63 0.95 0.76 
Text 2 0.44 0.97 0.61 
Text 3 0.30 0.91 0.45 
Text 4 0.61 0.98 0.75 
Text 5 0.36 0.94 0.52 
Overall 0.45 0.95 0.61 
Table  6-5: Precision, Recall and F-score for the Health texts excluding the justification 
particles algorithms. 
 
 Recall Precision F-Score 
Text 1 0.84 0.86 0.85 
Text 2 0.87 0.84 0.85 
Text 3 0.70 0.74 0.72 
Text 4 0.72 0.88 0.79 
Text 5 0.73 0.67 0.70 
Overall 0.78 0.80 0.79 
Table  6-6: Precision, Recall and F-measure for the Health texts including the justification 
particles algorithms. 
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 Recall Precision F-Score 
Text 1 0.27 0.93 0.42 
Text 2 0.66 0.96 0.78 
Text 3 0.55 0.93 0.69 
Text 4 0.71 0.95 0.81 
Text 5 0.54 0.94 0.69 
Text 6 0.73 0.85 0.76 
 
Overall 0.58 0.93 0.71 
Table  6-7: Precision, Recall and F-measure for the Science & Technology texts excluding the 
justification particles algorithms. 
 
 Recall Precision F – Score 
Text 1 0.89 0.80 0.84 
Text 2 0.83 0.75 0.79 
Text 3 0.88 0.75 0.81 
Text 4 0.86 0.88 0.87 
Text 5 0.71 0.74 0.72 
Text 6 0.88 0.71 0.79 
 
Overall 0.84 0.76 0.80 
Table  6-8: Precision, Recall and F-measure for the Science & Technology texts including the 
justification particles algorithms. 
 
Figure  6-1, Figure  6-2, Figure  6-3 and Figure  6-4 illustrate how excluding and embedding the 
justification particles as indicator of Causal relations impact recall, precision and F-score. We 
observe that incorporating the justification particles algorithms boosts the efficiency of the 
Pattern Recognizer by a large margin improving the overall recall by 33% for Health texts 
and 26% for Science & Technology texts. However, employing the justification particles 
algorithms gave the rise to the number of instances where the Pattern Recognizer mistakenly 
indicated the presence of Causal relations. Accordingly, the overall precision degraded by 
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15% for Health texts and 17% for Sciences and Technology texts. The main reason for that is 
unsurprisingly the number of errors accounted by the justification particles algorithms. These 
particles are ambiguous tools and can play different roles other than causation indicators. 
 
 
Figure  6-1: Recall and Precision for the Health texts. 
 
 
Figure  6-2: Recall and Precision for the Science & Technology texts. 
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Figure  6-3: F-Score for the Health texts. 
 
 
Figure  6-4: F-Scores for the Science & Technology texts. 
 
On examining the relations set which the Pattern Recognizer failed to identify in the second 
stage of the experiments i.e. incorporating linguistic patterns and justification particles 
algorithms, we found out that 30 relations of the set (67%) were missed because of particular 
kinds of linking words that were not included in the list of patterns. Some of these linking 
words are rarely used for indicating such relations. Texts (35) – (36) are two examples of the 
sentences containing relations that are not picked out by the Pattern Recognizer. 
The other set of the relations (15 relations), which the Pattern Recognizer was unable to 
discover, was due to unexpected sentence construction. This group covers 33% of the all 
missed relations. The causal relation resides in sentence (37) is one example. Indeed, this type 
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of relation is indicated implicitly and inferred from the world knowledge needed to identify 
such relations. 
(35)                                                                                 ]تﺎﻘﯿﻘﺤﺗ ءاﺮﺟا ﺪﻌﺑو[M ]ﺔﯿﻨﯿﺻ ةرﺪﺼﻤﻟا ﺔﻛﺮﺸﻟا نأ ﻒﺸﺘﻛا[.E  
“[Investigations]M  [revealed that the export company is Chinese]E” 
 
(36) ... ﻊﯿﻤﺟ ﻰﻠﻋ ﻰﻔﺨﯾ يﺬﻟا ﺮﺴﻟا ﻦﻜﻟو نأ ﻲھ ﺔﯿﺑﺮﻌﻟا وأ ﺔﯿﻧﻮﺘﯾﺰﻟا ةﺮﺸﺒﻟا تاوذ ﺔﺻﺎﺧو تاﺪﯿﺴﻟا]تاﺮﻀﺤﺘﺴﻤﻟا هﺬھ ﻊﯿﻤﺟ 
ةدوﺪﺤﻣ ةﺪﺋﺎﻓ تاذ تﺎﺟﻼﻌﻟاو[E   كرﺪﻧ ﻢﻟ ﺎﻣ]تﺎﺟﻼﻌﻟا هﺬھ ﻦﻣ ﺮﯿﺜﻜﻟا لﺎﺸﻓإ ﻲﻓ ﺔﯿﺠﯿﻠﺨﻟا ﺲﻤﺸﻟا ﺔﻌﺷأ رود[.C  
 “[But the secret, which is hidden from most women especially those with olive complexion or Arab 
complexion, is that all of these products and treatments are of short-term effects]C [unless we become 
aware that the Gulf sunlight spoils most of such treatments.]E 
(37)  ]ﺎﯿﺣا ﺮﻓﻮﺗ ﻲﺘﻟا ﺔﻠﯾﺪﺒﻟا تﺎﺟﻼﻌﻟا ﺎﻀﯾا كﺎﻨھوﺔﯾوﺎﻤﯿﻜﻟا تﺎﺟﻼﻌﻟا ﻦﻣ ﺾﯾﺮﻤﻠﻟ ﺔﺣار ﺎﻧ،[C  ]تﺎﺟﻼﻌﻟا هﺬھ ﺾﻌﺑو   
 ﺢﺒﺻا  ﻲﺒﻄﻟا ﻂﺳﻮﻟا ﻞﺒﻗ ﻦﻣ ﻻﻮﺒﻘﻣ[.E  
“[There are also the alternative therapies which, sometimes, work as a good substitute of chemical 
therapies,]C  [ and some of these therapies have become acceptable in the medical field]E” 
6.3  Evaluation of the QA System 
For the purpose of evaluating the performance of the QA system, we distributed Arabic 
articles to five subjects and asked them to read some of the texts and formulate “why” and 
“how to” questions for the answers that could be found in the text, the subjects were also 
asked to formulate answers to each of their questions. This resulted in a total of 90 
question-answer pairs (70 why questions and 20 how to questions). 
We ran our system on the 90 questions we collected, and then compared the answers found by 
the system to the user-formulated answers; if the answer found matches the answer 
formulated by the subject then we consider the answer found as correct. The system was able 
to return the correct answer for 61 questions and this means that the system obtained a recall 
of 68%. An overview of the system results is given in Table  6-9. 
 # questions % of all questions 
Questions handled 90 100 
Correctly answered 61  68 
Wrongly answered 29 32 
Table  6-9: The outcome of the QA system. 
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As for the questions that the system couldn’t extract correct answers out of them, they are 
placed in two categories of questions. First, questions where there are no explicit relations 
between the textual units representing the question and the textual units of the answers. This 
category comprises 5 questions (18% of the questions had not been answered correctly).  
Questions in this category are connected to the answers spans with relations expressed 
implicitly in text. For example, question (38) posed by one of the subjects refers to 
sentence (39) in the source text. This question corresponds to the string “ راﺪﻘﻤﺑ ﺔﺤﻨﻣ ﻰﻠﻋ ﻞﺼﺣ
ﺎﯿﻧرﻮﻔﯿﻟﺎﻛ ﻲﻓ ﻦﻄﻘﻟا ﺔﻋﺎﻨﺻ عﺎﻄﻗ ﻦﻣ رﻻود نﻮﯿﻠﻣ” which is embedded in the subject-formulated answer 
“ﺎﯿﺛارو ﺔﯾﺮھﺰﻟا ﻦﻄﻘﻟا ﺔﺷاﺮﻓ ﻞﯾﺪﻌﺗ لوﺎﺤﯾ ﻲﻜﻟ”. In such a case, the system is unable to identify the 
location in the text where the two parts of a relation are linked. Using general knowledge, the 
reader has no difficulty inferring that Miller has been granted million dollars for the purpose 
of conducting his research. 
(38)  ﺼﺣ اذﺎﻤﻟ                                                         ؟ رﻻود نﻮﯿﻠﻣ ﺎھرﺪﻗ ﺔﺤﻨﻣ ﻰﻠﻋ ﺮﻠﻠﯿﻣ ﻞ                         
 “Why did Miller get a grant worth of one million dollars?” 
 
(39)      نﻮﯿﻠﻣ راﺪﻘﻤﺑ ﺔﺤﻨﻣ ﻰﻠﻋ ﻞﺼﺣ يﺬﻟا ،ﺮﻠﻠﯿﻣ لوﺎﺤﯾو  ﺔﺷاﺮﻓ ﻞﯾﺪﻌﺗ ، ﺎﯿﻧرﻮﻔﯿﻟﺎﻛ ﻲﻓ ﻦﻄﻘﻟا ﺔﻋﺎﻨﺻ عﺎﻄﻗ ﻦﻣ رﻻود
ﻦﻄﻘﻟا ﺔﺒﺳﺎﻨﻤﻟا ﺔﻘﯾﺮﻄﻟﺎﺑ ﻞﺳﺎﻨﺘﻟا ﻰﻠﻋ ةردﺎﻗ ﺮﯿﻏ ﻦﻜﻟو ﺎﯿﺴﻨﺟ ﺔﻄﺸﻧ نﻮﻜﺗ ﻲﻜﻟ ﺎﯿﺛارو ﺔﯾﺮھﺰﻟا.  
“Miller, who’s got a grant worth of one million dollars from Cotton industry sector in California, 
endeavours to genetically modify the pink cotton butterfly to be sexually active but unable to 
reproduce in a proper way” 
The other category (24 questions, 82% of the all failed questions), are the cases where the 
linguistic items indicating the relations were not supported by the Pattern Recognizer or the 
Text Parser. Consider for example, one of the failed questions (40) which refers to sentence 
(41). In this sentence, the word “ﺎﻔﯿﻔﺨﺗ” “to alleviate” which belongs to the syntactic category 
ﮫﻠﺟﻷ لﻮﻌﻔﻣ "Accusatives of purpose" signals the presence of a Causal relation.  Generating 
answers based on the occurrence of a specific POS indicator requires full syntactical parsing. 
Certainly, the set of missed intrasentential relations which discussed in Section  6.2 impacts 
the performance of the QA system. For example, the following question “ تﺎﯿﻠﻤﻌﻟا ﻢﺴﺘﺗ اذﺎﻤﻟ
ةﺪﺋﺎﻔﻟا ﺔﯾدوﺪﺤﻤﺑ ﺔﯿﻠﯿﻤﺠﺘﻟا” was not answered correctly due to its correlation with the causal relation 
contained in sentence (36). This relation was not discovered by the Pattern Recognizer. 
(40)                                                                  ﻦﯿﺑوﺮﺗﻻا ةﺮﻄﻗ ﻊﺿو ﺪﻌﺑ ﺔﯿﺴﻤﺷ تارﺎﻈﻧ ﺾﯾﺮﻤﻟا يﺪﺗﺮﯾ اذﺎﻤﻟ 
“Why do patient wear sunglasses after using Atropine eye drops?” 
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(41)  ﺔﻗﺪﺣ ﻊﯿﺳﻮﺘﺑ ﻦﯿﺑوﺮﺗﻻا ﻢھاﺮﻣ وأ تاﺮﻄﻗ مﻮﻘﺗءﺎﯿﺷﻷا نأ ةﺮﻄﻘﻟا ﻊﺿو ﺪﻌﺑ ﺾﯾﺮﻤﻟا ﻆﺣﻼﯾ فﻮﺳو ﺾﯾﺮﻤﻟا ﻦﯿﻋ   
ﺔﯿﺴﻤﺷ تارﺎﻈﻧ ﻊﺿو يروﺮﻀﻟا ﻦﻣ نﻮﻜﯾ ﺪﻗو ، ﺲﻤﺸﻟا ءﻮﺿ ﻦﻣ ﺞﻋﺰﻨﯿﺳ ﮫﻧا ﺎﻤﻛ ﺔﺤﺿاو ﺮﯿﻏ ﺢﺒﺼﺗ هﺪﯾ ﻦﻣ ﺔﺒﯾﺮﻘﻟا 
.حﺎﯿﺗرﻻا مﺪﻌﺑ هرﻮﻌﺸﻟ ﺎﻔﯿﻔﺨﺗ 
“Atropine drops or creams help make the pupil of the eye larger and after using the drops, the 
patient will notice that close things become blurred; and the sunlight will be a source of 
annoyance. Therefore wearing sunglasses might be essential to alleviate this unpleasant 
sensation.” 
Figure  6-5 illustrates the distribution of the questions answered correctly (green coloured 
partitions) together with the failed questions (red coloured partitions). Nearly 55% of the 
questions were answered correctly based on the indication of intrasentential relations, whereas 
correct answers for 13% of the questions correlate to the presence of rhetorical relations 
between sentences. 
 
 
Figure  6-5: The distribution of the questions test. 
 
6.4  Conclusion 
The main motivation behind the work in this thesis was to consider simple techniques with the 
aim of finding answers for “why” and “how to” questions where both could be easily 
understood and operate quickly. We envisage that this work would fill a gap in the field of 
Arabic QA Systems. To this end we introduced the two analytical models:  Pattern 
Recognizer and Text Parser which were built to be performed with high accuracy and low 
complexity. We summarize them in this section, adding emphasis on the evaluation results. 
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6.4.1 Identifying the Intrasentential Relations 
In Section  2.5.1, we investigated different studies which tackled mining causation in texts 
written in languages other than Arabic. A number of these studies used hand-coded pattern 
and specific knowledge bases. Other systems employed machine learning approaches in order 
to automatically construct syntactic patterns. 
Researchers employing machine learning techniques made use of knowledge resources 
available for the language they addressed, e.g. (large annotated corpora, WordNet, Wikipedia 
etc.). Such resources provide externally verified analyses of POS and constituency, and are 
invaluable for those desiring to evaluate and train models that involve statistical component. 
Given a similar corpus of Arabic texts annotated with Causal and Explanatory relations, it 
should be possible to automatically acquire patterns. To our knowledge, the only available 
resource annotated with discourse relations for Arabic is the LADTB, a corpus that contains 
approximately 500 causal relations. 
However, the morphological representation of Arabic is rather complex because of the 
morphological variation and the agglutination phenomenon (Kadri and Benyamina, 1992). 
Furthermore Arabic is a highly inflectional language with 85% of words derived from 
trilateral roots surrounded by a huge number of prefixes, suffixes, or both. These prefixes and 
suffixes could be associated with any type of Arabic word such as noun, verb, adjective etc.  
In fact, it is challenging to capture the syntactical arrangement of many of the causative 
connectors. Consider for example the lemma “ﺐﺒﺳ” which can be represented by a variety of 
syntactical forms. More than 150 occurrences of this connector in different sample documents 
were investigated in order to generate the patterns group that can accurately identify cause 
and effect information associated with the set of words belong to the lemma “ﺐﺒﺳ”. Table  6-10 
shows samples of the generic structure for sentences involving the lemma “ﺐﺒﺳ”. 
Accordingly, machine learning approaches followed in research presented in Section  2.5.1 
could not be applied in this study due to lack of large quantities of annotated data. Hand-
crafting in order to construct linguistic patterns able to indicate semantic relations within 
sentences is therefore still necessary. 
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Table  6-10: Samples of the generic structure of sentence contain “ﺐﺒﺳ”. 
To our knowledge, this work represents the first attempt in the field of Arabic NLP for 
identifying and extracting causal and explanatory information within sentences. To reach this 
goal, we established the Pattern Recognizer model based on a set of linguistic patterns. The 
model was built to address the first question in this thesis: Is it possible for hand-crafted 
patterns to convey information using a little of NLP techniques? 
The constructed patterns were generated by analyzing a collection of data extracted from a 
large untagged Arabic corpus called arabiCorpus. We surveyed Arabic studies that 
considered the linguistic items indicating causation and explanation at sentence level.  The 
pattern development process went through several steps of reasoning method in which the 
patterns cycled between the Inductive and Deductive phases until we developed a set of 
approximately 900 linguistic patterns. Moreover, three independent algorithms were proposed 
in order to discover the causal/explanatory role that may be indicated by the justification 
particles: Purpose Lam (ﻞﯿﻠﻌﺘﻟا مﻻ) – causation faa (ﺔﯿﺒﺒﺴﻟا ءﺎﻓ) and causation baa (  ءﺎﺑﺔﯿﺒﺒﺴﻟا ). 
The Pattern Recognizer model was evaluated on eleven articles taken from Health and 
Science & technology domains. With the participation of human judges, a total of 240 Causal 
relations were manually identified. The linguistic patterns were then applied together with the 
justification particle algorithms. Under this condition, the results showed that about 81% of 
the relations that were clearly expressed in the 11 articles could be correctly identified and 
extracted. Of the instances that the Pattern Recognizer identified as intrasentential relations, 
about 78% were correct. The majority of the wrong instances were picked out by one of the 
justification particles algorithm as they were highly ambiguous. Ignoring these particles and 
 ﺔﺒﺒﺴﻤﻟا ﻞﻣاﻮﻌﻟا]E  [ ﻲھ]C[  
 ﺐﺒﺴﺑو] C]  [ E[  
] C  [ ﺖﺒﺒﺳ] E[  
 ءارو ﺐﺒﺴﻟا] E]  [ C[  
] E [ ﺎﮭﺒﺒﺳ نﺎﻛ] C[  
] C [  بﺎﺒﺳﻻا ﺪﺣا] E[  
] E [ ﺐﺒﺴﻟاو] C[  
 ﻲﻓ ﺐﺒﺴﻟا] E]  [ C[  
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applying only the linguistic patters has improved the precision by 16%. However, this 
improvement comes at the cost of the recall measure which is reduced by 29% demonstrating 
that this type of particle plays a key role as intrasentential indicator. 
Utilizing a full syntactical parser and performing word sense disambiguation, especially for 
justification particles, can substantially reduce the errors associated with the precision 
measure. Also, if a full syntactical parser is used, the linguistic patterns can be made much 
simpler and fewer patterns need to be used. This will definitely come at the cost of 
computational complexity. 
As the Pattern Recognizer model obtained a maximum overall recall of 81% we conclude 
that using the linguistic patterns boosted with the justification particles algorithms will be 
effective for identifying intrasentential information. Furthermore, the extracted linguistic 
patterns reflect strong relation indicators and constitute a useful feature in the future for 
systems adopting machine learning techniques in acquiring patterns that signal causation and 
explanation. 
6.4.2 Automatic Derivation of the Arabic Text Structure 
Identifying discourse relations is a crucial step in discourse analysis. It is considered useful 
for many applications in both language and speech technology. Automatic identification of 
coherent relations has gained popularity in the literature within different theoretical 
frameworks. 
In Chapter 4, we provided an overview of RST which shapes the framework of our QA 
system. RST has been utilized in many computational linguistic applications and has proven 
to be an authentic tool for analyzing the structure of coherent texts. Furthermore, human 
annotators show considerable consensus which implies that the rules for assigning the 
rhetorical relations are clearly defined (Bosma, 2005). 
Section  4.3 presented some background information on previous RST systems that were 
dedicated to the automatic extraction of discourse structure on full scale. Most of them were 
oriented to the English language. The only attempt for deriving Arabic discourse structure 
was presented by Mathkour, Touir and Al-Sanea (2008) where they identified eleven 
rhetorical relations. They adopted Marcu’s (2000a) methodology and adapted it to be used in 
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developing an Arabic text summarizer. However, the use of their discourse parser was 
restricted to small texts of around (30-35) lines due to the high computational complexity 
involved in processing a large number of hypothesized relations associated with large texts. 
In this study, we built our discourse parser on top of the output obtained from the Pattern 
Recognizer which is sentences that are already annotated with intrasentential relationships. To 
fulfil this goal, we developed the Text Parser model that would approach text from a 
discourse perspective. The Text Parser is meant to break away from the sentence limit 
imposed on the Pattern Recognizer and emphasize the strategies employed above these limits 
to hold the whole text together as a unit. Furthermore, the Text Parser is led by a set of 
heuristic scores to avoid any computational explosion. 
In this regard, DMs play a key role in indicating discourse relations between sentences. They 
link segments of discourse together to achieve coherence and cohesion. The connective 
functions of DMs have been heavily emphasized by a number of linguists (Schiffrin, 1987; 
Blakemore, 1996; Fraser, 1999). The main problem in studying DMs in any natural language 
is that they have multiple functions. Here, there are conflicting views in approaching these 
items making it impractical to adopt an exhaustive list. Therefore, each researcher has to 
choose his own DMs list in consonance with the objective of his study. 
The Text Parser employs a sub list of the DMs proposed by Al-Kohlani (2010) who 
investigates DMs in Arabic newspaper opinion articles. Her DMs are particularly useful for 
our research since she employed RST in generating them. DMs described in Al-Kohlani’s 
(2010) work are bidimensional i.e. they operate at more than one level of discourse structure. 
Out of her main list we chose those associated with sentence level. 
It is of interest to find out how effective is the use of the Text Parser and the Pattern 
Recogniser models in the task of extracting answers to “why” and “how to” questions; and this 
would answer the second question in this thesis: To what extent can discourse analysis help in 
selecting answers to “why” and “how to” questions for the Arabic language. We asked five 
subjects to read Arabic texts and formulate “why” and “how to” questions for the answers that 
could be found in the text. The subjects were also asked to formulate answers to each of their 
questions. This resulted in a total of 90 question-answer pairs.  
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For 68% of the questions, the system was able to find the correct answer. In a large majority 
of the failed cases (82%) the system was unsuccessful due to the misidentification of the 
linguistic items indicating these answers. These items include DMs that missed by the Pattern 
Recognizer and types of POS labels that require a syntactical parser to be incorporated. For 
the other cases of the questions that couldn’t be answered (18%), the system was not able to 
find an explicit relation between the textual units representing the question and the textual 
units of the answers. 
The main drawback to the test data collection method, as stated by Verberne et al. (2007), is 
that the questions were gathered from subjects who have been reading a text. This involves 
the risk that the subjects might have been tempted to invent “why” and “how to” questions 
which has led to a set of questions that is not completely representative of a user's real 
information need. Another limiting factor is that the subjects tend to use the same terms as 
those occurring in the texts. Such an overlap may not be possible in the natural questions. 
It is hoped that the new frameworks proposed in this thesis will advance the field of TM for 
the Arabic language, giving rise to the Arabic systems that answer “why” and “how to” 
questions which can be used by the general public to access the growing source of knowledge 
available as free text. 
6.5 Future Directions 
Whilst the approaches to QA introduced in this thesis help answering two main questions i.e. 
why and how to questions, they could be improved to cover more points of research related to 
this field. This section briefly considers a number of directions where further research can 
depend on to enhance these approaches to be applied on non factoid questions. 
6.5.1 Intrasentential Relations 
This study made use of discourse connectives as indicators of the presence of Causal 
relations. Causal relation can also be expressed using some types of verbs. Such types are 
called causative verbs which their meaning implicitly induce causal elements.  For example, 
the two transitive verbs ﺪﻟﻮﯾ  “Generate” and  ﻞﺘﻘﯾ “Kill” in sentences (42) and (43) can be 
paraphrased using the intransitive words “die” and “happen” respectively as “to cause to die” 
and “to cause to happen”. Writers have different views on how to distinguish causal verbs 
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from other transitive verbs that are not causal. Gonsalves (1986) pointed out that the causal 
verb indicates that the agent (i.e. the subject of the verb) participates crucially in the causation 
by his acts. As an extension to this work, we plan to explore the use of causal verbs in the 
Arabic literature. 
(42)   ﻲﻓ ﻞﻠﻤﻟاو ﺔﺑﺎﺗﺮﻟا ﻦﻣ ﺔﻟﺎﺣ ﺪﻟو ﻲﺿﺎﻤﻟا عﻮﺒﺳﻻا لﻼﺧ ﻖﯿﺿ بﺬﺑﺬﺗ قﺎﻄﻧ ﻲﻓ ﻢﮭﺳﻻا كﺮﺤﺗ نا نﻮﯿﻟﺎﻣ نﻮﻠﻠﺤﻣ لﺎﻗ
رﺎﻤﺜﺘﺳﻻا  قﻮﺳ.                                                                                                                                   
“Financial analysts believe that the fluctuation of the stock market movement within a narrow 
range during last week generated a state of monotony in the investment market” 
(43)                                                              .رﺮﻀﻟﺎﺑ ﺔﺠﺴﻧﻷا ﺐﯿﺼﯾ نأ نود ﺎﯾﺮﺘﻜﺒﻟا ﻞﺘﻘﯾ ﻲﻌﯿﺒط ءاود ﻞﺴﻌﻟا 
“Honey is a natural medicine that kills bacteria without damaging the tissues.” 
 
6.5.2 Text Structure Derivation 
In the course of this study, all texts structures were generated in the framework of RST. 
Therefore, the Text Parser model was forced to build tree-like representations that subsumed 
all the discourse units in a text. In contrast, Wolf and Gibson (2005) took a less constrained 
approach stating that “trees are not a descriptively adequate data structure for representing 
discourse structure”. They allow annotators to make explicit coherent relations that hold 
between any two textual units in a text. For example, text (44) divided into discourse 
segments was presented by Wolf and Gibson (2003) to justify their approach. By applying 
this protocol, text structures look like graphs more than trees. This can be illustrated by the 
Elaboration relation between segments [4-5] and segment [2] which crosses the Attribution 
relation between segment [3] and segments [1-2] as shown in Figure  6-6. 
Wolf and Gibson used their analysis as foundation for psycholinguistic research as well as 
information extraction. A future study might investigate if utilizing such framework would 
show improvements in recognizing distance relations. 
(44) [Farm prices in October edged up 0.7% from September]1 [as raw milk prices continued 
their rise,]2 [the Agriculture Department said]3 [Milk sold to the nations’ dairy plants and 
dealers averaged $14.50 for each hundred pounds,]4 [up 50 cents from September and up 
$1.50 from October 1988,]5 [the department said.]6 
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Figure  6-6: A graph representation of text (44). 
 
6.5.3 System Evaluation 
As we pointed out in Section  6.3, the test data were collected through elicitation which 
implies that questions might have been influenced by the same linguistic cues used by the text 
producers. This results in lexical overlap more than one would expect for natural questions. It 
is important to remember, however, that the ultimate goal of question answering systems is to 
find answers in vast amounts of information which users might not have access to. Future 
work should be dealing with questions formulated independently of a specific text. To reach 
this goal consideration must be given to the query expansion techniques such as those 
discussed in Section  2.3.1.  
 
Similarity 
Attribution 
Elaboration 
4 - 5 
6 5 4 3 
Cause 
1 - 2 
1 2 
Attribution Elaboration 
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Appendix I 
List of Abbreviations 
Answer Processing AP 
Bag Of Words BOW 
Discourse Marker DM 
Elementary Discourse Unit EDU 
Fact Based Question Answering FBQA 
Information Extraction IE 
Information Retrieval IR 
Maximum Entropy ME 
Mean Reciprocal Rank MRR 
Modern Standard Arabic MSA 
Named Entity NE 
Named Entity Recognition NER 
Natural Language Processing NLP 
Non-Factoid Question Answering NFQA 
Part Of Speech POS 
Passage Retrieval PR 
Penn Discourse TreeBank PDTB 
Question Answering QA 
Reciprocal Rank RR 
Relational Database Management System RDBMS 
Rhetorical Structure Theory RST 
RST Discourse Treebank RST-DT 
Segmented Discourse Representation Theory SDRT 
Text Mining TM 
Text REtrieval Conference TREC 
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Appendix II 
Regular Expressions Symbols/Operators 
 
\s Any whitespace 
\w Any word character 
\d Any digit 
\b A word boundary 
^ Anything except occurrences of the pattern 
* Matches zero or more occurrences of the pattern 
+ Matches one or more occurrences of the pattern 
? Matches zero or one occurrences of the pattern 
{n} Matches exactly n occurrences 
{n, m} Matches between n and m (inclusive) occurrences 
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Appendix III 
UTF-16 Encoding for Arabic Letters 
0621 ء 
0622 آ 
0623 أ 
0624 ؤ 
0625 إ 
0626 ئ 
0627 ا 
0628 ب 
0629 ة 
062A ت 
062B ث 
062C ج 
062D ح 
062E خ 
062F د 
0630 ذ 
0631 ر 
0632 ز 
0633 س 
0634 ش 
0635 ص 
0636 ض 
0637 ط 
0638 ظ 
0639 ع 
063A غ 
0641 ف 
0642 ق 
0643 ك 
0644 ل 
0645 م 
0646 ن 
0647 ه 
0648 و 
0649 ى 
064A ي 
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Appendix IV 
A List of Arabic Discourse Markers 
Discourse Marker Meaning Function Correlated relation 
ﺎﺿﯾا Also Additive  Elaboration  
ﺎﻣﻛ/نا ﺎﻣﻛ  Likewise, 
furthermore 
Additive Elaboration 
ﻲﻟا ﺔﻓﺎﺿا / كﻟذ ﻲﻟا فﺿا
نا / كﻟذ ﻰﻟا فﺎﺿﯾ)نا(  
In addition (to), 
moreover 
Additive Elaboration 
نا نﻋ ﻼﺿﻓ Besides Additive Elaboration 
ﻰﺗﺣ Even Additive Elaboration 
كﻟذﻛ Likewise, 
furthermore 
Additive Elaboration 
نﻛﻟ However, but Contrastive Concession  
نأ ﻻإ However, but  Contrastive Concession 
نأ رﯾﻏ However, but Contrastive Concession 
 دﯾﺑنأ  However, but Contrastive Concession 
ف Since, for, so, thus Explanatory Reason  
 دﻘﻓ +ﻲﺿﺎﻣﻟا لﻌﻔﻟا  Since, for Explanatory Reason 
ذإ/نأ ذإ Since, for Explanatory Reason 
نأ ﺎﺻوﺻﺧ Especially that Explanatory Reason 
يأ/نأ يأ That is, i.e., in 
other words 
Explanatory Interpretation 
نأ ﻰﻧﻌﻣﺑ/نأ ﻲﻧﻌﯾ كﻟذ/ ﺎﻣ
نأ ﻲﻧﻌﯾ 
This means that Explanatory Interpretation 
كﻟذﻟ Thus, therefore Inferential Result  
اذﻟ Thus, therefore Inferential Result 
اذﮭﻟ Thus, therefore Inferential Result 
مﺛ نﻣ Thus, therefore Inferential Result 
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Discourse Marker Meaning Function Correlated relation 
ﺎﻧھ نﻣ Thus, therefore Inferential Result 
ﮫﯾﻠﻋ Thus, therefore Inferential Result 
ﻲﻟﺎﺗﻟﺎﺑ Thus, therefore Inferential Result 
اذﻛھ Thus, and so Inferential Result 
مﺛ Then  Sequential Sequence  
 دﻗو +ﻲﺿﺎﻣﻟا لﻌﻔﻟا  And Background Background  
نأ ﻲﻓ كﺷ ﻻ/ كﺷ ﻻ يذﻟا
نأ وھ ﮫﯾﻓ 
There is no doubt 
that, undoubtedly 
Expresses certainty Certainty  
نأ دﯾﻛﻷا/دﯾﻛﺄﺗﻟﺎﺑ/ دﻛؤﻣﻟا نﻣ
نأ 
Surely, definitely Expresses certainty Certainty 
نأ ﺔﻘﯾﻘﺣﻟا/ﺔﻘﯾﻘﺣ The truth is, truly Expresses certainty Certainty 
نأ ﺢﺟرﻣﻟا نﻣ/نأ ﺢﺟرﻷا It is more likely Expresses certainty Certainty 
نأ وھ ﺢﯾﺣﺻﻟا The truth is , the 
reality is 
Expresses certainty Certainty 
نأ ﺢﺿاوﻟا نﻣ/نأ ﺢﺿاو It is evident that, it 
is clear that 
Expresses certainty Certainty 
نأ ﻊﻗاوﻟا تﺑﺛأ دﻘﻟ/ ﻲﻓ
ﻊﻗاوﻟا/رﻣﻷا ﻊﻗاو ﻲﻓ 
Reality has proven 
that, in fact, as a 
matter of fact 
Expresses certainty Certainty 
دﻘﻟ Indeed Expresses certainty Certainty 
نأ لوﻘﻟا نﻋ ﻲﻧﻏ It goes without 
saying 
Expresses certainty Certainty 
نأ ﺎﻓورﻌﻣ رﺎﺻ It became known 
that 
Expresses certainty Certainty 
نأ ﻲﻌﯾﺑطﻟا نﻣ Naturally, obviously Expresses certainty Certainty 
نأ ارﺳ دﻌﯾ مﻟ/نأ ارﺳ سﯾﻟ It is no longer a 
secret, it is obvious 
Expresses certainty Certainty 
نأ ﺔﯾرﺧﺳﻠﻟ رﯾﺛﻣﻟا What is ironic is that Evaluative Evaluation  
نأ ﻼﻌﻓ ةﺎﺳﺄﻣ ﺎﮭﻧإ It is truly a tragedy Evaluative Evaluation 
ﺎﻌﺑط Of course Evaluative Evaluation 
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Discourse Marker Meaning Function Correlated relation 
ارﯾﺧا At last Evaluative Evaluation 
نﺄﻛ/نﺄﻛﻟ As if Evaluative Evaluation 
 ﻲﻓ ذﺧﺄﯾ نا ءرﻣﻟا ﻰﻠﻋ
نأ نﺎﺑﺳﺣﻟا 
It should be taken 
into consideration 
that 
Evaluative Evaluation 
نأ ﻰﻠﻋ ﺢﺿاو لﯾﻟد اذھ This is clear 
evidence that 
guide the interpretation 
process 
Evaluation  
نأ وھ ﺔطﺎﺳﺑ لﻛﺑ بﺑﺳﻟا The reason simply is 
that 
guide the interpretation 
process 
Reason 
نأ ﻰﻟإ كﻟذ رﺷؤﯾ This indicates that guide the interpretation 
process 
Interpretation 
اذھ نﻣ دﻌﺑأ Moreover, beyond 
that 
guide the interpretation 
process 
Elaboration 
اذھ قوﻓ Moreover, beyond 
that 
guide the interpretation 
process 
Elaboration 
نأ ﺔﺟﯾﺗﻧﻟا The result is that guide the interpretation 
process 
Evaluation 
نأ ﺢﯾﺣﺻ It is true that guide the interpretation 
process 
Interpretation 
نﺄﺑ ﺎﻧھ رﯾﻛذﺗﻟا ﻲﻐﺑﻧﯾ/ ﺎﻣﻣ
 رﻛذﯾنأ  
It is noteworthy here 
that 
guide the interpretation 
process 
Background 
نأ دﻘﺗﻋأ I think that introduce writer point of 
view 
View  
نأ رﮭظﯾ It seems that introduce writer point of 
view 
View 
ودﺑﯾ\نأ ودﺑﯾ It seems that introduce writer point of 
view 
View 
نأ ظﺣﻼﯾ\نأ ظﺣﻼﻣﻟا It is noticed that introduce writer point of 
view 
View 
اذﻟ Thus, therefore Inferential/Resultative Evaluation 
ﺎﻧھ نﻣ Thus, therefore Inferential/Resultative Evaluation 
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Discourse Marker Meaning Function Correlated relation 
ﻲﻟﺎﺗﻟﺎﺑ Thus, therefore  Inferential/Resultative Evaluation 
اذﻛھ Thus, and so Inferential/Resultative Evaluation 
نأ ﻊﻗاوﻟا As a matter of fact Evaluative Evaluation 
نأ دﺑ ﻻ It is certain that Evaluative Evaluation 
نأ ﻰﺳﻸﻟ رﯾﺛﻣﻟا Sadly Evaluative Evaluation 
نﺈﻓ ظﺣﻟا ءوﺳﻟ Unfortunately Evaluative Evaluation 
نأ برﻐﺗﺳﻣﻟا نﻣ It is surprising that Evaluative Evaluation 
ودﺑﯾ\نأ ودﺑﯾ It seems that Evaluative Evaluation 
نأ رﻣﻷا ﻲﻓ رﯾﺛﻣﻟا\ رﻣﻷا
نأ وھ مﺎﻣﺗھﻼﻟ رﯾﺛﻣﻟا\ رﻣﻷا
نأ رﺧﻵا رﯾﺛﻣﻟا 
What is interesting 
about the matter is 
that 
Attention getting Evaluation 
نأ ﻲھ ﺎﯾﻟﺎﺣ ﺔﻣﺋﺎﻘﻟا ﺔﻗرﺎﻔﻣﻟا Ironically Attention getting Evaluation 
نأ ﺔﯾﻣھأ رﺛﻛﻷا Most importantly Attention getting Evaluation 
نأ رﻣﻷا ﻲﻓ بﯾرﻐﻟا Oddly Attention getting Evaluation 
نأ تﻓﻼﻟا What is interesting 
is 
Attention getting Evaluation 
نأ ﻲھ ﺔﻠﻛﺷﻣﻟا The problem is that Attention getting Evaluation 
نأ ﻰﻟإ ةرﺎﺷﻹﺎﺑردﺎﺑﻧﻟ Firstly, it must be 
mentioned that 
Attention getting Evaluation 
نأ ﺢﯾﺣﺻ It is true that Guides interpretation Evaluation 
نأ فارﺗﻋﻻا ﺎﻧﯾﻠﻋ We should admit 
that 
Appeal to the reader Evaluation 
ارﯾﺧأ Lastly  Sequential Sequence  
ﻻوأ Firstly Sequential Sequence  
ﺎﯾﻧﺎﺛ Secondly Sequential Sequence  
ﺎﺛﻟﺎﺛ Thirdly Sequential Sequence  
نأ كاذ That is because Explanatory Reason 
ثﯾﺣ Since Explanatory Reason  
كﻟذ ﻰﻠﻋ ءﺎﻧﺑ According to that Explanatory Result  
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Discourse Marker Meaning Function Correlated relation 
كﻟذﺑ Thus Explanatory Result  
كﻟذ لﺟأ نﻣ Because of that Explanatory Result  
كﻟذﻛ ﮫﻧﻷ Because of that Explanatory Result  
ىرﺧأ ﺔﮭﺟ نﻣ On the other hand Contrastive Concession  
ﺎﻣﻧا But Contrastive Concession  
نأ ﻰﻠﻋ But Contrastive Concession  
ف كﻟذ مﻏر ﻰﻠﻋ Despite that Contrastive Concession  
ف كﻟذ ﻊﻣ Despite that Contrastive Concession  
اذھ This Additive Elaboration 
اذھ ﺊﺟﯾ This comes Additive Elaboration 
نأ نﻋ كﯾھﺎﻧ Moreover  Additive Elaboration 
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 اﻧﮭﺎ اﻟﺮﻏﻢ اﻣﺎﻣﻨﺎ اي اوﻻﺋﻜﻢ اﯾﺎھﻢ ﺑﺎﻧﮫ ﺑﺎﯾﺎ
 اﺛﻨﺎء اﻟﺴﺎﺑﻖ اﻣﺎﻣﮫ اﯾﺎه اوﻻﺋﻜﻤﺎ اﯾﺎھﻤﺎ ﺑﺎوﻟﺌﻚ ﺑﺎﯾﺔ
 اﺟﻞ اﻟﺴﻮاء اﻣﺎﻣﮭﺎ اﯾﻀﺎ اوﻻﺋﻜﻦ اﯾﺎھﻦ ﺑﺂﺧﺮ ﺑﺎﯾﮭﺎ
 اﺣﺪ اﻟﻐﯿﺮ اﻣﺎﻣﮭﻢ اﯾﻦ اﯾﺎ اﯾﺎي ﺑﺎﺣﺪ ﺑﺎﯾﮭﻢ
 اﺣﺪى اﻟﻘﺎدم اﻣﺎﻣﮭﻤﺎ اﯾﮭﺎ اﯾﺎن ﺑﺌﺲ ﺑﺎﺷﯿﺎء ﺑﺎﯾﮭﻤﺎ
 اﺧﯿﺮا اﻟﻼﺗﻲ اﻣﺎﻣﮭﻦ اﺧﺮ اﯾﺔ ﺑﺎﻻﻣﺎم ﺑﺎﻗﻞ ﺑﺎﯾﮭﻦ
 اذ اﻟﻼﺣﻖ اﻣﺎﻣﻲ اﺑﺪا اﯾﻨﻤﺎ ﺑﺎﻻﻣﺮ ﺑﺎﻻ ﺑﺎﺣﺪى
 اذا اﻟﻠﺘﺎن اﻣﺲ اﺣﯿﺎﻧﺎ اﯾﮭﺎ ﺑﺎﻻﺿﺎﻓﺔ ﺑﺎن ﺑﺎذا
 اذن اﻟﻠﺘﯿﻦ ان اﺧﺮى اﯾﮭﻦ ﺑﺎﻟﺘﺎﻟﻲ ﺑﺎﻧﺎ ﺑﺎﻻ
 ازاء اﻟﻠﺬان اﻧﺎ اﺧﯿﺮا اطﻼﻗﺎ ﺑﺎﻟﺘﺎﻛﯿﺪ ﺑﺎﻧﻚ ﺑﺎﯾﺎك
 اﺳﺘﻤﺮار اﻟﻠﺬﯾﻦ اﻧﺖ ازاء اﻟﯿﻚ ﺑﺎﻟﺘﻲ ﺑﺎﻧﻜﻢ ﺑﺎﯾﺎﻛﻢ
 اﺻﺒﺢ اﻟﻠﻮاﺗﻲ اﻧﺘﻢ اﺷﯿﺎء اﻟﯿﻜﻢ ﺑﺎﻟﺬي ﺑﺎﻧﻜﻤﺎ ﺑﺎﯾﺎﻛﻤﺎ
 اﺻﺒﺤﺖ اﻟﻤﻘﺒﻞ اﻧﺘﻤﺎ اﻗﻞ اﻟﯿﻜﻤﺎ ﺑﺎﻟﺬﯾﻦ ﺑﺎﻧﻜﻦ ﺑﺎﯾﺎﻛﻦ
 اﻛﺜﺮ اﻟﻤﻤﻜﻦ اﻧﺘﻦ اﻛﺜﺮ اﻟﯿﻜﻦ ﺑﺎﻟﺬﯾﻦ ﺑﺎﻧﻨﺎ ﺑﺎﯾﺎه
 اﻻ اﻟﻤﻨﺼﺮم اﻧﻚ اﻟﺴﺖ اﻟﯿﻨﺎ ﺑﺎﻟﺮﻏﻢ ﺑﺎﻧﻨﻲ ﺑﺎﯾﺎھﺎ
 اﻻن اﻟﻨﺤﻮ اﻧﻜﻢ اﻟﺴﺘﻢ اﻟﯿﮫ ﺑﺎﻟﻀﺒﻂ ﺑﺎﻧﮫ ﺑﺎﯾﺎھﻢ
 اﻻﻣﺎم اﻟﻲ اﻧﻜﻤﺎ اﻟﺴﺘﻤﺎ اﻟﯿﮭﺎ ﺑﺎﻟﻐﯿﺮ ﺑﺎﻧﮭﺎ ﺑﺎﯾﺎھﻦ
 اﻻﻣﺮ اﻟﯿﮫ اﻧﻜﻦ اﻟﺴﺘﻦ اﻟﯿﮭﻢ ﺑﺎﻟﻘﻮل ﺑﺎﻧﮭﻢ ﺑﺎﯾﺎي
 اﻻطﻼق اﻟﯿﮭﺎ اﻧﻤﺎ اﻟﺴﻦ اﻟﯿﮭﻤﺎ ﺑﺎﻻﺗﻲ ﺑﺎﻧﮭﻤﺎ ﺑﺒﻀﻊ
 اﻟﺒﻌﺾ اﻟﯿﮭﻢ اﻧﻨﺎ اﻟﯿﺲ اﻟﯿﮭﻦ ﺑﺎﻟﻠﺘﺎن ﺑﺎﻧﻲ ﺑﺒﻀﻌﺔ
 اﻟﺘﻲ ام اﻧﻨﻲ اﻟﯿﺴﺖ اﻧﺎ ﺑﺎﻟﻠﺘﻨﻲ ﺑﺎواﺧﺮ ﺑﺒﻌﺾ
 اﻟﺠﺎري اﻣﺎ اﻧﮫ اﻟﯿﺴﻮا اﻧﮭﺎ ﺑﺎﻟﻠﺬان ﺑﺎوﻻء ﺑﺒﻌﻀﮭﺎ
 اﻟﺤﺎﻟﻲ اﻣﺎم اﻧﮭﻢ اﻧﻲ اﯾﺎك ﺑﺎﻟﻠﺬﯾﻦ ﺑﺎوﻻﺋﻚ ﺑﺒﻌﻀﮭﻢ
 اﻟﺦ اﻣﺎﻣﻚ اﻧﮭﻤﺎ اواﺧﺮ اﯾﺎﻛﻢ ﺑﺎﻟﻠﻮاﺗﻲ ﺑﺎوﻻﺋﻚ ﺑﺘﻠﻚ
 اﻟﺬان اﻣﺎﻣﻜﻢ اﻧﮭﻦ اوﻻ اﯾﺎﻛﻦ ﺑﺎﻟﻨﺴﺒﺔ ﺑﺎوﻻﺋﻜﻤﺎ ﺑﺤﯿﺚ
 اﻟﺬي اﻣﺎﻣﻜﻤﺎ او اوﻻء اﯾﺎه ﺑﺎﻣﻜﺎن ﺑﺎوﻻﺋﻜﻦ ﺑﺪﻻ
 اﻟﺬﯾﻦ اﻣﺎﻣﻜﻦ اوﻟﺌﻚ اوﻻﺋﻚ اﯾﺎھﺎ ﺑﺎن ﺑﺎي ﺑﺪون
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 ﺑﺪوﻧﻨﺎ ﺑﻌﺪھﺎ ﺑﻠﻰ ﺑﯿﻨﻜﻢ ﺣﺎﻟﯿﺎ ﺧﺼﻮﺻﺎ دوﻧﮭﻢ ﺷﯿﺌﺎ
 ﺑﺪوﻧﮫ ﺑﻌﺾ ﺑﻤﺎ ﺑﯿﻨﻜﻤﺎ ﺣﺘﻤﺎ ﺧﺼﯿﺼﺎ دوﻧﮭﻤﺎ ﺷﯿﺌﺎن
 ﺑﺪوﻧﮭﺎ ﺑﻌﻀﻨﺎ ﺑﻤﺎذا ﺑﯿﻨﻜﻦ ﺣﺘﻰ ﺧﻼ دوﻧﮭﻦ ﺷﯿﺌﯿﻦ
 ﺑﺪوﻧﮭﻢ ﺑﻌﻀﮭﺎ ﺑﻤﺘﻰ ﺑﯿﻨﻤﺎ ﺣﺴﺐ ﺧﻼل ذا ﺿﺪك
 ﺑﺪوﻧﮭﻤﺎ ﺑﻌﻀﮭﻢ ﺑﻤﺰﯾﺪ ﺑﯿﻨﻨﺎ ﺣﻮاﻟﻲ ﺧﻼﻟﮫ ذات ﺿﺪﻛﻢ
 ﺑﺪوﻧﮭﻦ ﺑﻐﺾ ﺑﻤﻔﺮد ﺑﯿﻨﮫ ﺣﻮل ﺧﻠﻒ ذاﺗﻚ ﺿﺪﻛﻤﺎ
 ﺑﺬا ﺑﻐﯿﺮ ﺑﻤﻦ ﺑﯿﻨﮭﺎ ﺣﻮﻟﻚ ﺧﻠﻔﻚ ذاﺗﻜﻤﺎ ﺿﺪﻛﻦ
 ﺑﺬاك ﺑﻐﯿﺮك ﺑﻦ ﺑﯿﻨﮭﻢ ﺣﻮﻟﻜﻢ ﺧﻠﻔﻜﻢ ذاﺗﮫ ﺿﺪﻧﺎ
 ﺑﺬﻟﻚ ﺑﻐﯿﺮﻛﻢ ﺑﻨﺎ ﺑﯿﻨﮭﻤﺎ ﺣﻮﻟﻜﻦ ﺧﻠﻔﻜﻤﺎ ذاﺗﮭﻢ ﺿﺪه
 ﺑﺬو ﺑﻐﯿﺮﻛﻤﺎ ﺑﻨﺤﻮ ﺑﯿﻨﮭﻦ ﺣﻮﻟﻨﺎ ﺧﻠﻔﻜﻦ ذاﺗﮭﻤﺎ  ﺎﺿﺪھ
 ﺑﺬي ﺑﻐﯿﺮﻛﻦ ﺑﻨﺴﺒﺔ ﺑﯿﻨﻲ ﺣﻮﻟﮫ ﺧﻠﻔﻨﺎ ذاﺗﮭﻤﻦ  ﻢﺿﺪھ
 ﺑﺮﻏﻢ ﺑﻐﯿﺮﻧﺎ ﺑﮫ ﺗﺤﺘﮫ ﺣﻮﻟﮭﺎ ﺧﻠﻔﮫ ذاك  ھﻢﺿﺪ
 ﺑﺴﺒﺐ ﺑﻐﯿﺮه ﺑﮭﺆﻻء ﺗﻘﺮﯾﺒﺎ ﺣﻮﻟﮭﻢ ﺧﻠﻔﮭﺎ ذﻟﻚ ﺿﺪھﻤﺎ
 ﺑﺴﻮى ﺑﻐﯿﺮھﺎ ﺑﮭﺎ ﺗﻘﻮل ﺣﻮﻟﮭﻦ ﺧﻠﻔﮭﻢ ذﻟﻜﻢ ﺿﺪھﻦ
 ﺑﺸﺎن ﺑﻐﯿﺮھﻢ ﺑﮭﺎﺗﺎن ﺗﻜﻦ ﺣﻮﻟﻲ ﺧﻠﻔﮭﻤﺎ ذﻟﻜﻤﺎ ﺿﺪي
 ﺑﺸﻜﻞ ﺑﻐﯿﺮھﻤﺎ ﺑﮭﺎﺗﯿﻦ ﺗﻜﻮن ﺣﯿﺚ ﺧﻠﻔﮭﻤﺎ ذو ﺿﺪﯾﻦ
 ﺑﺸﺊ ﺑﻐﯿﺮھﻦ ﺑﮭﺬا ﺗﻜﻮﻧﻮا ﺣﯿﺜﻤﺎ ﺧﻠﻔﮭﻦ ذي ﺿﺮورة
  ﯿﺌﺎﺑﺸ ﺑﻐﯿﺮي ﺑﮭﺬان ﺗﻠﻚ ﺣﯿﻦ ﺧﻠﻔﻲ رﺑﻤﺎ ﺿﺮوري
 ﺑﺸﯿﺌﺎن ﺑﻚ ﺑﮭﺬه ﺗﻠﻜﻢ ﺣﯿﻨﺌﺬ داﺋﻤﺎ رﻏﻢ ﺿﺮورﯾﺎ
 ﺑﺸﯿﺌﯿﻦ ﺑﻜﺎﻓﺔ ﺑﮭﺬي ﺗﻠﻜﻤﺎ ﺣﯿﻨﺎ داﺧﻼ رﻏﻤﺎ ﺿﻤﻦ
 ﺑﺼﻮرة ﺑﻜﻞ ﺑﮭﺬﯾﻦ ﺗﻤﺎﻣﺎ ﺣﯿﻨﺬاك دون رﻗﻢ طﺎﻟﻤﺎ
 ﺑﻀﻊ ﺑﻜﻢ ﺑﮭﻞ ﺛﻢ ﺣﯿﻨﻤﺎ دوﻧﻚ ﺳﻮاء طﻮﯾﻞ
 ﺑﻀﻌﺔ ﺑﻜﻤﺎ ﺑﮭﻢ ﺛﻤﺔ ﺣﯿﻨﮫ دوﻧﻜﻢ ﺳﻮف طﻮﯾﻼ
 ﺑﻌﺪ ﺑﻜﻦ ﺑﮭﻤﺎ ﺟﺪا ﺣﯿﻨﮭﺎ دوﻧﻜﻤﺎ ﺳﻮى طﻮﯾﻠﺔ
 ﺑﻌﺪﺋﺬ ﺑﻜﯿﻒ ﺑﮭﻦ ﺟﯿﺪا ﺧﺎرﺟﺎ دوﻧﻨﺎ ﺷﺎﻧﮫ ظﻞ
 ﺑﻌﺪة ﺑﻞ ﺑﯿﻦ ﺣﺎﺷﺎ ﺧﺎﺻﺎ دوﻧﮫ ﺷﺘﻰ ﻋﺎم
 ﺑﻌﺪم ﺑﻼ ﺑﯿﻨﻚ ﺣﺎﻟﻤﺎ ﺧﺎﺻﺔ دوﻧﮭﺎ ﺷﺊ ﻋﺎﻣﺔ
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 ﻋﺒﺮ ﻋﻨﺪه ﻓﺎﻛﺜﺮ ﻓﺎﻧﺖ ﻓﺎﻟﯾﮭﺎ ﻓﺑﺎﻟذي ﻓﺒﻤﺎذا ﻓﺗﺣت
 ﻋﺪا ﻋﻨﺪھﺎ ﻓﺎﻻن ﻓﺎﻧﺘﻢ ﻓﺎﻟﯾﮭم ﻓﺑﺎﻟذﯾن ﻓﺒﻨﺎ ﻓﺗﻠك
 ﻋﺪة ﻋﻨﺪھﻢ ﻓﺎﻟﺘﻲ ﻓﺎﻧﺘﻤﺎ ﻓﺎﻟﯾﮭﻣﺎ ﻓﺑﺎﻟﻐﯾر ﻓﺒﻨﺴﺒﺔ ﻓﺛم
 ﻋﺪم ﻋﻨﺪھﻤﺎ ﻓﺎﻟﺬي ﻓﺎﻧﺘﻦ ﻓﺎﻟﯾﮭن ﻓﺑﺎﻟﻘول ﻓﺒﮭﺆﻻء ﻓﺟﺎة
 ﻋﺪﻣﮫ ﻋﻨﺪھﻦ ﻓﺎﻟﺬﯾﻦ ﻓﺎﻧﮫ ﻓﺎﻣﺎ ﻓﺑﺎﻟﻼﺗﻲ ﻓﺒﮭﺎ ﻓﺣﺎﺷﺎ
 ﻋﺪﯾﺪة ﻋﻨﻚ ﻓﺎﻟﻐﯿﺮ ﻓﺎﻧﮭﻢ ﻓﺎن ﻓﺑﺎﻻﺗﺎن ﻓﺒﮭﺎﺗﺎن ﻓﺣﯾث
 ﻋﺴﻰ ﻋﻨﻜﻢ ﻓﺎﻟﻘﻮل ﻓﺎﻧﻲ ﻓﺎﻧﺎ ﻓﺑﺎﻟﻠﺗﯾن ﻓﺒﮭﺎﺗﯿﻦ ﻓﺣﯾﺛﻣﺎ
 ﻋﻠﻰ ﻋﻨﮫ ﻓﺎﻟﻼﺗﻲ ﻓﺎوﻟﺌﻚ ﻓﺎﻧك ﻓﺑﺎﻟﻠذﯾن ﻓﺒﮭﺬا ﻓﺣﯾن
 ﻋﻠﯿﻚ ﻋﻨﮭﺎ ﻓﺎﻟﻠﺘﺎن ﻓﺎوﻻء ﻓﺎﻧﻛم ﻓﺑﺎﻟﻠذﯾن ﻓﺒﮭﺬان ﻓﺣﯾﻧﺋذ
 ﻋﻠﯿﻜﻢ ﻋﻨﮭﻢ ﻓﺎﻟﻠﺘﯿﻦ ﻓﺎوﻻﺋك ﻓﺎﻧﻛﻣﺎ ﻓﺑﺎﻟﻠواﺗﻲ ﻓﺒﮭﺬه ﻓﺣﯾﻧﺎ
 ﻋﻠﯿﻜﻤﺎ ﻋﻨﮭﻤﺎ ﻓﺎﻟﻠﺬان ﻓﺎوﻻﺋﻛم ﻓﺎﻧﻧﺎ ﻓﺎﻟﺑﻧﺳﺑﺔ ﻓﺒﮭﺬﯾﻦ ﻓﺣﯾﻧذاك
 ﻋﻠﯿﻜﻦ ﻋﻨﮭﻦ ﻓﺎﻟﻠﺬﯾﻦ ﻓﺎوﻻﺋﻛﻣﺎ ﻓﺎﻧﮫ ﻓﺑﺎوﻟﺋك ﻓﺒﮭﻢ ﻓﺣﯾﻧﻣﺎ
 ﻋﻠﯿﻨﺎ ﻋﻨﻲ ﻓﺎﻟﻠﻮاﺗﻲ ﻓﺎوﻻﺋﻛن ﻓﺎﻧﮭﺎ ﻓﺑﺎوﻻ ﻓﺒﮭﻤﺎ ﻓﺣﯾﻧﮭﺎ
 ﻋﻠﯿﮫ ﻏﯿﺮ ﻓﺎن ﻓﺎي ﻓﺎﻧﮭم ﻓﺑﺗﻠك ﻓﺒﮭﻦ ﻓﺧﻼ
 ﻋﻠﯿﮭﺎ ﻏﯿﺮك ﻓﺎﻧﻚ ﻓﺎﯾﺎن ﻓﺎﻧﮭﻣﺎ ﻓﺑﺣﯾث ﻓﺑﯾن ﻓﺧﻼل
 ﻋﻠﯿﮭﻢ ﻏﯿﺮﻛﻢ ﻓﺎﻧﻨﺎ ﻓﺎﯾن ﻓﺎﻧﻲ ﻓﺑذا ﻓﺑﯾﻧك ﻓداﺋﻣﺎ
 ﻋﻠﯿﮭﻤﺎ ﻏﯿﺮﻛﻤﺎ ﻓﺎﻧﮫ ﻓﺎﯾﻧﻣﺎ ﻓﺎﯾﺎك ﻓﺑذاك ﻓﺒﯿﻨﻜﻢ ﻓذا
 ﻋﻠﯿﮭﻦ ﻏﯿﺮﻛﻦ ﻓﺎﻧﮭﺎ ﻓﺎذ ﻓﺎﯾﺎﻛم ﻓﺑذﻟك ﻓﺒﯿﻨﻜﻤﺎ ﻓذاك
 ﻋﻤﺎ ﻏﯿﺮﻧﺎ ﻓﺎﻧﮭﻢ ﻓﺎذا ﻓﺎﯾﺎﻛﻣﺎ ﻓﺑذي ﻓﺒﯿﻨﻜﻦ ﻓذﻟك
 ﻋﻦ ﻏﯿﺮه ﻓﺎوﻟﺌﻚ ﻓﺎﻻ ﻓﺎﯾﺎﻛن ﻓﺑﻌد ﻓﺒﯿﻨﻤﺎ ﻓذو
 ﻋﻨﺎ ﻏﯿﺮھﺎ ﻓﺎﺣﺪ ﻓﺎﻟﻰ ﻓﺎﯾﺎه ﻓﺑﻌدة ﻓﺑﯾﻧﻧﺎ ﻓذي
 ﻋﻨﺪ ﻏﯿﺮھﻢ ﻓﺎﻗﻞ ﻓﺎﻟﯾك ﻓﺎﯾﺎھﺎ ﻓﺒﻚ ﻓﺑﯾﻧﮫ ﻓﺳواء
 ﻋﻨﺪﺋﺬ ﻏﯿﺮھﻤﺎ ﻓﺎﻛﺜﺮ ﻓﺎﻟﯾﻛم ﻓﺎﯾﺎھﻣﺎ ﻓﺒﻜﻞ ﻓﺑﯾﻧﮭﺎ ﻓﺳوف
 ﻋﻨﺪك ﻏﯿﺮھﻦ ﻓﺎﻻ ﻓﺎﻟﯾﻛﻣﺎ ﻓﺎﯾﺎھن ﻓﺒﻜﻢ ﻓﺑﯾﻧﮭم ﻓﺳوى
 ﻋﻨﺪﻛﻢ ﻏﯿﺮي ﻓﺎﻣﺎ ﻓﺎﻟﯾﻛن ﻓﺎﯾﺎي ﻓﺒﻜﻤﺎ ﻓﺑﯾﻧﮭﻣﺎ ﻓطﺎﻟﻣﺎ
 ﻋﻨﺪﻛﻤﺎ ﻓﺎذ ﻓﺎن ﻓﺎﻟﯾﻧﺎ ﻓﺑﺋس ﻓﺒﻜﻦ ﻓﺑﯾﻧﮭﻰ ﻓﻌدا
 ﻋﻨﺪﻣﺎ ﻓﺎذا ﻓﺎﻧﺎ ﻓﺎﻟﯾﮫ ﻓﺑﺎﻟﺗﻲ ﻓﺒﻤﺎ ﻓﺑﯾﻧﻲ ﻓﻌدة
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 ﻓﻌﺪم ﻓﻌﻨﻜﻤﺎ ﻓﻔﯿﻚ ﻓﻜﺎﻧﻚ ﻓﻼوﻟﺌﻚ ﻓﻠﻜﻞ ﻓﻠﮭﺬه ﻓﻤﺪام
 ﻓﻌﻼ ﻓﻌﻨﮭﺎ ﻓﻔﯿﻜﻢ ﻓﻜﺎﻧﮫ ﻓﻼﺣﺪى ﻓﻠﻜﻼ ﻓﻠﮭﺬﯾﻦ ﻓﻤﺪة
 ﻓﻌﻠﻰ ﻓﻌﻨﮭﻢ ﻓﻔﯿﻜﻦ ﻓﻜﺎﻧﮭﻢ ﻓﻠﺒﺌﺲ ﻓﻠﻜﻠﺘﺎ ﻓﻠﮭﻢ ﻓﻤﻊ
 ﻓﻌﻠﯿﻚ ﻓﻌﻨﮭﻤﺎ ﻓﻔﯿﻤﺎ ﻓﻜﺎﻧﮭﻤﺎ ﻓﻠﺘﻠﻚ ﻓﻠﻜﻢ ﻓﻠﮭﻤﺎ ﻓﻤﻌﺎ
 ﻓﻌﻠﯿﻜﻢ ﻓﻌﻨﮭﻦ ﻓﻔﯿﻨﺎ ﻓﻜﺎﻧﮭﻦ ﻓﻠﺪي ﻓﻠﻜﻤﺎ ﻓﻠﮭﻦ ﻓﻤﻌﻚ
 ﻓﻌﻠﯿﻜﻤﺎ ﻓﻌﻨﻲ ﻓﻔﯿﮫ ﻓﻜﺜﯿﺮا ﻓﻠﺪﯾﻚ ﻓﻠﻜﻦ ﻓﻠﻮ ﻓﻤﻌﻜﻢ
 ﻓﻌﻠﯿﻜﻦ ﻓﻐﯿﺮ ﻓﻔﯿﮭﺎ ﻓﻜﺬﻟﻚ ﻓﻠﺪﯾﻜﻢ ﻓﻠﻜﻨﻚ ﻓﻠﻮﻻ ﻓﻤﻌﻜﻤﺎ
 ﻓﻌﻠﯿﻨﺎ ﻓﻐﯿﺮك ﻓﻔﯿﮭﻢ ﻓﻜﻞ ﻓﻠﺪﯾﻜﻤﺎ ﻓﻠﻜﻨﮭﻢ ﻓﻠﻮﻻك ﻓﻤﻌﻜﻦ
 ﻓﻌﻠﯿﮫ ﻓﻐﯿﺮﻛﻢ ﻓﻔﯿﮭﻤﺎ ﻓﻜﻼ ﻓﻠﺪﯾﻨﺎ ﻓﻠﻜﻨﮭﻤﺎ ﻓﻠﻮﻻﻛﻢ ﻓﻤﻌﻨﺎ
 ﻓﻌﻠﯿﮭﺎ ﻓﻐﯿﺮﻛﻤﺎ ﻓﻔﯿﮭﻦ ﻓﻜﻼﻧﺎ ﻓﻠﺪﯾﮫ ﻓﻠﻜﻨﮭﻦ ﻓﻠﻮﻻﻛﻤﺎ ﻓﻤﻌﮭﺎ
 ﻓﻌﻠﯿﮭﻢ ﻓﻐﯿﺮﻛﻦ ﻓﻘﺒﻞ ﻓﻜﻼھﻤﺎ ﻓﻠﺪﯾﮭﺎ ﻓﻠﻜﻲ ﻓﻠﻮﻻﻛﻦ ﻓﻤﻌﮭﻢ
 ﻓﻌﻠﯿﮭﻤﺎ ﻓﻐﯿﺮﻧﺎ ﻓﻘﺪ ﻓﻜﻠﺘﺎ ﻓﻠﺪﯾﮭﻢ ﻓﻠﻜﯿﻼ ﻓﻠﻮﻻﻧﺎ ﻓﻤﻌﮭﻦ
 ﻓﻌﻠﯿﮭﻦ ﻓﻐﯿﺮھﻢ ﻓﻘﺪﯾﻤﺎ ﻓﻜﻠﻜﻢ ﻓﻠﯿﺪﯾﮭﻤﺎ ﻓﻠﻢ ﻓﻠﻮﻻھﺎ ﻓﻤﻌﻲ
 ﻓﻌﻦ ﻓﻐﯿﺮھﻤﺎ ﻓﻘﻂ ﻓﻜﻠﻨﺎ ﻓﻠﺪﯾﮭﻦ ﻓﻠﻤﺎ ﻓﻠﻮﻻھﻢ ﻓﻤﻤﺎ
 ﻓﻌﻨﺎ ﻓﻐﯿﺮھﻦ ﻓﻘﻠﺖ ﻓﻜﻠﮭﺎ ﻓﻠﺬا ﻓﻠﻤﺎذا ﻓﻠﻮﻻھﻤﺎ ﻓﻤﻦ
 ﻓﻌﻨﺪ ﻓﻐﯿﺮي ﻓﻘﻮل ﻓﻜﻠﮭﻢ ﻓﻠﺬاك ﻓﻠﻤﺬا ﻓﻠﻮﻻھﻦ ﻓﻤﻨﺎ
 ﻓﻌﻨﺪﺋﺬ ﻓﻔﻮق ﻓﻜﺎﻟﺘﻲ ﻓﻜﻠﮭﻦ ﻓﻠﺬﻟﻚ ﻓﻠﻦ ﻓﻠﻮﻻي ﻓﻤﻨﺬ
 ﻓﻌﻨﺪك ﻓﻔﻮﻗﻚ ﻓﻜﺎﻟﺬي ﻓﻜﻠﯿﻨﺎ ﻓﻠﺬي ﻓﻠﻨﺎ ﻓﻠﯿﺲ ﻓﻤﻨﻚ
 ﻓﻌﻨﺪﻛﻢ ﻓﻔﻮﻗﻜﻢ ﻓﻜﺎﻟﺬﯾﻦ ﻓﻜﻠﯿﮭﻤﺎ ﻓﻠﺴﺖ ﻓﻠﮫ ﻓﻠﯿﺴﺖ ﻓﻤﻨﻜﻢ
 ﻓﻌﻨﺪﻛﻤﺎ ﻓﻔﻮﻗﻜﻤﺎ ﻓﻜﺎﻟﻘﻮل ﻓﻜﻢ ﻓﻠﺴﺘﻢ ﻓﻠﮭﺆﻻء ﻓﻠﯿﺴﻮا ﻓﻤﻨﻜﻦ
 ﻓﻌﻨﺪﻣﺎ ﻓﻔﻮﻗﻜﻦ ﻓﻜﺎﻟﻼﺗﻲ ﻓﻜﻤﺎ ﻓﻠﺴﺘﻤﺎ ﻓﻠﮭﺎ ﻓﻤﺎ ﻓﻤﻨﻨﺎ
 ﻓﻌﻨﺪه ﻓﻔﻮﻗﻨﺎ ﻓﻜﺎﻟﻠﺘﺎن ﻓﻜﻲ ﻓﻠﺴﺘﻦ ﻓﻠﮭﺎﺗﺎن ﻓﻤﺎذا ﻓﻤﻨﮭﺎ
 ﻓﻌﻨﺪھﺎ ﻓﻔﻮﻗﮭﺎ ﻓﺎﻟﻜﺎﻟﺘﯿﻦ ﻓﻜﯿﻒ ﻓﻠﺴﻮف ﻓﻠﮭﺎﺗﯿﻦ ﻓﻤﺎﻋﺪا ﻓﻤﻨﮭﻢ
 ﻓﻌﻨﺪﻣﺎ ﻓﻔﻮﻗﮭﻢ ﻓﻜﺎﻟﻠﺬان ﻓﻜﯿﻼ ﻓﻠﻌﺪم ﻓﻠﮭﺘﺎن ﻓﻤﺘﻰ ﻓﻤﻨﮭﻤﺎ
 ﻓﻌﻨﺪﻧﻰ ﻓﻔﻮﻗﮭﻤﺎ ﻓﻜﺎﻟﻠﺬﯾﻦ ﻓﻼ ﻓﻠﻌﻞ ﻓﻠﮭﺘﯿﻦ ﻓﻤﺜﻞ ﻓﻤﻨﮭﻦ
  ﻚﻓﻌﻨ ﻓﻔﻮﻗﮭﻦ ﻓﻜﺎﻟﻠﻮاﺗﻲ ﻓﻼﺣﺪ ﻓﻠﻘﺪ ﻓﻠﮭﺬا ﻓﻤﺜﻼ ﻓﻤﻨﻲ
 ﻓﻌﻨﻜﻢ ﻓﻔﻲ ﻓﻜﺎن ﻓﻼﻧﮫ ﻓﻠﻚ ﻓﻠﮭﺬان ﻓﻤﺜﻠﻤﺎ ﻓﻤﮭﻤﺎ
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 ﻓﻨﺤﻦ ﻓﻮﻗﮭﻢ ﻛﺎﻟﻠﺬﯾﻦ ﻛﺎﯾﺎھﺎ ﻛﻤﺎذا ﻻي ﻻﯾﮭﻤﺎ ﻟﺬﻟﻚ
 ﻓﮭﺆﻻء ﻓﻮﻗﮭﻤﺎ ﻛﺎﻟﻠﻮاﺗﻲ ﻛﺎﯾﺎھﻢ ﻛﻤﻦ ﻻﺧﺮ ﻻﯾﮭﻦ ﻟﺬو
 ﻓﮭﺎﺗﺎن ﻓﻮﻗﮭﻦ ﻛﺎن ﻛﺎﯾﺎھﻤﺎ ﻛﻦ ﻻﺣﺪ ﻻﺣﺪى ﻟﺬي
 ﻓﮭﺎﺗﯿﻦ ﻓﻲ ﻛﺎﻧﺎ ﻛﺎﯾﺎھﻦ ﻛﻨﺎ ﻻﻣﺎم ﻻﯾﺎك ﻟﺴﺖ
 ﻓﮭﺘﺎن ﻓﯿﻚ ﻛﺎﻧﺖ ﻛﺎﯾﺎي ﻛﻨﺖ ﻻﻣﺎﻣﻚ ﻻﯾﺎﻛﻢ ﻟﺴﺘﻢ
 ﻓﮭﺘﯿﻦ ﻓﯿﻜﻢ ﻛﺎﻧﺘﺎ ﻛﺒﯿﺮا ﻛﻨﺘﻢ ﻻﻣﺎﻣﻜﻢ ﻻﯾﺎﻛﻤﺎ ﻟﺴﺘﻤﺎ
 ﻓﮭﺬا ﻓﯿﻤﺎ ﻛﺎﻧﻮا ﻛﺘﻠﻚ ﻛﻨﺘﻤﺎ ﻻﻣﺎﻣﻜﻤﺎ ﻻﯾﺎﻛﻦ ﻟﺴﺘﻦ
 ﻓﮭﺬان ﻓﯿﮭﺎ ﻛﺎﺣﺪ ﻛﺜﯿﺮا ﻛﮭﺆﻻء ﻻﻣﺎﻣﻜﻦ ﻻﯾﺎه ﻟﺴﻦ
 ﻓﮭﺬه ﻓﯿﮭﻢ ﻛﺎن ﻛﺬا ﻛﮭﺎﺗﯿﻦ ﻻﻣﺎﻣﻨﺎ ﻻﯾﺎھﺎ ﻟﺴﻮف
 ﻓﮭﯿﺬي ﻓﯿﻮﻣﺌﺬ ﻛﺎﻧﻚ ﻛﺬاك ﻛﮭﺬا ﻻﻣﺎﻣﮭﺎ ﻻﯾﺎھﻢ ﻟﻌﺪم
 ﻓﮭﺬﯾﻦ ﻗﺒﻞ ﻛﺎﻧﻜﻢ ﻛﺬﻟﻚ ﻛﮭﺬه ﻻﻣﺎﻣﮭﻢ ﻻﯾﺎھﻤﺎ ﻟﻌﻞ
 ﻓﮭﻞ ﻗﺒﻠﮫ ﻛﺎﻧﻨﺎ ﻛﺬو ﻛﮭﺬي ﻻﻣﺎﻣﮭﻤﺎ ﻻﯾﺎھﻦ ﻟﻐﯿﺮ
 ﻓﮭﻢ ﻗﺒﻠﮭﺎ ﻛﺎﻧﮭﺎ ﻛﺴﻮى ﻛﮭﺬﯾﻦ ﻻﻣﺎﻣﮭﻦ ﻻﯾﺎي ﻟﻘﺪ
 ﻓﮭﻤﺎ ﻗﺪ ﻛﺎﻧﮭﻢ ﻛﻐﯿﺮ ﻛﻮﻧﮫ ﻻﻣﺎﻣﻲ ﻟﺒﺌﺲ ﻟﻚ
 ﻓﮭﻦ ﻗﺪﯾﻤﺎ ﻛﺎﻧﮭﻤﺎ ﻛﻜﻞ ﻛﻮﻧﮭﺎ ﻻﻧﻚ ﻟﺒﻌﺾ ﻟﻜﻞ
 ﻓﮭﻨﺎ ﻗﺮﯾﺒﺎ ﻛﺎﻧﮭﻦ ﻛﻞ ﻛﻮﻧﻮا ﻻﻧﻜﻢ ﻟﺘﻠﻚ ﻟﻜﻼ
 ﻓﮭﻨﺎك ﻛﺎﻓﺔ ﻛﺎﻧﻲ ﻛﻼ ﻛﻲ ﻻﻧﻜﻤﺎ ﻟﺪي ﻟﻜﻠﺘﺎ
 ﻓﮭﻮ ﻛﺎﻓﯿﺎ ﻛﺎوﻻﺋﻚ ﻛﻼﻧﺎ ﻛﯿﻒ ﻻﻧﻜﻦ ﻟﺪﯾﻚ ﻟﻜﻢ
 ﻓﮭﻲ ﻛﺎﻻن ﻛﺎوﻻﺋﻜﻢ ﻛﻼھﻤﺎ ﻛﯿﻼ ﻻﻧﻨﺎ ﻟﺪﯾﻜﻢ ﻟﻜﻤﺎ
 ﻓﻮق ﻛﺎﻟﺘﻲ ﻛﺎوﻻﺋﻜﻤﺎ ﻛﻠﺘﺎ ﻟﺌﻼ ﻻﻧﻨﻲ ﻟﺪﯾﻜﻤﺎ ﻟﻜﻦ
 ﻓﻮﻗﻚ ﻛﺎﻟﺬي ﻛﺎوﻻﺋﻜﻦ ﻛﻠﻜﻢ ﻻ ﻻﻧﮭﻤﺎ ﻟﺪﯾﻨﺎ ﻟﻜﻨﻚ
 ﻓﻮﻗﻜﻢ ﻛﺎﻟﺬﯾﻦ ﻛﺎي ﻛﻠﻤﺎ ﻻﺑﺪ ﻻواﺧﺮ ﻟﺪﯾﮭﺎ ﻟﻜﻨﮭﺎ
 ﻓﻮﻗﻜﻤﺎ ﻛﺎﻟﻘﻮل ﻛﺎﺣﺪى ﻛﻠﮭﻦ ﻻن ﻻي ﻟﺪﯾﮭﻢ ﻟﻜﻨﮭﻢ
 ﻓﻮﻗﻜﻦ ﻛﺎﻟﻼﺗﻲ ﻛﺎﯾﺎك ﻛﻠﯿﻨﺎ ﻻﻧﮫ ﻻﯾﺎ ﻟﺪﯾﮭﻤﺎ ﻟﻜﻨﮭﻤﺎ
 ﻓﻮﻗﻨﺎ ﻛﺎﻟﻠﺘﺎن ﻛﺎﯾﺎﻛﻢ ﻛﻠﯿﮭﻤﺎ ﻻﻧﮭﺎ ﻻﯾﺔ ﻟﺪﯾﮭﻦ ﻟﻜﻨﮭﻦ
 ﻓﻮﻗﮫ ﻛﺎﻟﻠﺘﯿﻦ ﻛﺎﯾﻜﻤﺎ ﻛﻢ ﻻﻧﮭﻢ ﻻﯾﮭﺎ ﻟﺬا ﻟﻜﻨﻲ
 ﻓﻮﻗﮭﺎ ﻛﺎﻟﻠﺬان ﻛﺎﯾﺎﻛﻦ ﻛﻤﺎ ﻻوﻟﺌﻚ ﻻﯾﮭﻢ ﻟﺬاك ﻟﻜﻲ
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 ﻟﻜﯿﻼ ﻟﮭﺘﺎن ﻣﺆﻛﺪا ﻣﻌﮭﺎ ھﺎﺗﺎن وراﺋﻜﻦ  
 ﻟﻼﻣﺎم ﻟﮭﺘﯿﻦ ﻣﺎ ﻣﻌﮭﻢ ھﺎﺗﯿﻦ وراﺋﮭﻢ  
 ﻟﻼﻣﺮ ﻟﮭﺬا ﻣﺎدام ﻣﻌﮭﻤﺎ ھﺎذﯾﻦ وراﺋﮭﻤﺎ  
 ﻟﻠﺘﻲ ﻟﮭﺬان ﻣﺎذا ﻣﻌﮭﻦ ھﺎﻣﺔ وراﺋﮭﻦ  
 ﻟﻠﺬي ﻟﮭﺬه ﻣﺎزال ﻣﻌﻲ ھﺎﻧﺖ ﯾﺎ  
 ﻟﻠﺬﯾﻦ ﻟﮭﺬي ﻣﺎزاﻟﺖ ﻣﻤﺎ ھﺎﻧﺘﻢ ﯾﺒﺪو  
 ﻟﻠﻐﺎﯾﺔ ﻟﮭﺬﯾﻦ ﻣﺎﻋﺪا ﻣﻤﻜﻦ ھﺎﻧﺬا ﯾﻜﻦ  
 ﻟﻼﺗﻲ ﻟﮭﻢ ﻣﺎھﻮ ﻣﻤﻜﻨﺎ ھﺬا ﯾﻜﻮن  
 ﻟﻠﺘﺎن ﻟﮭﻤﺎ ﻣﺘﻰ ﻣﻤﻦ ھﺬان ﯾﻜﻮﻧﻮا  
 ﻟﻠﺘﯿﻦ ﻟﮭﻦ ﻣﺜﻞ ﻣﻦ ھﺬه ﯾﻠﻲ  
 ﻟﻠﺬان ﻟﻮ ﻣﺜﻼ ﻣﻨﺎ ھﺬي ﯾﻤﻜﻦ  
 ﻟﻠﺬﯾﻦ ﻟﻮﻻ ﻣﺜﻠﻤﺎ ﻣﻨﺬ ھﺬﯾﻦ ﯾﻮﻣﺌﺬ  
 ﻟﻠﻮاﺗﻲ ﻟﻮﻻك ﻣﺜﻠﮭﺎ ﻣﻨﻚ ھﻜﺬا   
 ﻟﻠﻤﺰﯾﺪ ﻻوﻻﻛﻢ ﻣﺜﻠﮭﻢ ﻣﻨﻜﻢ ھﻞ   
 ﻟﻢ ﻟﻮﻻﻛﻤﺎ ﻣﺪة ﻣﻨﻜﻤﺎ ھﻢ   
 ﻟﻤﺎ ﻻوﻻﻛﻦ ﻣﺮة ﻣﻨﻜﻦ ھﻤﺎ   
 ﻟﻤﺎذا ﻟﻮﻻﻧﺎ ﻣﺰﯾﺪ ﻣﻨﻨﺎ ھﻦ   
 ﻟﻤﺪة  ﺎﻟﻮﻻھ ﻣﺰﯾﺪا ﻣﻨﮭﺎ ھﻨﺎ   
 ﻟﻤﺰﯾﺪ ﻟﻮﻻھﻢ ﻣﻄﻠﻘﺎ ﻣﻨﮭﻢ ھﻨﺎك   
 ﻟﻤﯿﺰﯾﺪا ﻟﻮﻻھﻤﺎ ﻣﻊ ﻣﻨﮭﻤﺎ ھﻨﺎﻟﻚ   
 ﻟﻤﻦ ﻟﻮﻻھﻦ ﻣﻌﺎ ﻣﻨﮭﻦ ھﻮ   
 ﻟﻦ ﻟﻮﻻي ﻣﻌﻈﻢ ﻣﻨﻲ ھﻲ   
 ﻟﻨﺎ ﻟﻲ ﻣﻌﻚ ﻣﮭﻤﺎ وراء   
 ﻟﮭﺆﻻء ﻟﯿﺲ ﻣﻌﻜﻢ ﻧﺤﻦ وراءه   
 ﻟﮭﺎ ﻟﯿﺴﺖ ﻣﻌﻜﻤﺎ ﻧﻈﺮا وراﺋﻚ   
 ﻟﮭﺎﺗﺎن ﻟﯿﺴﻮا ﻣﻌﻜﻦ ﻧﻌﻢ وراﺋﻜﻢ   
 ﻟﮭﺎﺗﯿﻦ ﻟﯿﻜﻮن ﻣﻌﻨﺎ ھﺆﻻء وراﺋﻜﻤﺎ   
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